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I.. ORGANIZATION'OF THE SYMPOSIUM

I

Opening and Duration of the Symposium

The Regional .Symposium on the Utilization of Science and*Technology

for Development in Africa was held in Africa Hall, Addis Ababa, from 5 to-

16. October 1970, under the joint auspices of the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa (SCA-) and .the United. Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),

The Symposium was opened at 3.00 p.m. on Monday-5 October toy -

Mr. Prosper Rajaobelina, Deputy Kxecutive Secretary, SCA?. who invited

the meeting to observe a minute of silence in tribute to the memory of

the late President Gamal'Abdel lasser of the United Arab Republic who

was a great African and a great leader.

The meeting stood in silence for one minute.

ji- Mr. Rajaobelina then opened the session with a speech on behalf of

ECA.. This was followed by a speech on behalf of UNESCO by Chief Dr... Olu

Ibukun, Head of the UNESCO Field Science Office for.Africa.. The texts of

these speeches constitute appendices I and II of this Record.

Attendance ....

The Symposium was attended by 33 delegates representing 20.African '

countries and 2o observers from different international organizations. The

list of delegat-3 and observers is given in Appendix III.

Documentation

A list of the documents available.to the participants is given in

Appendix IV. The documents for the Symposium were divided into Working

Papers (Series HP), Background. Papers (Series BP) and Country Reports'' '
(Series CR). . ■ •■ ■

A number of information notes (Series IMP) were also, prepared for the

guidance of participants.

The working languages of the Symposium were English and French.

Adoption of Agenda and Formation cf Working Groups

The meeting adopted the agenda contained in document S&T/SYMP/lNF.2 and

the procedure of work proposed by the secretariat in document

stituting appendices V and VI of this Record.
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The subjects which came under consideration at the Symposium were the
■following: "■■'' -•.->■■■■ ■■■ ■"■ ■■".. ■ ■ ■• . • ■■

(i) Policymaking and planning in science and technology,

(ii) Human resources for scientific and technological development. :

(iii.) .Creation of infrastructure for development- ■ : ' '.

(iv), Natural resources survey, research and development. ■ ' ;

(v) Industrial research and development.. ... ., . ., . •, . .. -

(vi) Regional, cooperation in science and technology.

All these subjects were introduced at plenary sessions and more detailed

discussions were carried out in four working groups dealing with the

different subjects of discussions as follows:

Working Group I ",■"■"

Subjects (i)" Policymaking and planning in science and technology.

(ii) Human resources for scientific and technological
development.

Working Group II. .

Subject .(iii-). Creation of infrastructure for devalopment.

Working Group III

Subjects (iv) Natural resources survey, research and development.

.'■■■ '■ ■ (v) Industrial research and development.

Working Group IV ' ' ■" " ■ ■ ■ ■

Subject (vi) Regional cooperation in science and technology.

; Lists of' participants in the Working Groups We given in Appendix VII.
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Offioe.es of the Symposium ' ...■._■ -••-■■■■ - -■■

': The;"-following were elected as officers of the Symposium: ■ .

(a) Plenary sessions

Chairmans-. . ■ Dr,.-Makonnen W. Aralak (Ethiopia)

Vioe-Ghairmen:

Rapporteur—General;

(b) ■■' Working Group' Officers

Group I - Chairman:

■■'. '•'>'■ ' ■'' '-■' ■ — Rapporteurs

Group II - Chairman:

- Rapporteur:

Group III - Chairman:

- Rapporteur:

■ -..-. Group IY..-. - Chairman:

- Rapporteur:

(c) EGA and UNESCO Representatives

Mr. Ousmane. Fall (Senegal)
Mr. S.L. Okeo (Uganda)

Dr. A,A, Slagib (Sudan)

Mr. E.N. Ukpoma (Nigeria)

Mr. H. Traore (Upper Yolta)

Mr. L. Hgugi (Kenya)

Mr, C. Gahatnanyi (Rwanda)' -:'

Dr. A. Guessous (Morocco)

Dr. M.S. Shanta'(Libya)

Dr. Ahmed Bouraoui (Tunisia)

Mr. K.G. Kilewela (Tanzania)

UFBCA

UNESCO

Dr. Ademola Banjo

Dr. Chief Olu Ibukun

Secretariat of the Conference

Mr. T.S. Karumuna -

Dr. Harry Lustig -

Mr, Albert Mensah -

Dr. A. Picasso de Oyague

- TJUECA

- TOTSSCO

- UNSCA .

- UNESCO
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Presentation of Country Reports

Country reports were presented at plenary sessions on the third and

fourth day of the Symposium. The country report for Sierra Leone was

distributed to the participants "but not presented .for discussion as the

Sierra Leone delegate originally expected did not arrive* for'.:the meeting,

A number of country delegations gave oral presentations"and promised, to

forward final-edited .copies for the purpose of. preparing the Symposium

Report. The country reports enabled all participants to have a general

idea about the situation with regard to the,\util"i2atipn.;.p,^ -science- and

technology, in the African States represented at the Symposium.

The country reports are reproduced in Appendix .VIII; of this, report.

Background Papers

Background papers were primarily papers for general information on

special subjects. A total of ten were presented by individual authors

and representatives of various organizations during the Working Group

meetings and were taken into consideration during discussion of relevant

topics. ' -
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II. SUBJECTS CONSIDERED BY THE SYMPOSIUM

1. 'FJjLICYMAKIffG AMPLAMIIG Iff"
"' :' ■■'■-■' '■■■ SCI-EffCB AMD TECHNOLOGY ■ -.—

.The deoate on ..this question was very lively.- .The participant 'considered

first of. all .what should be the.substance .of science and technological policy

in Africa. The. policies practised in-Africa in this field hitherto had

mainly been concerned .with the expansion of research-activities. In 'the view

of participants, what Africa,needed, however, were/policies for investment

in activities such as those referred to below,: . . ■ . .

: --Strengthening the'national scientific and:technological manpower '

.. ■■: .resources (including the'training and careers of scientific and "

.-technical workers, the achievement of conditions favourable to '

:-- ■' ■ - creativeness, etc.) 5 ■ \ - ■ ■ ■ '

- Distribution of human and financial resources intended for

^ research and experimental development (R and D).'and related

scientific and technological activities; ' ■

- - Strengthening the national infrastructure of scientific and

technological..institutions;- ■ ..-.-. .-... . h ,_ ,_ -.

- Strengthening the national network of scientific' and tech- ' '
nological services; . . ..-.,-, : . ■ ■

■ ■■:->■- Expansion of •national experimental research and development ' ' '

-- - programmes" (R and D) ;" ■ " " ■ ■-.-.. .-■',.■■ ■■■....

- International cooperation in science and technology;

. - Transfer of technology. .. . ■ .-..,...

, In the above connexion the participants' considered, however, that the

.contents policies- in- the field of BoieWe' and technology determined at '

national level should, in Africa as elsewhere, be very closely'adapted to'

the-needs of the country conceded and should aim at precise'determination

of priority activities and sectors- Priorities'clearly"variedW one^ '

country to'another.' Some participants considered that policies^should aim
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first and foremost at resolving problems of occupational training of

scientific and, technological manpower. Such policies should ensure that

proper "balance is maintained between"the training of technicians and of highly

qualified specialists.

With regard to.scientific and.technological policymaking at national

level to enable maximum use to be made of science and technology in African

development, some participants agreed that such policymaking should be. pie-

responsibility, of'a national scientific and, technological policy,council

comprising representatives of the national economic planning body and of all ■

the Ministries concerned, representatives of universities and institutions

responsible for technological training, representatives of the scientific

and technological community and of the main sectors of economic activity.

The Council should be above all the Ministries in status and come directly

under the Prime Minister or Head of State. Other participants were of the

view that the unit entrusted with planning in the field of science and

technology for development purposes should come under the national economic

planning body. The unit would, however, be assisted by the scientific aed

■technological policy Council or Commission which should enjoy the widest

possible autonomy. "All the participants considered that whatever machinery

was chosen, each country should have facilities to formulate its own policies

in the field of science and technology..

With regard to the choice between fundamental research and applied

research, and their necessary relevance to development, the general opinion

was that fundamental research and applied research were not incompatible.

Both were necessary since they were complementary. However, the participants

agreed that it was desirable to give particular emphasis to applied research,

and to concentrate research on national problems. Applied research should

deal with existing problems and fundamental research with future problems.

The participants considered that African countries,should not lose sight of

their own possibilities and that, they should concentrate on what was within

their capabilities and avoid becoming involved in certain subject fields

purely for reasons of prestige. Fundamental research should be concerned

with obtaining basic data for development (e.g.- the evaluation of) natural
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resources). Some participants considered, on the other hand, that the

choice of research programmes depended on a country's possibility of

controlling its own development in all fields.; it would be desirable in

this respect that fundamental research be able to benefit from regional

groupings-when advisable. ■ .

.Concerning.the subject of the transfer of technology,, the general upinion

of the participants was. that the African countries should, while making, the ..

fullest, use of foreign, scientific and technological know-how, facilitate...

its accumulation and ingrainment in their own local personnel and institutions

(of. problems of .training the counterparts to foreign experts, and of local .

institution-building). The transfer of technology pre-supposed a choice,

and if polioymaking in science and technology was accomplished effectively

at the national level, cooperation with foreign countries should permit a

rational and organized transfer of technology through consultants.

-. Some participants considered that the African countries should take..

accuunt of their own objectives, advancing progressively and as rapidly .

as possible through the application of .already existing techniques instead

of jumping with "both feet into advanced technology. African scientists

should, however, display initiative and innovation in certain fields of

special interest in which they were particularly competent.

The Symposium then considered the question of whether the African countries

should undertake to set up in particular technical fields "institutes of.

innovation11 responsible for considering all aspects of research including

experimental development, technical services, market analysis, training,

financing and research methods. In that connexion, some participants

considered that what,gave rise.to difficulties in Africa was not only- the

development of new techniques but also the execution of programmes. The

establishment of specialized centres such as institutes of innovation was

a problem of special concern to the developed countries. Research institutes

should seek to solve existing problems. Other participants argued against

the setting up of new institutes calling attention to the possibility of

cooperation at regional level (e.g., university cooperation). In their

opinion, existing facilities should be used to.the full.
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Some .participants referred to the possible benefit to Africa, of setting

up institutions, similar $0. the Trieste. International Centre of Theoretical

Physics, in other fields of fundamental and applied rese.arch. The system

of having the professors actively associated with tiae Centre provided an

effective means of ensuring the cooperation of scientists from t3ae developing

countries" "and putting them in direct contact with the most modern' trends''1 in

scientific "research.'' While no't denying the possible usefulness1 of such'a-; "

measure, other participants considered that very thorough 'studies should "be- ■

made before any decisive step was taken in that 'connexion". ■Furthermore,"1

even ±f the Trieste' system was adopted, Africa should perhaps concentrate * '

on applied research. " ' " ■ "

Several participants said that decisions concerning the establishment

of institutes of innovation, or of the Trieste type would be greatly

facilitated if an evaluation was'made, at periodic intervals, of the -

scientific and technological' potential of each African country'. The/ con

sidered that efforts should be continued to establish inventories of the '■'■

scientific and' technological potential. ■:■■■■■ ■;-■•.

Turning their attention to a related matter, several participants

wondered to what extent the African countries were able, in the face of

headlong scientific development, to take valid decisions concerning the

training of scientists and what research was needed. They considered that

action should be taken by the international organizations concerned-to put' ■

at the disposal of African States concise information on trends'in w^orld --'

scientific research likely to be used and tc affect Africa. - ■-■■■ ■

.On the basis of these discussions, the participants made a number of

recommendations which are collected in part III of this Hecord together

with the recommendations made on all.the other subjects discussed.
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•■■■: ■: ■■ ■ 2. HdMAU"HES0URG3S"P0a SCIENTIFIC AND"'

.... . . .TECHNOLOGICAL DETOOPMSFT ; . :. .

The discussions which took place following the introduction of the

working documents related to two subjects, namely;

• (a) Education and training; . . . . :

(b) The utilization of scientific and technical human ■ .-. •

resources in. governmental organizations and in the .

private sectors. ' .. ■■ *

Education and training

The opinions of the participants were divided on the Afferent

questions which arose concerning the optimum utilization of human resources

in Africa.; ;.; . ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ • ' ■■ - ■■..■■

Thus some participants believed that manpower employment forecasts

could only be made if sound planning'of scientific and technical training

existed. Technical training should take account of existing industries or

of industries to "be established in the future, as well as of a country's

resources,.-and should be provided in Africa. In addition, all possible' '

measures should be taken to guarantee that students work in the field in

which they had received training. ' 'L ''

Some participants felt' that guidance of the young towards scientific -

and technical-studies should1 be based on a system of fellowship awards',
# ■ ■ "■-...

according, to the Sectors of economic'development which had higher priority.

Other participants- objected1 that the effect of- such a system would be to ■

favour categories of students in economically easy circumstancesy and that

it would not solve the fundamental problem1 posed by the labour market." ' ;

Adequate scientific and technical education should already be provided in

primary ■ classes ..'"■• - ' ■■ .'■■•■' ■ ...•■■■

Besides this task of basic education, science and technology extension

campaigns and the openings they offer pupils would help to increase the '

status of scientific and technical disciplines.
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Turning to the problem of the "brain drain", the participants were

unanimous about the measures which might contribute to the solution of

that problem: ! .

- revaluation" of the functions of scientists and technologists

and the raising of their earnings through/the preparation of

special statutes for their employment^ . ■ :■ . \

- encouragement by the governments of scientific and technical

careers, particularly through improving.local training as far as

possible; " . ■ ■ ..;,;.,.■

- rational use of scientists and technolugists.

Dealing with the problem of the content of .scientific and technical

education in African universities, the participants expressed the view

that such education should enable students thoroughly to acquaint them

selves with the country's socio-economic realities as well as with the

environment, Technical education should be an integral part of basic '

education„ ■

In respect of manpower forecasting, the general opinion was that

forecasts for development plans should include estimates of minimum

requirements in skilled manpower - the number required in each field of

science and technology„

A participant referred to certain studies which had already been;made

in this connexion: for example, one of the background documents uf. the

meeting--' highlights the correlation between^ (a) the number of engineers, ■

and (b) the level of development, uf the various countries. This paper

suggests a minimum of 150 to 200 engineers per million inhabitants, as

the lowest ratio necessary for initiation of development. Similar ...

correlations might be made for other professions, as a means of circumventing

the difficulties posed by manpower forecasting in developing countries,

where the inventory of natural resources and other elements for national

planning' are sometimes incomplete or non-existent.

Document S&T/SP/6.
An excerpt from studies made for the Sudan Ministry of Planning.
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Utilization of human resources in .■ ■.

governmental organizations and in the .

privatej sector

In! the light of the working documents and the debate, it seemed that

the maifi characteristic of the distribution'of scientific and.technical

workers! was that the distribution was not based on the very urgent needs

of countries-which had, as speedily as possible, to improve agriculture and

.develop! the industrial and agro-industrial sector of the economy.

Itjwas also noticeable that within Governments, the percentage of

technical staff compared to administrative, staff and executive cadres

remained insignificant. With regard to the technical services, the^ African

Governments -generally had recourse to consultant firms and technical assis

tance which implied heavy expenses and did not. always give optimal results.

In addition to these considerations, there were others which had a

negative effect on the recruitment, distribution and efficiency of scientific

and technical personnel in.the civil service,

this showed that in many African countries employment conditions

for scientists and technicians.were not very attractive compared with the

employment.conditions for their counterparts in ,the administrative services,

the main reason being that the value of scientific and technical cadres was

not sufficiently appreciated. ' '

- Turning to the use.of scientists'and technicians in the"private sector,

some participants considered that it was necessary to entrust occupational

training, to the sector of activity concerned.' Other participants considered,

however, that occupational training should not be completely left to the

private sectors, tout should in part be the Governmentfs.responsibility as

many foreign enterprises established in the country would be little inclined

to undertake such training.
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3- CREATION QF INFRASTRUCTURE- FOR DEVSL

This subject was divided into two parts for purposes of discussion,

A" Infrastructure for science and technology:
'' Educational aspects ' ! ' '

; . The first of the aspects examined during the^debate on infrastructure

was the educational aspect. Many participants considered that the working

documents on this item did not pay sufficient attention io pre-university

education, on the one hand, and to adult education, on the other, although

these formed fundamental parts' of the infrastructure of scientific and

technological activities. In the view of those participants, scientific

preparation should begin in childhood. Similarly, it was necessary, sc as

to facilitate the insertion of science and technology in the life of the

developing countries,' to influence:the mentality of adults through education
and the information media, ■ '

Other participants advocated that a larger role should be given tn

science and technology in the curricula at all levels: and one participant

referred to the need to increase the publishing of scientific and techno

logical books in Africa and for Africa, Similarly, participants stressed

the need for the education of scientists and technologists to' go hand ip
hand with: .

(a) ethical-training, which aroused among those who had the privilege

to receive middle-and higher-level education, a true awareness.

. of.what constituted disinterested service, the main aim of which

was. the nati-onal welfare $ '

- (b) thorough' trailing in the national socio-economic realities?. .

(c) a larger role for practical work and courses in agriculture,
industry, etc.

On the latter subject, it was said that although the situation appeared

satisfactory with regard to medical studies (and it could not be otherwise),

that was not the case in connexion with the training of engineers. Mention
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was made of the example -of an African country where agreements had been

made with'enterprises to employ engineering students during their/period

of study. Opinions were, expressed in favour of courses which included

alternating periods of study and on-the-job training (sandwich" courses).

It was also suggested that practical education should be increased con

siderably in. faculties of arts and sciences. % ....

A lively debate took place about the balance which should be sought

between agricultural education and industrial training. At.the end of the

debate, the participants agreed, that what was needed, was not to .oppose

agriculture to industry, but to achieve the necessary equilibrium. The

aim should be balanced growth. Depending on their individual cases, some

countries would be called upon to set priorities, at a given time, which

were likely to.evolve. What was important was to satisfy .the priorities

of the moment, in the spirit of development.

Turning to the matter of whether increased attention should be paid.

to middle-level education.compared to higher education, the. participants,

unanimously.pronounced themselves in favour.of the. continuation of efforts

to develop university- education. At the same time, the most pressing need

in most African countries.at the present time concerned the middle-level,

to which priority should be given in such cases. In ttcs connexion it was

recalled that if the activity of each senior professional was to be effective

he needed the support of several technicians (and-sometimes even of a whole

group).

With=regard to African universities, the participants pointed out that

these institutions were as yet young and had not developed'their own tradi- *

tions.. Most of the universities had "been set up by foreign, countries, whose

traditions were still dominant. These traditions were not suitable to the

African.situation in connexion with the training of scientists and tech

nologists. The need therefore existed to evolve, within Africa, national

systems which met the needs of the African countries.

Many'participants referred to the advisability of giving administrative

training to technicians and scientists a ("management gap").
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.In., connexion with specific technical fields to which greater attention-

$hoiLd "be paid, these included

- natural.resources, the lack of geologists and hydrologists toeing

. particularly acute; ' » ■' " . -..-.■

- nutrition and food technology, nutritional deficiencies in Africa

being- as elsewhere - disastrous.

Several participants made references to the United Nations World Plan

of Action for the Application of Science and Technology to Development, with

particular reference to UNESCO's role in connexion with the education of

scientists and technologists.

B. .Economic Infrastructure

Much of the discussion centred on the difficulties faced "by African

countries in the creation and development of infrastructure, particularly

roads, railways and telecommunications and in the fields of air and water

transport. The working group considered the views expressed in the relevant

working papers and the questions which had "been prepared "beforehand to guide

the discussion. Among the problems mentioned were:

(i) The high cost of road construction;

(ii) The lack of know-how in the use of local materials for

road construction;

(iii) The lack of proper planning and research, and of mechanical

plant for highway construction;

(iv) The inadequate correlation and dissemination of information

un road design, planning and research;

(v). The difficulty of constructing roads.to serve the. scattered

population in the rural areas;

(vi) The need to:utilize local expertise, road construction equipment ■

and local materials to minimise the.costs of road-building.

(vii) The lack of standardization in technical specifications for roads

and traffic signs between neighbouring African States;
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(viii) The problems arising out of "the lack of harmonization of road-

traffic standards and conventions with particular reference to

the development of trunk roads "between neighbouring countries;

(ix) The problems of interconnexion of railway systems between African

countries resulting from existing different technical specifications;

.. . (x) Difficulties facing-the expansion of telecommunications between. . .

. . African countries; ■

(xi) Implications of the introduction of new types'of aircraft.

Road transport . ... . . .,.-'..- : ..-

On the questions of planning and research in highway construction,; it

was pointed out that very few countries in Africa were known to have road

research institutes. It was agreed that without appropriate planning and

research in highway construction the African countries could not profitably

make use of local materials in road construction nor could they establish

road networks suited to the local conditions. ■ ■ ■ ■ , - ;

It was agreed that there was an urgent need to have common road signs

and conventions. Some members felt that it would indeed be desirable to

have driving on the right side of the road throughout Africa. Presently 28

countries in Africa had adopted right-hand driving as against 13 countries

driving on the left. ' ' ;

In relation to exchange of information .on roads and highway construction,

it was agreed-that Africa nee'ded well prepared catalogues of soils suitable

for road construction in order to assist the national road research units

in their research work. Speaking on the question of exchange of- information,

members expressed the need to have, institutionalized means of. collection and

dissemination of information -on all aspects .of road planning,-;desq.gn,y .and, ._.

research in the African continent. ■ .._ . . . .,..■-■ ■■ ■;■■,..- ■

The' use of local materials required initial testing'at local1 lab'ora- ■

tories- and it-was stressed that this could be one way of'cutting- down costs.

It was also stressed that the continued importation of heavy- equipment for

road construction inevitably raised road costs and Africa needed'to'look into
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possibilities of producing such, equipment locally, or at least manufacturing

certain components locally. Such a venture would call for a cooperative

effort among all or several of the African countries.

The development of rural areas was a matter, of great priority in Africa '

and the construction of feeder road networks was one of the necessary steps

towards this goal. In connexion with this however, thore was a problem

caused by the scattered nature of. some of the rural population. Some members

.suggested that it was desirable for African countries to devise means of

concentrating this scattered, population .into larger communities to make the

development of rural networks of economic value. Examples were cited,where

certain African countries had made successful moves on this type of scheme*~

Railways " ■ ■ ■■ •

■ On the question of interconnexion of railway networks of different

specifications, it was pointed out by the representative of EGA that studies

were being carried out on this1 matter.

Regarding the development .of railways generally, it was considered that

for long distance transport of heavy goods, e.g., mineral ore, railway trans

portation was preferred to road transportation. But for short interconnexions

road transport was the cheaper alternative.

The SCA representative informed the Working Group that at a.meeting held

in Addis Ababa in 1969? "tiie sc-& recommended tne establishment of an African

Highway Association which it was hoped would help tackle some of the problems

in connexion with highway development in Africa. An interim committee is

already in existence to study ways and means of establishing this association.

Telecommunications. ■ .■ : ..

Several members emphasised the importance of a pan-African telecom

munications infrastructure in the context of economic development. At the:

moment communications between African countries were often forced to pass

via. foreign capitals, such as London and Paris... .On the question of the

.implementation of the Addis Ababa plan for African telecommunications, the

ITU representative said that EGA and ITU were jointly carrying out'.a pre.-

investment study of the inter-African links needed.to complete the pan^African

network. Studies were also being made by UNESCO and ITU of the use of satellite

communications for educational, and broadcasting purposes.
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Air .transport . ■ ■ . ■:.-.■ . ■ ■' . ■ ■;

■With regard to air- transport, although the new types of aircraft, 'such

as jumbo-jets and supersonic transport aircraft may provide very great "

contributions towards trarisforming'infra-African development and trade,

doubts "iiave been expressed as to their net benefits to the develoijing regions.

Thus it has been suggested that the new types of aircraft not'only may impoeo

irrecoverable direct costs on African countries for their purchase and inv :'-

ments in airports, but that they #iII also be destroying the natural'protection

which distance offers to their emerging industries, and by diverting capiiial

investments from the re-structuring of the African-economies through

accelerated industrialization,: inland transport development and trade pro

motion, ..may broaden and strengthen the. socio-economic systems from which -'■ -

Africa is trying to escape. . . ■ . ■. ■ ■■"" ■

4. NATURAL .RESOURCES- - -SURVEY, A3533SARCH AID SEVELOPMMT ....

The working papers on this subject were again briefly reviewed. Sxpfi^-1--

on topography, mineral resources, and water resources summarized SOA's plans,

for future activities in tiiese areas. The observer from the FAO briefly

introduced his.organization's contribution to the ¥orld flan of Action for

the Application of Science and Technology to Development.

.As a starting point for the organisation of the discussion, five'-

questions had been prepared, but the participants, were invited to;", give■ al*"- ,

their.views on other-subjects, an.invitation which was. enthusiastically

accepted/.. The following main .p.oint.s were, .made s. • " ■■ •- ■■■• ■■■' ■'■--■

:;fhere' was general' agreement with the"1 suggestions' by UNESCO and'1 EGA " ".

that" furt'her cartographic and1 topographic surveying1 of the African continent"'

was an'indispensable prerequisite for the exploitation of natural resources,

although it -was stressed that in this field - as in so many others - various

African countries had reached different stages of development. Some countries

had.been able;to. conduct surveys and draw the maps, but had been prevented

from publishing them by the hign cost of printing; assistance by the inter^'

national organizations would be particularly useful in this connexion. .
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The fundamental importance of the geological sciences for the" exploitation

of-mineral'■and other natural resources was stressed by'several speakers.

With respect --bo'-mining itself, the need to bring ores up to prescriT5e"d" world

standards of :eonce'ntratidri was emphasized. While everyone- agreed that.;it ' ""

'Tvould'be-, desirable to have-all aspects of the field of mineralogy "in .'the "

hands of Africans," there :was disagreement whether this was feasible1, at.'the;

present- stage of development. It was felt fhat,'if a choice had to ' be" made',

the fundamental research and development 'diiould1 be carried on "by African" '

scientists'-and-engineers, while the actual exploitation could, wi:th proper' ;

safeguards.* be left, faute de mieux, in the hands' of foreign companies. ' ■' i;

The importance of the further identification and improvement of ground-

water resources was mentioned by a number of participants and the 'desirability

of sub-regional cooperation in the development of river basins was noted.

On the question of the exploitation of uranium resources, there was

some disagreement. Some speakers felt that atomic energy should be vigci^usly

promoted in Africa at this time";"'while others' thought' the conventional fossil

fuels should first be fully exploited. ..In any oase* the. attention of the

meeting was called to the. .fact that, known,,, economic ally, .exploitable 'Conventional

world wide energy reserves., fossil ;as well as uranium,; are like-ly to. be ■

exhausted early in the twenty: first..century and that, therefore attention should

be paid now to the development.,.of new and- unconventional energy- sources.

Among these, wind energy, geothermal energy and, most of all,, solar energy,

were of particular interest to Africa. Solar energy was important not only

as a potential source of power (e.g. for operating machinery on a small,

isolated farm), but also for the purification and desalting of water, the

growth of algae as a source of food, and applications in high-temperature'

metallurgy. ■■ Several delegates therefore proposed the establishment wf':&n

..iniierhationa'P centre (or cen-tres) ^for research in'solar energy and called

for -the Convening of a working party of experts to study the problem and make

definite proposals.1 Such a; centre (or centres) could be modelled after the

Trieste Centre for Theoretical Physics.- ■ ....

Other suggestions made were the intensification of fundamental research :

in agriculture, including: attention to the improvement of the soil; the

establishment of techno-economic councils' in those countries wuere they do

not yet exist;, the training of iaigh-level professional staff and of tech--
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nicians for the evaluation and exploitation of.natural resources, and the

continuous upgrading of the knowledge of professionals and technicians in

these fields, "

One general problem which emerged throughout the discussion was the

limitation imposed on the exploitation of natural resources by the shortage

of trained'African scientific and technical manpower. Not only did this

situation call for a strengthening of and an increase in national and regional

training institutions5 but it was also essential that bilateral and inter

national assistance programmes should have as an integral part,1'the training

of national, .counterparts and their proper utilization :by the governments

concerned after the departure of'.the experts.

The session was concluded-by a brief re'view of UNESCO's current

activities in the field of natural resources. These included' the training

of both high level and technical manpower in the' earth sciences as well as

in related fields, the establishment of.institutes of -mining, in several

African countries, .the promotion of the International Hydrological Decade (1970)

the International Programme for Geological Correlation (to begin in 1973 and

to be concerned mainly with a study of pre-Cambrian formations) and the work

of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. African cuuntries were

invited and.urged to participate in all these activities.

: • ■ ■ • 5♦ INDUSTRIAL' RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPMENT ':

- As was the .case for the other -topics?■a lidt of questions'was prepared

and circulated as a basis for discussion. On behalf of the EGA, Paper

/tIP/IO was summarized. : . ....:. . ;

Much of the discussion focussed on the obstacles faced by African

countries in industrial research and development." .-Among those mentioned

were: .

- the high capital cost of industrial development 5 ...

■— the conflicting claims of.-the agricultural and industrial sectors;

— the "lack of enthusiasm on the part of some of the developed countries

for industrialization in Africa;
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- the falling prices of African raw materials in the world markets;

- the difficulty of transferring research findings into African

industrial operations, because many of the foreign controlled

enterprises were only interested in short-term profits;

- various obstacles to the transfer of technology including.those

caused by the often obsolete equipment, sold or given to African

countries by foreign concerns;

-.the lack of funds or.the conservative attitude of many African

- universities as reflected in their inability or unwillingness to

undertake industrial and other applied research;

- the occasional tendency of embarking on industrial enterprises

without adequate scientific or economic preparation such as the

provision of raw materials, proper site selection and market studies;

- the inadequate nature of technical assistance, particularly with

respect to the lack of training of national counterparts;

- restrictions on trade and lack of industrial coordination between

neighbouring African countries;

- the lack of national agencies for standards and metrology.

Concerning the problems associated with the transfer of technology to

the developing countries, it w(as emphasised by the observer from OTCTAD and

agreed to by the participants that an acceleration of this transfer on

improved terms would require paying special attention to the following

questions: .■■.-'

(a) the channels through which the transfer is being effected and

their, improvement; . ■ .

(b) the ways and means of reducing both direct and indirect costs

of this transfer; and

(c) the need for alleviating any restrictive conditions, imposed

under licensing and similar arrangements,:-which may hamper the

expansion of the industries and exports of the developing countries.
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Other points made..were, the need for each country in its industrial

development to stay ahead of, or at least in step with, its demographic

development;-the necessity for.each country to evolve a plan for industrial

developments and to establish national councils.to oversee this development;

the advisability of a closer liaison between university researchers and...- ■

those in charge of the national economy? and the need for giving sufficient

emphasis to industrial development in.relation to agricultural development.

•■ A summary on behalf of UNESCO reminded those present- of the prime

importance of the United nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

as an.executing agency in the field of industrial development. At the vital

interface.of teaching, research and development, there was however,. very

close collaboration between UNESCO and UNIDO, This manifested itself in the

joint staffing of technical assistance projects,-with UNESCO supplying the

academic experts and USflDO sending persons from industry. On the basis

of its experience UNESCO agree to the yiew. of the participants that the

problem of linking research, with industrial' development can be tackled:-in :

one of two ways; ... . : .

(i) where possible, by the strengthening of existing institutes of

technology,or the creation of:such institutes within existing

universities, all with a strong industrial orientation;' or.

(ii) the establishment of separate institutions outside of universities

= (e.g.., institutes of petroleum, mining, agronomy, etc.)? combining

research', development, economic studies'1 and industrial applications.

In recent years the creation of national centres for standards and

metrology1 had received a good deal of emphasis in UNESCO's technical assis

tance' programme, and UNESCO1-would- be glad'to receive and consider requests

'from African countries for assistance in the establishment of these and other

industrially related institutions. All of the projects aided by UNESCO had

the training of national counterparts as a central part of the plan of

operation. . ■ . • . ■■■.■■.-.'
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REGIONAL C.OOFSRATIQg Iff SCIiiBSCa A¥D TECHNOLOGY

: .The first working paper, S&T/WP/ll,■reviewed the historical background

of regional cooperation in Africa. Three main points emerged from the

analysis■of, cooperation, Viz: . ■

- it was necessary to bear in mind the diversity in languages and .

the fact that Africa was essentially in transition, which fact "'

; required the active promotion.of science and technology by African

. . ' governments, through;forgi.ng cooperation ■ at' the regional :level;

- that there was need for African governments to provide .the necessary

finance for regional projects, including the information aspect;

- international organizations played an important role in the estab- ,

lishment of regional institutions for science and technology*,

The second paper, S&T/WP/12, laid emphasis on the bases for cooperation

in .science and technology. These are: .

- Cooperation in science and technology should start with individual

scientists in. various institutions and disciplines because this is

the .surest foundation for regional cooperation. At- the moment,

, many; inter-governmental programmes in science in Africa depend on

foreign financing and would collapse if such financing ceased.

- There is a need for scientists, themselves to. mobilize scientific and

technological communities, within national boundaries... This would

provide the much needed collective basis for regional cooperation.

- The problems of cooperation in technology, arising from common problems

....I, relating to natural resources, industrial development, modernization

. of agriculture and the necessity to,import technology by all the African

' countries,: suggest the need for cooperation at the regional level for

investment, in: technology. . .

The paper further dealt with selection of areas for regional cooperation

in science and technology and the formal machinery to be instituted for such

cooperationo
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The discussion centred on eleven questions. These were divided into

two sections dealing with "Structure and Promotion of .Regional Cooperation1'

and the "Priority Areas for Regional Cooperation in-Science and Technology".

Structure"arid promotion of regional cooperation

After the chairman opened the topic of discussion to the floor, points

of information on the.outdated sections of the Working Paper No. S&T/Wp/ll

submitted by UN33C0 were made. Inter alia,-that the Scientific Council..,for

Africa (CSA) Had no financial problems and that as regards the Association

of African Universities a Second General Conference had been held last

December in Congo'Kinshasa and that:the Secretariat of the Association was

not in Khartoum' but Accra, Ghana. The group was also informed of the non

governmental cooperation among scientists and technologists in the Arab

world through .holding regular yearly meetings.-

On the question of what lessons African, countries could learn from-

cooperative efforts in science and technology in other parts of the world,

the participants had the privilege to hear from.the USA and ORSTOM observer

representatives.who, among other things, pointed out the pitfallsto be

avoided in establishing regional cooperation. These included-'the need to

maintain a truly international character of the centres established^ the

necessity to train scientists and technologists with a view.to providing them

with the requisite equipment with which to use their knowledge when they went

back to their respective countries and that regional organizations interact

with the real world of development.

During the discussion, the participants were informed of the existence

of the Association for the Advancement of Agricultural Scien.ce in Africa

whose headquarters were in Addis Ababa.1. Among the aims of the association

was the provision of a medium for a continuing dialogue between scientists

and technologists in agriculture. . .

Taking up the issue of interstate machinery, the participants discussed

at length on the need to have a supreme body in Africa which would be

responsible^ for organizing a machinery for African regional cooperation in

the field of science and technology. The assistance of UNESCO and the ECA

in this area was called for by the participants. A four tier structure for

such organization was recommended by the discussants.
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-First the Scientific Council for Africa (a sort of African Academy of

Science) which would be an umbrella organization for regional scientific

councils or committees. The CSA would organize and encourage exchanges

between African institutions and their counterparts in other, countries/

At the second level, there would be regional scientific councils or

committees which would be representative of a number of states on the basis

of common ties, historical, cultural, geographical which ..bind them together.

These councils would be responsible for encouraging the work of scientific

and technological,institutes and universities with the governments concerned.

Further they would coordinate the respective national scientific councils"

which in turn would organise cooperation with universities and national

science institutes.

For the third level, national scientific councils responsible for the

formulation of national science policy and the programming of scientific

research in cooperation with appropriate state institutions, universities

and scientific associations.

Lastly the government institutions, universities and scientific and

technological associations responsible for scientific research and the

organization and popularisation of science and technology.

On the question of interstate machinery, specific criteria should be

agreed fortli3 establishment ,f such machinery, in respect-of responsibility,

the representatives, the composition and the financing.

It was the consensus of the participants tiiat in order to forge effective

and efficient regional cooperation in science and technology, account must

be taken of the common scientific and technological problems facing the

member States as, for example, the eradication of the tsetse fly and the'

costs of undertaking large-scale scientific and technological projects '

successfully.

The discussion group had the opportunity to hear,from the representative

of Senegal on the Organization of Riparian States of the Senegal River '

formed in I964 between Mali, Senegal, Guinea and Mauritania. The Organization

was formed to expedite the exploitation -of the natural resources of its

V
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member States. Briefly, there are three levels in the machinery of .the .

Organization namely, the technical bodies at the lowest., l.eysl..superseded ..

by .the Council of Ministers (drawn.from technical ministries) and.the

Secretariat-, on, top, of which are the Heads-, of State who, endorse the

decisions.made by the Council of ..Ministers.. Further, there is an Advisory.

Committee of the Organization, whose task is to associate with trade unions

and women's. organizations, and make politicians and the masses in general

understand the 'functions of the Organization. . : . . ".,.-..

. : It was. agreed by. the group.that in view of the diverse, foreign tech

nical assistance - multilateral and bilateral - for .scientific, and techno-..

■ logical projects for the African countries, there is need .to rationalise .

the assistance offered in such a way as to avoid duplication of .effort, .and .

wastage of scarce resources at the disposal of the countries, concerned. .

It was the view of the participants that the present transition;from

cooperative arrangements established by colonial powers to"national; ■ ■

institutions of independent countries required the African countries, in :

their .interest, to-explore all possible ways.of associating ;wq.th. .one, another

in the-field of science and technology and.that further the existing .regional

and cooperative arrangements be revived and strengthened and should,as far

as possible be under African .direction and control. .. ' .■ :

Recognizing the role of scientific and technological professional■

associations in.the promotion of regional cooperation in science,and tech-

nology, the.participants were agreed.to the■necessity of establishing, such,

associations, if necessary with the assistance of interested .international

organizations. Also -it. was agreed that UNESCO, and EGA should be -requested,

to encourage the development of scientific and technological journalism in

Africa.-- ■ • -, . . ... . =.. -..-.. ■.■ -■■, ; . =. i: ■ .;-

* In'the last minutes of the discussion on this subject the: group heard

of the experience of the Bast African Community, an area- of advanced regional

'cooperation. The representative of the East African Community informed the

participants that at the top of the Community there is the Authority .which

passes' legislation and makes appointments of officials for the Community..

Below this Authority are the various councils; one of: them is the research

and social council below which are the various research councils (medical,

natural resources) and the research and training institutions.
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Priority areas'for regional cooperation ....

in science and technology

The afternoon session opened with, the Chairman drawing the attention

of the participants to the six questions listed in the second'part of the

guide list of questions for consideration as the basis of discussion.

Following a lively exchange of views and ideas it was the consensus

of the group that the priority fields of science and technology recommended

for regional cooperation should 'be those of training scientific and

technological manpower in the priority areas (agriculture, healthy industry,

forestry and fisheries). It was also the view of the participants that in-

considering the shortage of trained scientific and technological manpower in

Africa arid the fact that the training carried out abroad was not always

suitable or relevant to African conditions, as far as possible, such training

be. carried out,in Africa and to that end, regional training, institutions be

established. The training institutions should harmonize their .profes.sional

standards in accordance with internationally accepted standards.

On the basis of a memorandum on a regional programme for rotational

post-graduate courses in engineering, it was proposed that the programme

should be examined ^ UfTHSCO and other appropriate international organizations,

probably on the occasion'of a meeting of regional federations of engineering

associations to be organized by u¥S3C0 in December 1970 in Nairobi..

As une of the necessary conditions for the successful and effective ■ '

utilization of science and technology for development in Africa, the

participants recognized the need to popularize science and technology among

the general public and governmental authorities in African coiintries.

Being aware of the notable efforts being made by the SCA and UNESCO in

assisting African countries in this field, the participants were agreed to

the view that the two organizations, in cooperation with member States,

continue to intensify their, activities in the popularization of science and

technology. They, were further requested to plan and.support a comprehensive

regional programme (including the use of scientific,and technological museums,

mobile exhibitions, courses, and seminars) for the popularization of science

and technology among the peoples of Africa. . . ,
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The participants paid special attention to the fact that there was

need at present in Africa for concentrated training and research in the

fields of mining, petrology^and 'engineering, They noted with appreciation

the present assistance "being given to African governments in these fields

by the United Nations and its specialized agencies and unanimously agreed

to recommend^ that with the assistance of UKESCO, and other international

agenciesj; regional schools for research and.training for-mining, petrology

and geology be developed or established in Africa. The participants also

agreed on the need to request SCA and other international agencies to study

the possibilities of establishing technological centres for the. beneficiation

[■ ■ ■ ■■ ■■ • ~

of mineral ores in the African .region., ..

^ ■' ■ i ■
On the question of .general research and instructional facilities that

couldTbe best shared in common on a regional basis as for example1, libraries,

documentation and maintenance centres, computation centres., the participants

heard an interesting account of cooperation in such areas in East Africa

wher.e,.■ according to the: Sast African Academy representative, a bibliographical

service ,and a research information service, ~bo'ih of ''which were very useful

to individual, scientists, and technologists-and' to' the educational institutions,

had been-established by ■ the. Academy;whbser membership was open to all types of

graduates;in; the sub-region^ ■ ■ ■■ " : ■"■'■ ' ' . '.

Recognizing the importance of certain essential services ancillary

to research, 'studies and training in the field of science and technology

in Africa, the participants were of the view that member States-i-ri-' '■■..,.-..

cooperation and with the assistance of .Ilntted Nations and international

agencies, establish, as a matter of urgency, .sub—regional instrumentation1

and maintenance centres as well as well-equipped and wel;l-staffed scientific

and technological documentation centre^..in, Africa^- . ■ . .--.:■.■ ■..■ ■.-'
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III. HSCOHHBIHTIOIS

e *ecommendationsdiscussed and approved by the Plenary meetings""'

during the .Symposium^ ^t out here according'to the topic' under^ which"'"
they were considered". • ■ - , ■' ■ ' "" ' ;"" "' ■■"'■. ■' "-■

' " "*■* polic.Ytnakin^ and planking in the -field of ' "

Science and Technology

■- The following recommendations were adopted during the discussion-of
this topic. .■■■■■■'...

Recommendation 1 . ■

: . All, the Ifrioan countries which have not yet done so should set up

organs able to determine their own policies in the- field of science and ' '

technclogy, even if their present resources in tHis field are limited. ' "

.. In the;event of this being necessary, these Countries might, if they so '■
wxsh, seek assistance from W33C0 in this oonneotiOn, as appropriate either

under the United nations Development Programme (Technical Assistance or

Special Fund component) or.under ihe THES00 Regular Programme. ,, .. ,. ■ . ■ ;

He commendation 2 . -. .■■■.■■ . , , ■ ■ .■ : ■■■.'■

■African countries which wish to do so might also^ seek; assistance, from

ECA for the-establishment,-within'the appropriate Government ministries or

departments, of science and technology units'which would form part of the-'

integrated national machinery for scientific and technological development.'

Becommendation 3

In order to set up the formal mechanisms mentioned above, African ■

Governments should provide the means to facilitate a continuous exchange

of views between scientists, technologists, planners, political leaders

and their advisers and leading figures from the various sectors cf economic

actxvxty, by organising and supporting forums, colloquia and symposia on

scientific and technological subjects.
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.Recommendation .4

To facilitate exchanges of information between African countries

and thereby increase the opportunities for identifying fields, in which

regional co-operation would "be desirable and fruitful,' it would "be useful

if these countries evaluated their Scientific and Technological Potential

on a uniform basis.—

*aJCA and ILO should consider the possibility "of carrying out

studies on "technological .forecasting", '"systems analysis'1' and other modern

.techniques .'Which can help the .African countries to. distinguish' among.the

fields of research important for the development of Africa, those- which

could most easily be carried out in Africa, taking into account their

scientific and technical potential*

Recommendation. 6 . ..... . .. .....

■\r: The results of the aforementioned activities at- the- level of the

individual African countries and- of UB3S X), ECA and ILO should-be published

.or. .submitted in concise summary form to appropriate'future meetings1, as a

contribution to the. continuous and' long-term effort^ to plan the'application

of science and technology in Africa. ■ ■ ■ ' ■

2. Human Resources for Scientific and . ... .

Technological Development . ,

The following recommendations were adopted during the discussion of

this topic.

Recommendation! . . . ■ . .,, , ■. ...

: In the interest.of accelerated economic and social development.

Governments should facilitate the access of adequate'technical personnel

1/ See the "Manual for surveying national scientific ..and technological

potential", published by UNESCO in 1969 (document tJNu!SCO/SPS/l5).
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to managerial posts in Government departments, particularly in planning

ministries and other ministries concerned with technical anU scientific

problems and with the training o;f the corresponding staff.

Recommendation 2 ■ :

Manpower,requirement forecasts should constitute the basis for the

planning of education in Africa. The African States should therefore seek

to improve their activities in that field, if necessary with the help of

the international organizations concerned with those-, problems.*-*/-. "'The aim

should be to set up a permanent office for manpower forecasting at the

national level, . Such an office, which could form part of the national

economic planning body, would maintain close relations.with the.public and

private sectors. .

Re commendation' 3 ■' " ■ ■ \ ' "■" '■ .

In accordance with manpower requirement forecasts, the African countries

should increase their activities concerned with technical training^ parti

cularly at middle level by setting up new or developing existing institutions

and by .-organizing in-plant training. To that, end, they should "seek when

they so desire, the technical assistance provided by the international organi

zation concerned,, or the aid of "bilateral programmer, while, carefully ensuring,,

within the framework of their overall national scientific policies,.effective

and efficient co-ordination of the various assistance provided.

TOTES00 should undertake a long-term programme to assist African f

countries in training the minimum number of professionals,' both at the middle

and higher levels, required for the effective initiation of economic ^

development.

3. Creation of Infrastructure for Development ■

This subject was divided into two parts for purposes of discussion.

The-.following recommendations were adopted, -

-1/ Such-as the 3CA, UNSSGO or IK).
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A - Infrastructure for science and technology 8--'--••■-•-•- ir ■■"■■■-■■■■■

., .. redupatlonal- aspects-i;;-;,-:.. - ■ ■' ■ " ■'■'■'

Recommendation 1 ■ """

The African countries should, within the context of their scientific

and technological policy, strengthen their efforts to spread idea^^n-d-

■:-;,knowledge of; science and. technology-among the entire population .starting

■..■from; ch-ildho.od. - - "■.■-...,■- ■ . ■ ; ■ .' ■ : ■■■ ■■ • "■■■ '• ; ■ -■ ■ ■'

-'^Re'comia'eh'da'tion 2

Particular attention should be paid: , _ ,. ^ ■

(a) to the ethical aspects of the application of science; .

("b) to the need to promote thorough knowledge of the socio-.

economic realities and needs of the countries; .....

; : ; (c) to activities.of practical value,- including courses- fox. ■■.-. j- •-

students in agriculture and industry. Governments should

study the possibilities of encouraging the training of

-■"-■■ — ■ ! personnel-'within enterprises, where necessary through'legislation.

Recommendation 3- . . .... .. . -....,

Middle-level technical training ,should:be. given.sufficient.priority

so as to maintain an adequate balance between:the .number-of qualified .

middle-level technicians' and the senior professionals. Measures should

be taken, as appropriate, to highlight the function of middie-leveX"tech

nicians and the status of the institutions concerned with'-'training these

technicians', -Diplomas awarded should'moreover:be recognised through Appro

priate legislation, in order to improve career prpspects in the technical

services'of the administration, . ■ ' ■ " '.

Recommendation 4

Specialized technical courses might be organized at regional and sub-

regional levels. Assistance for the purpose could be requested from the

appropriate international organizations.
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Recommendation.5

International organizations...andbilateral aid programmes should co

ordinate their activities in the training of technicians so as to avoid

dispersion of efforts and waste of counterpart resources.

Recommendation 6 ..... ■

: ' ; development of the- infrastructure of technical education should form

an integral part, at all levels, of national scientific and technological

policy. In particular, education should "be very closely co-ordinated..with

employment forecasting and with the main aims of the national economic

development plan..

Recommendation 7 " ' . ' ' .

The higher educational institutions despite their many obligations,

should not neglect their responsibility to train locally their own teachers

in order to-increasingly have a staff fully, informed of local realities.

Recommendation 8 ' ..■..-. .. .

. . . Particular .attention should be paid to the training of scientists

.and technologists for identifying and making1 possible the exploitation of

natural resources in Africa, for example in connexion with mineral and

hydrological resources and the development of fodd technology work with

a view'to improving nutrition.' '' ■ '■■'' .

Recommendation 9 ■

. . Th.e African. State.s should set up,, as speedily as possible, the- ■

services essential to scientific development^ particularly research, and

development activities such, as scientific instrumentation centres,■ ',.

meteorological centres, metrological and standardization institutes,

information and documentation centres, etc.
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B - Economic Infrastructure

Recoirmiendation,.-:! ... ■ ., ..; . ■. .: ...... ■■

'-countries- should take ■kction to' establish road research' :

institutes-capable of conducting-research into all the aspects of highway

■d'esigh^arf-'co^structioh- in their- respective countries.' Such units'snould

pay-pa^t^-cular attention to reduction of costs through the use of lo'cal

buildiht-:fna:t©-rials^for the- construction of stable roads an& conduct research

into climatic and other factors affecting road life and durability. "'''''"

Recommendation 2 ' . .:>--:.\\. I^..11..-.-!'^,,:;.:■'->.

■ :->?- liici-easing attention should: be given to proper'planning and 'survey

of 'highways,' and -the<-planning teams 'should be multi-disciplinary^ and multi-

purpose1 ones^c'onslsting of "economists and technologists^, :in order: to ensure

the best use of the heavy investment put-into road construction. '"''

Recommendation 3 ■ ." -j. '. ■-. -~^y ^i:'.'}.^.''..

':It is-important"for the African countries to support measures aimed

at: the- harmonization of pO^d traffic standards and conventions and the

development'of trunk roads between neighbouring states. ' ■■ ' " '<

Recommendation 4 " ■

The necessity to develop the rural areas through provision of feeder

roads is very desirable throughout .Africa. It is, however, also necessary

to consider the best ways"into sizeable communities which could profitably

■be'1' served with road connexions. ■' '; '' ■ ' ' ■ ' -' ■" ' ■

Recommendation 5

In view of the fact that railways still offer a. suitable means ofvlong

distance transportation, it is necessary for the African States to find

suitable solutions to the problems of interconnexion of railway, systems of

different technical specifications between neighbouring countries.
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Recommendation 6 ".'•'"

The establishment of the Pan-African telecommunications network,. .

will involve the installation of modern and' complex telecommunications

equipment, .which will need, to be-maintained .to'a Very high standards

. It is recommended that ^African countries.give immediate : attention tb;/the

training of the many additional technicians who will be needed for this

purpose, taking into account the fact' that this training will take .a

minimum of three to four years. ' ' ■

He commendation 7 ■ ■•■■'■■ ■ ~r ■ ■■.

It is recommended that African countries support international and

other projects for the study of Pan-African telecommunication systems,

including the utilization of satellites for regional communications and

for educational and broadcasting purposes.

Hecommendation 8 - ...

A study should be' made ~by the African countries in co-operation

with .the organizations concerned (ECA, APCAC and ICAO) as to the consequences

for the African countries of the introduction of the new aircraft types,

and .what actions - if any s- ought to be taken in order to achieve .the fullest

advantage of these new aircraft types.

Recommendation 9 . ■■ . - - - ■
1 ■ ■ ■"■" " ■■ /

\ ■ '

;A master plan for the transportation system of Africa, covering road,

railway, inland waterways, sea and air transport should be developed with

participation of competent economists and technologists. In' developing

the plan, the relative potentialities and costs of the various modes of

transport should be borne in mind.
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4* Natural Resources Survey, Research and Development

The following recommendations were adopted during the-discussion'

of this topic.

Recommendation 1

. All.the African countries which have not yet done so, should undertake

cartographic and topographic surveys, using, modern methods, such as 'aerial

phonography, and., shquld publish the results. The completion of an ordnance

survey for the entire.continent on .-the scale of 1:50,000-should also "be "

undertaken. Sub-regional centres for the training of personnel in carto

graphy and related fields should "be established. Where necessary, the

assistance of TUO3SC0, 13CA and of other international organizations should

be sought in carrying out these programmes.

Recommendation 2 , ......

H:igh priority should be given by the African Governments and by the

international organizations to the training of specialists and.the conduct _

of research in !such fields as geology and hydrology which are directed

towards the development of mineral, water and other natural resources.

Recommeridation 3 '■ . .. .

An increased effort.should be made, to improve the quality and the

production of mineral-ores. In so far as possible, mineral research and

exploitation should be put into the hands of African scientists and techno

logists.

Recommendation 4

While research in the harnessing of all forms of energy should be

increased, solar energy has a particularly great potential for certain

regions of .Africa. A working party of experts should be convened by■ "DBS-SCO,

in co-operation with other international organizations and interested.... ,.

governments, to study the establishment of an international centre (or

centres) for research in'sdlar energy. The research conducted there should
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be fundamaii^j. *a ^- ** .-ppxieci ana ehquid be directed towards such

uses of solar -&^t'^" kaTdoa: production/ water purification" and desalina,-

=tipn,;. industrial' applicationsy as well as for the" production of power.'..

Re commendation y" ' ' -■" -.-■■.,■

; In the development^of Africa's natural resources - as in "all other

;sectors:'or development -~:the essential iinportance'of drained national'

manpower ■ Should"-be ■ recognized -tiy air "African' governments. The training'

■■of-national counterparts should therefore be a central feature of all" "

assistance ■■ programmes, and their proper" utilization after the termination

of these programmer should >>e a central responsibility of "the 'African' '

governments,, ■ '■ ■ -■ "■ ■ ■ :'■ '. ■ ;

Deve lopment

'■• "'The following recommendations were" adopted during the discussion of

■this topics ' ■■■ " -: ■•' '■ ,'■ ■ -j ■ ■'■ '" ■"■ "■' ;': ' ■

Re commendaiiio?'. 1 s .

Befpre tbo «eteb]:-h^nt o:" now irduStrieB? African .countries should

embark on 3 thorough programme of feasibility studies relation to such

qussMoh^ -:^- ^..-^a-ila-bil'it.r'of" rWinaierials,'.1 the suitability of the .

site,-*fe8.availability of manpower/ and the possibilities for marketing."

' Heooinmehdation 2 ■

While for some time -ho come, some countries of Africa will have, to-/

rely heavily on foreign-everts-, technicians and enterprises "for "industrial

development,- this dependence should be ciroumscribed by appropriate sa^a-

guards-and ^ould ;tc as- short as possibleV' The nend for proper safeguards

applies' particularly to pi-ogranaaes of bilateral assistance. "' ' ' "

Recommendation 3

; . Governments should initiate 'Closer ,co-operation between universities

and other research institutions on the one hand, and industry on the other,
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for the purpose of promoting industrial research and relating.. It to / ,:.

industrial development, National research councils should'play a, role

in initiating this co-operation. . . .

Recommendation 4 . . . .■■.■•.■'■■■■■'■.

.Activities in the field of industrial research and development in

African countries should give special attention to the adaptation of

existing..technologies, to local physical conditions, the need for testing

and quality control, and the economic and cultural factors involved in the

marketing of' the products. ...

^° . fee.giona.l Cooperation in .Science and Technology

The following recommendations were adopted during the discussion.-of\-

this topic. All the recommendations on this topic, were unanimously adopted

with the exception of recommendation Nor3 ,on language training .for scientists

and technologists. The delegations of Sudan and Libya requested that their

objection io 'this recommendation "be registered on ..the grounds that it was-

'difficult to implement such a recommendation in their countries and further

they'did not want to tie themselves to the two languages, English, -and:French

chosen as media of communication between African scientists and technologists.

The recommendations were divided into two groups as listed here under;

Structure and Promotion of_Regional Cooperation

Becommendation 1 , , .. ■ :

■■. ■ ; The African countries within the framework of the OAU, if necessary

. ..calling'in' the ECA and UN33SCO, should take the necessary steps to make a

thorough study of the possibility of establishing an effective machinery

for African regional co-operation in science and technology. -.'...'._ ...,..'. .
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Recommendation 2 .. - . .....,.--.■■

Any inter-State machinery established by the African governments'in

the form of a commission, committee or councillor regional'co-operation

in science-and technology should satisfy the following criteria:-'*' ::

. (4,) .it must b@ fully representative of. all- the States involved
... .,,:andhave full :-and -recognized responsibility to: deifirie1'; '

,, . ,., specific .objectives .and programmes and their evaluation] '" ;

■-.•" Xi-i)"' the commission, committee or council must be capable'of

effectively discharging its responsibilities and should '

consist of scientists and technologists;

(iii) it should be provided at its very inception with its own

finances.in sufficient amount by the partner, Sta.tes. ■

Recommendation 3 . ■ ■ .-■ ...... ...

< ■■■■■ -As-a condition for achieving regional co-operation among African

...States in the use of science and technology for development, scientists ^

iand technologists-be afforded ample opportunity to.acquire at.least a . ■

working knowledge of both French and English; it is recommended that WbSCO

.take necessary steps to include/ 'ft their 'training programmes, assistance

; ..in. the form: of fellowships to enhance literature citation and better under

standing between African scientists an'd technologists at regional meetings.

Recommendation 4- : ■ '■

The United Nations and ...Its specialised "agoncio-s should continue -'"':' ""

to provide a forum for discussion of common scientific and technological.:.,

problems .at regional level and to encourage suitable programmes and activi

ties on regional ^asis5 and to this end to. further strengthen their regional

offices in Africa dealing "with .science and' .technology.

Recommendation 5 .: ., . - . , ,

African countries should explore all possible ways of associating

with one another in the field of science and technology, existing and future

regional co-operative arrangements should be strengthened and should, as

far as possible, be under African direction and control.
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Eecommendation 6

At the request of member States, IHESCQ, SCA and other international

organizations should assist in the creation and the encouragement, where

they already exists of African regional scientific and technological

associations? UHSSOO and r,CA should continue to encourage the expansion

of scientific and technical journalism in Africa.

Priority Areas for Regional Cooperation in Science and 'Technology

Recommendation 7

Training for scientific and technological manpower should, as far as

possible, be carried out in .Africa, and for this purpose regional training

institutions in various fields (agriculture, health, industry, forestry,

fisheries, etc) should be established or strengthened where they already

exist; furthermore, regional training institutions should harmonize their

professional standards in accordance with internationally accepted standards.

Hecommendation 8

At the request of member States, UTilSCO and J^CA should continue tp

intensify their activities in popularizing science and technology in .Africa;

IIH3SCO and 3CA are requested to plan and support a comprehensive programme

(including the use of scientific and technological museums, mobile exhibitions,

courses and seminars) for the popularization of science and technology among

the peoples of Africa.

Recommendation 9

. With the assistance of TUSTSSCO, tfCA and other international agencies,

regional schools for research and training for mining, petrology and geology

be developed or established in Africa. Further recommend that ECA and other

international agencies, at the request of member States, study the possibi

lities of establishing technological centres for the benefication and processing

of mineral ores in the African region.
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Address "by Mr. P. ..Rajaobelina, the Deputy Executive Secretary of

&0Av-"at the opening off the SCA/Hftf^SCO Regional Symposium's ""

■■ •'■;- • ■■ "■ ■ 5 October, :

I have great pleasure in'"welooming'you here in your capacities as

representatives of SGA. member States*and of■international and regional

organizations^to this joint 3CA/ONT3SCO Regional Symposium-on..-.,the utiliza

tion of science and technology for development in Africa. . ', ..-.-■ r

Most of the African states today are aware of the fact that the

struggle against underdevelopment can only be successful if technological

progress is pursued through utilizing the results of scientific research

carried out in the industrialized countries or in Africa. The crucial role

of science and technology in the development process has been fully re

cognized by the United Nations. The Economic Commission for Africa has

always attached great importance to it and has intensified its activities

in this field since 1964*

Considerable discussions have been going on in Africa regarding science

development in terms of more institutions, better scientific facilities in

schools, and so forth. However, African countries must realise that they

cannot afford to engage in purely curiosity-oriented scientific activities

which might have little or no bearing on their economic and social develop

ment. If, therefores we are to narrow the gap between us and the developed

countries in the next few decades, science must be harnessed to enable

productivity to be increased and an eminently practical approach must be

adopted to the subject of the relationship between science and economic

productivity'.

It is hoped that from the discussions and exchange of views in this

Symposium you will be able to make definite proposals on ways and means

by which African countries can make greater progress through the utiliza

tion of science and technology. The representatives of African countries

at this meeting will inform this gathering what their countries' needs and
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Address by Chief Qlu Ibukun, Head of. UNESCO Field Science Office

for Africa, Nairobi, on "behalf of the Director General

of "UNESCO at'the "opening of the SCA/ON5SCO.

Regional Symposium: 5 October 1970

-Mr. Deputy ..Executive', Secretary, distinguished representatives of -..

African.member States, distinguished observers from sister agencies of.

the United.Nations family, distinguished observers from African Scientific

Organisation and other International Organizations. .

It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the Director General of /

UNBSGO,'-to join the Deputy Executive Secretary of "the United'Nations

Economic Commission for Africa in welcoming you all to this Regional ;

Symposium on the Utilization of Science and Technology for Development in

Africa which has been convened jointly by iiJCA and UNESCO-.' It gives me

particular pleasure to note the number of. African member States represented

here and. also the numerous observers who are-specialists in the field of

Science and Technology and whose experience would be useful to this symposium.

As you know, the purpose of this symposium is to review the general

position with regard to the utilization of Science and Technology for

development in Africa; to examine the issues and problems in achieving

more effective utilization of science and technology; to consider real

istic steps to be taken in terms of policies,, plans and future actions

for national and regional development in African member States.

I am sure that many of you will recall the 1964 International

Conference on the Organization of Research and Training in Africa in

relation to the Study, Conservation.and Utilization of Natural resources

in Africa which Was held in Lagos, Nigeria and which was organized by

UtJBJSCD in'association with j3CA. Among the goals recommended ~by the

Conference were3 that each member State of UNESCO should establish a

national Organization to define Science Policy and co-ordinate scientific

activities! that African countries should build research teams and .

establish a research budget to support scientific activities. It was
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also proposed that- each country should aim at a minimum target of 200

scientists per million of population'. : ' .. ; ,

In 1967 with the view to promote;.; scientific activity,'in Tropical

Africa, .Unesco Organized its. Symposium; on Science P'olicy and Research

Administration in Africa in Yaounde^ Cameroun which considered and

recommended future actions on the methodology for the preparation of .

science policy studies; science planning and research programmes^ science

statistics, and the position of inter-tropical: African, cquntrie£.; as

regards science policy and research Organization, Again in.1968, in

association with Organization of African Unity and ECA, Unesco convened

a Conference on education and scientific and" technical training in

relation to development in Africa held in Nairobi to consider policies'

and strategies for the development of human resources in the field of

Science and Technology in Africa..

. It. is appropriate, therefore., within our continuing action of,;ass.ist-

ing'in making scientific history as well as ;in building necessary . :..

scientific and technical infra-structure for Africa, this Symposium

should centre on the utilization of Science and"technology for develop

ment. In the'six years since the outline of the Lagos Plan,, we "believe

that some headway has "been made in African countries, "but it is also

clear that much still has to "be done. We trust that the discussions

and~exchanges'of information at this Symposium will be carried out at

the same level of frankness and thoroughness as are needed at this time

to generate a deep conscience on' the role of science and technology in

national and regional development. We -hope that the outcome of this

symposium,:would be not only definite-and specific" guidance for the

future activities and programmes' of the United Nations and its various -

agencies but' will also form the'basis of purposeful and determined action

at national and regional levels, ; ■ ■ . " : ■: \ ; ■ ■ '■■ . ■" --

Unesco, bearing in mind the increasing importance of the techno

logical "progress factor11 for the economic and social development of

African Nations took the step to expand its area of activities to cover

technology after the United Nations Conference on the Application of
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Scienceo' and Technology'to Development "held at Geneva in 1963. It has'

since been realized that planning for the application of Science and

Technology to economic development requires solid, detailed' and quanti

fied analysis of the state of development, social problems and existing,

economic potentialities of the African region.' Unesco therefore, wel

comes the 'expansion of the activities of the United Nations'Economic

Commission for Africa in the encouragement of the horizontal transfer

of industrial technologists^ the forecasting of technological require

ments, within the framework of long-term planning^ the dissemination of

technological and industrial "know-how" and the encouragement of co

operative applied research in the various production.sectors of the- ; .

national economies of the countries within the African -region5. while-;

Unesco, on--'its'part, will continue to work as the United Nations.-agency

with the primary responsibility. for Science;, and. Technology, in the, ;. ■

formulation of national-science policies; the compilation and dissemina-

tion: of statistics on science? scientific and technological information

and documentation, and other services ancillary to research? basic.-

research in the field- of Science and Technology,.and Environmental

Sciences and Research on. natural resources. In this-co-operative- effort

■towards economic development, i*e., Unesco from.the standpoint ©n Science-

ana Teehnology^and. ECA from, the standpoint of' economics,-,.. the.:need" for

continued close liaison-between" the two organizations is obvious, •

I should like to draw attention to the fact that, apart from provid

ing opportunities for exchange of ideas, and-, also in the promotion-of a

climate for the growth of Science and Technology,1 Unesco, as an execu- ...

tive agency of the United Nations-, has been involved in a large number.

of projects and activities within the areas of scientific policy, human..

resources, and training, creation.of.infra-structure for development,

development of natural resources and the promotion of regional 90- .
■ c ■ ■

operation in Science, and Technology^, which are all within the scope of.

discussions at this Symposium. Some of these projects executed by

Unesco with the assistance of the United Nations Development Programme

included teacher training projects in various African countries, training

institutions for engineers as well as technicians for the promotion of
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technological science and research? and in agricultural Education and

Science. . It is particularly to "be noted that Unesco has now begun,

with the assistance of the United Uations.development programme, the

execution of,its first project in Africa concerning the establishment

of a centre for the promotion of the survey of National scientific and

technological potentials .This is the "National Qentre for Planning

Sotentifloo and Technological Research" in Senegal, which is a project

to last. 3 years from 1970. to'1973- ..... \ .

During the second United Nations Development Decade*, Unesco intends

to continue'■ to strengthen its activities in the development of scientific

infra—structure1, For instance9 some of the targets of this decade are

that developing countries should continue to increase their expenditures

on Science and Technology? that the more developed countries should

continue to increase their aid for the direct support of Science and ;

Technology" for lesser developed'countries? that ©ach highly developed

country should devote-at least 5%m6f its own international non-military

research and development expenditures to research for the-lesser developed

countries, by the end of the second development decade. The United

Nations Committee for the Applicati m of Science and Technology to-

development has also entrusted Unesco with the responsibility of continu

ing to define-national.Science policies and to assist to the growth of

national institutions for science and technology.

1 ■ In the planning of these future activities, Unesco is keenly

interested in the views and opinions expressed at this regional symposium

and hope that this oo-operative effort with our sister agency, the BCA5 -

would once more be a land-mark in the scientific and technological

development for Africa. ■ ■ ...

Finally, may I, on behalf of the Director General of Unesco, remind

you of the other responsibilities of our organization, i.e.., for educa

tion, for culture and for communication. I trust that during your stay

in Ethiopia for this symposium, you will take the opportunity to learn

at first hand about the culture and traditions of this ancient country
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I. DELEGATIONS OF MJ3MBEJE STATES'

BUHTMSI

M. Jossph Kafurera

Directeur a la planification agricole
B.P. 1850 - . ... ....

Bujumbura

M. Aloys Hdenzako

Directeur des mines et de la geologie
B.P. 745

Bujumbura

CAMEROON. ■"'';""

M. Jules Mevaa

Diplomate

Ambassade du Cameroun

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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Premier Secretaire
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Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

ETHIOPIA

Dr. A. Abdinaser

Head of Slec/ferical ^Engineering Department
Haile Selassie I University

Addis Ababa
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Associate Professor

Haile Selassie I University

Addis Ababa

Professor E.O. Whipple

Deans Faculty of Science
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LIBYA (cont'd)

Dr. M.S. Shanta

University of Libya

P.O.Box 656

Tripoli

MALI

M. Cyr M. Samake J

Directeur general des mines et de la geologie
Koulouba

Bamako

MOROCCO

M* Abdulmalek Guessous
Professeur Charge de la coordination la

Recherche scientifique?

Faculte des Sciences ' ■■■■■■

6 rue de Salogne

Rabat

NIGERIA

Dr. P.I. Akinrele . ■ ' - '

Director of Industrial Research

Federal Institute of Industrial Research
P.M.B. 1023

Ike ja

Lago s

Mr. P.I. Amenechi

Secretary, JTigerian Council for Science and Technology
Cabinet Office ,

Lagos

Mr. E.N. Ukpoma

Chief Engineer

Ministry of Works

56 Alexander Avenue
Ikoyi ' ;

Lagos

M. Celestin Gahamanyi

Directeur a la fono'tion publique
B.P. 403

Kigali
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i

Mr. G.W- Owaraga

Ag. Chief, Airports Engineer . i -

Ministry of Works, Communications and Housing

P.O.Box 10

Entebbe

Mr. C.E.■Tamale^Ssali

Commissioner for Geology

P.O.Box 9 " ■ ■'

Entebbe

AHAE REPUBLIC

Mr. Ahmad A.H. Kabesh

Director General

Ministry of Scientific Research

Cairo

UPPliiR VOLTA

M. Traore Harouna

Professeur ^grege au CJ3 Sup.

B.P. 59 . ■

Ouagadougou

UUACAST

Dr. W.K. Chagula

President

East African Academy

P.O.Box 35033

Dar-e s-Salaam

Tanzania

UHCTAS

Mr. S.J. Patel

Chief,

Transfer of Technology Branch

U.ff.C. T.A.I).

Palais des Nations

Geneva
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ILO '

M. Pierre Adossaraa

Bureau International 2u Travail

B.P. 2788 ■-■' ■ —
Addis Ababa '"'■' ■■ ■.

ITU

Mr. Alan Brooks

Chief, Africa Division -..- ■■.■•-" '■■'

Technical Cooperation Department .,, ; ,:-. ..-. .. ■

Place des Rations .. ■ ■,-' .

1211 Geneva, 20

Dr. H.K. Bender

Regional Bxpert ....

P.O.Box 5580 '

Addis Ababa , .. ■ ■ . :

W3SCQ

Chief (Dr.) Olu Ibukun

Head of the UNESCO Field Science Office for Africa

P.O.Box 30592

Hairobi.,; Kenya. .^ ,r (Representing the Dire.otor"General, of DIE

Dr. Harry Lustig . .

Department of Science Teaching and :...

Technological Education and Research

UNESCO Headquarters . ■:■-..

Paris

Mr, B. Amerding

UNSSCO representative to OAU and the UUJCA ■.:■■-. ■ . ■■

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Dr. A. Picasso de Oyague

Science Policy Division

UHV1SC0 Headquarters' ...

Place de Fontenoy .,. .,- .■■, -■,,.-'.::■ ■:.: '■■■-..'--

Paris 7e " '

France

TOO

Dr. Pierre Chasles

Acting rfEO Liaison Officer

W Economic Commission for Africa

Addis Ababa
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Addis Ababa

OESTOM

M. Frederic Fournier

Inspecteur General de Recherche
2 rue Saint Charles'

78 Versailles
France

US NATIONAL ACADSMY CF SCISNC S3

Dr. M.C.C. "McDonald Bow
P.O.Box 138

Dire Dawa

Ethiopia

V*. OBSERVERS FROM GOVS-HHI^HTS AND GCr.5HIJMSI!fTAL "ORGMIZATIOff:

SAST AFRICAN OOMMUNITY - . ' , .

Mr. Kesekia Ekwaro

P.O.Box 30650

Nairobi, Kenya

Mr, F. Kasajja-Muwonge
P.O.Box 1003

Arusha

Tanzania

Mr. S.A.R. Sharty

East African Harbours Corporation
P.O.Box 5009

■ Mombasa

Kenya

REPUBLIC OF G;jHMAMY

Professor Dr. R. Bisans

Dean, Faculty of Technology ' "

Haile Selassie I University

P.O.Box 385, Addis Ababas Ethiopia
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Information on the 'World Plan of Action1

Science and development : '■ . .■ :

Regional co-operation in science and technology
the Bast African Community case

10ITAR research projects relevant to the

utilization of scien.ee and- technology for

development in Africa .

Reference Symbol

S&T/BP/4;.,-

S&T/BP/5

S&T/BP/6

s&t/bp/t-

S&T/BP/8 , :

S&T/BP/9 V..

Papers

Country^ Paper - Burundi ■:■.-:.■ - -.

"Rapport succinct sur I1application de la

science et de la technique au developpement ..
du Burundi"

Country Paper - Cameroon t ■ ■.--..

"Organisation de la recherche scientifique en
> Eepublique Federale du Caiaeroun" -.. ,,

Country.Paper - Congo.Democratic.Republic ■ ■

(not presented)

Country Paper - Ethiopia (not presented)

Country Paper - Ghana

Country Paper - Ivory Coast (not, presented)

Country Paper - Kenya

Country Paper - Libya . ■ ■ . ;. ■ ...

"Utilization of science and technology in various

spheres of development in Libyan Arab Republic"

Country Paper - Mali (not presented)

.S&T/CH/-3'

S&T/CR/4

S&T/CR/14

S&T/CR/20

l/ Country delegate made a presentation but final edited document
still awaited.



Title Reference Symbol

Country ir'apGr - Morocco

HLes aotivites de recherche sgientifique et'

technique- au ro^auma du Maroc et leur incidence

sur son developpement"

Country Paper - Nigeria

Country Paper - Rwanda

Country Paper *- Ssnsgal

"Etudes'et recherehes.en Republique -de'Senegal1'.,

Country1 Paper - Sierra Leone ■ .

"Utilization of science and technology for

development in .Africa" . ■ -

Country. Paper -■ Sudan ""

"Scientific and technological resources of

the Sudan". . • .

Country Paper - Togo

"Etat actual de la recherche scientifique et

technique au Togo"

Country Paper - Tunisia

Country Paper ■■■ V^-s.r.t^

"Status of research and application of science

and technology in Uganda"

Country Paper — United Arab Republic

"Implementation of■science and. technology

in the-United Arab Republic"

Country Paper - United Republic of Tanzania

''Science 3 technology and development in

Tanzania"

Country Papor, ■- Upper Volta (not presented)

S&T/CR/26

S&T/CR/28

S&T/CR/3O

S&T/CR/31

S&T/CR/33

S&T/CH/35

S&T/CR/36.

S&T/CR/37

S&T/CH/38

.S&T/CR/39

l/ Country delegate made a presentation but final edited document awaited,

2/ Country Paper promised by delegate at the Symposium but it has not yet

"been received, * " ■- '



VI

OH THTil SYMPOSIUM

Introduction.. % ■ . , ■ ■

■ - Although science and.technology have an impact on all aspects of a

nation!s life, it is their major influence in social and economic develop

ment which is of first relevance to the developing countries of Africa,

The economic prosperity of the industrial countries and the transforma

tion of their societies have been achieved, to a large extents through

continuous and successful application of modern science and technology

to problems of education, health, re search9 . organization and production.

In their active search for.development, the African countries require to

create effective organisations in their governments and in the private

sector capable -of understanding and formulating the necessary strategies

for utilizing science and technology. Such organizations must be provided

with trained individuals competent to deal with the subject-matter of the

disciplines involved in the application of science and technology to the

,.splution of problems in various fields of development activities.

In some countries, <.a' start has been made in the creation of such'

organizations and in the formulation of plans for technological develop

ment, :However, many of. the governmental.organisations are ineffective .

because they are staffed by individuals who can only write about using

science'and technology 'rather than by thosa who can develop the action

programmes'required to do so. The result is that, although a'great deal

is spoken and written about applying science and technology for develop

ment, the actual capacity of the governmental apparatus to deal with tech

nical problems and programmes is very limited. ■ ■ ■- :

l/ These -"Notes" were distributed separately as document
for the guidance of conference participants.
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This limitation of capacity.to deal with technical subjects and

programmes has teen-apparent for some time in the relations of United'

Nations organizations and. agencies with-African administrations. It has

constituted a serious obstacle "to "-taking fuller advantage of United Nations

and other bilateral aid programmes involving-science and technology.

■Currently., within .the .United Hat-ions' system,, preparations are under

way for the Second Development Decade.. One of the important plan's "tielng

prepared by the'.United Nations agencies for'implementation within the'.:>-i-

framew6rk of the Second Development Deoa&e is the.'World Plan of Action.

This Flan of: Action-envisages the- elaboration of a programme1:of projects

aimed at ..building up the infrastructure of institutions-.and training the

manpower for science and technology within^the developing countries.

Proposals for the African region in. respect of this Plan are already

being studied. . All member countries of the region have been consulted

on their needs and priorities at the ■initial stages of plan preparation.

Further consultations will take place during the elaboration of the diff

erent programmes. For the World Plan of Action programme to mean any- ■;-

things each member State will have to be closely, associated with the';:

implementation programmes-, both multinational and national. It is -expected

that the implementation programmes will start from the year.1971*

It is'j.'-therefores appropriate and timely that a review be made of

the situation with regard to the utilizing of science and technology for

development' in -Africa. An assessment can also, be made' at the same time

of the'■ possibilities and the capacity for dealing with technical programmes

in different sectors of the national economy. ■ ; . .

Purpose of the symposium - ; . .■

The purpose of the symposium is threefold, namelys

(a) To review the general position with regard to the utilisation

of science and technology for development in the African

countries. This review will encompass the organizations and

the programmes by means of which these countries are putting

science and technology to work in various sectors of national ■ -

,development| ■ . ■ ■ :

(b) To examine the issues and the problems involved in achieving

more effective utilisation of science and technology?

(c) To consider and propose steps to be taken in terms of policies3

plans and action to enable a more effective ut-. iization of science

and technology to be achieved within a number of sectors of

national development activities in Africa.

The deliberations of the symposium will provide an opportunity to

review the relevance and the effectiveness of ongoing programmes for the
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application of science and technology to development in the region and '

to appraise the: capacity W well as the limitations of existing national
structures to undertake and manage technological.development programmes.

The results of suoh;an exercise will"""be of considerable value in the
elaboration of plans for science and technology during the Second Develop-'

ment Decade. In particular," it' will constitute ^aniinvaluable guide.'for
the preparation of the African regional plans for the. World Plan of

Action,

Venue and date

The symposium will take place at Africa Hall in Addis-Ababa, Ethiopia,

from

Programme "' .. .",... ■ . .' . ■. .■■.-■ ■■■■_ : •. : : -:'-

The provisional programme is contained "in Appendix I "of these hot«s.

Registration of participants will commence from the morning of Monday

5 Optbber". ' . " ...... :-'/■...■,..•■

^"■■- "|)h| first plenary session wili be devoted to the formal opening ,: ,.,v
ceremony^ the, election of officers for the symposium and p1;iier. business_"

'"mat'ters. At the next three plenary sessions, the working papers on:the .

six majox topics will be introduced. Only working papers will bepresented

a-fc these plenary sessions.. Any other papers on the topics of the symposium

will be considered"at. the .meetings of working groups.. . .■.-... ..■ .■....-_

List of topics ■ . . , . ■ .... ■

I. Policy-making and planning in science and technology^

'■' '■ . -"": (a) Policy-making and planning for the promotion and expansion^

of science|

(b) Policy-making and planning for the utilisation of-technology.

II. Human resources for scientific and technological'development.

""'" ■ :(a)' Education, training'and employment of scientific and

technical manpower^ , . :

(b) Scientific and technological manpower in the administrative

and planning machinery of government and government "

■" agencies. .... ;

III. Creation of infrastructure for development.

(a) Infrastructure for science and technology^

(b) Scientific and technological problems of economic infra

structure.
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■ ■■■-__ IY..- .Jffajturjal-. resources- survey,-.researchand development; '-'• u'■ -,■■■>"- '

■. . (a) ...Natural resources research and "development§ ' , ; ' •■"■■■

■■'■;■■- :-■■■.■".■ ("b).".-'Natural re-sources--; survey and evaluation-' ' ■■ ■."■/ ■'•"■■ :■■ ■

V. Industrial research and development. . ■ ... ■■ '■_■.

Vim- Regional co-operation in science and technology, ..■■.■;.,;^.J;I-;_i^:;J..

-Country: reports ■..; ■ ..,] •;-. ;-. ■;■=. -. ■ ...... ':■... :•; , ....'■ ■ ■-. .:- ■ ■ -■ ■■ ••■>?/'

The delegation from each member State.is invited to provide a country

report on the utilization of science and technology for developjfiej£;fc'.-In-r-_

their country. A guide synopsis is provided in Appendix II to facilitate

.tlje-.preparation, of/country reports in^appro-ximately similar 'formatv

Country reports will be presented (not read) at plenary sessions.

Two plenary sessions have been earmarked for the purpose, IT* limit is

imposed, on-the.-length of -the .written country .'report., but ■■.tfie'-'time^allocated
for-the .presentation of---each report will be'limited. The actual time = -'1
allowed for presentation--will depend on /the -total number "of country reports
.submi-tted:, but will in no case exceed.ten minutes,' ■'-■'■ ■'';. •" - "■•• ■:"■-

Country reports.;--should be dispatched s'o as to reach the SCA secretariat

not later.than 15 August 1970 so as to facilitate the reproduction.

Working groups

Detailed discussions of the topics to be considered at the symposium

will take-place izv working, group -meetings, . Four wolking''groups are planned
as follows 1 -.-- .■-.:■■ t"

■•- , ■ Working group .1;. . ■ ■■ = . ■ . .■ ■ -. .; .-.- ■..

L (i), Policy-making-and planning, in.science and teohnologyf

(ii). Human, resources for scientific, and ..technological" development.

Working group 2

(iii)- Creation of. infrastructure| •-. ■. . ■ ■■ . : ■ "

Working group 3

(iv) Natural resources survey, research and development|

(v) Industrial research and development?. ;
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■ Working group 4 ■ ■ ' '

(yi) Regional co-operation in scienoe and technology,

'Each .'working group will ffhave. its own officers, Chairman,. Vice-Chairman

and Rapporteur, Working ..group meetings are tentatively scheduled, as

'indicated in. the .provisional programme. ■ ' ■

Papers . . . ■ ../.-.■....

Papers other than the .keynote working-papers and country papers may

be presented at the appropriate working, group sessions* Partio-ipants who

wish to submit papers .for the .symposium should inform the EGA. beoretariat

as soon as possible, "but not later than 30.July 131V "so as i3> i*aclldia±e,-.r ■■

the formulation of the work plan for the working groups.

Working languages

The working languages of the symposium will be English and French.

Simultaneous interpretation in these two languages will be provided for

plenary and working group sessions. The main documents for the symposium

will also be provided in the two' languages.

Participation

*

Participants for the symposium will be invited as followss

(i) Country delegations from ECA member States ^

(ii) Representatives from United Nations organizations and specialised

agenciesf

(iii) Representatives from other international.organizations|

(iv) Experts from selected national organizations in developed and

developing countries,

A list of ECA member States and international organizations invited

to participate in the symposium is contained in Appendix III.

Financial arrangements

e co-sts of attendance of one participant from each ECA member

State will be paid by the United flations* Member States are expected to

bear all the costs of attendance of tho other participants in their

delegations. All other organizations' and agencies are expected to bear

the costs of their participation* .

Local transportation will be provided free of charge for all official

activities of the symposium.
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Passport, visa9 etc.

Participants,are required .to possess a valid, passport and entry visa
for .Ethiopia, obtainable at any.Ethiopian'diplomatic representation or
consular mission .abroad or at- tlie Addis Ababa airport. Participants

; >re- Teiuesved ; t q ;infbrnr the ;EGA secretariat >al?out their: flight number
■.and estimated tinie of arrival so t&at arrangements can be -made -to meet
them on their arrival in Addis Ababa. Vaccination against smallpox
(within the last three years but not less than two weeks before, arrival)
and inoculation against yellow fever are required'for Ethiopia^'c''■

..... '■■:.. ,■-. ~~~rr-—■"■"". .■■r^-"j.*™"'ii.-t.y,ij on a-ccommodation?. .local travel, .etc... win

.■V':/^3".^n^^0"t^!^i^^tf 'symposium, as soon ..as their
■■.■.personal1 data goring are'"received ;a;^ th,e B.CA secretariat. . '". "' ■

, r- ■
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Appendix I

APPENDIX I

PRa¥ISIQ|]:AL...PROGEMME FOR THE SYMPOSIUM

Monday, 5 Ootober

10.00 - 12,00

15,00 - 18.00

Tuesday, 6 October '

X10.00 - 13.00

15-00 - 18.00

Wednesday,, 7 October

10.00 - 13.00,., ...

1X5-00—118. GO

Thursday,, 8 October

10.00 - 13.00

15.00 - 18,00-

Friday, 9 October

10.00 - 13.00

Registration and distribution of documents.

PLENARY SESSION. "

Opening, of the Symposium.

Election of Officers for the Symposium.

Adoption1of procedure.

Adoption of Agenda.

PLENARY. SESSION,

Introduction of work-ing papers - Items I and II.

PLENARY SESSION.•■

Introduction of working papers - Items III and IV.

. SESSION.

Introduction of working papers - Items "V ayid VI.

PLENARY SESSION. ' ' ■

Presentation of country papers... |.

x>i 18.00

PLENARY"

Presentation of country papers.

PLENARY SESSION.- ■ ' ■■

WORKING GROUP Is

(i) ■•poIioysBiafcimg -aid
scienne and teotmologyj

(ii) Human rasouroes for scientific
and technological development,

WORKING GROUP 1;
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Saturday, 10 October

All Day

Sunday, 11 October

All Pay ' ■■ "

Mondayy 12 October.

1G.00 - 13.00

1519COO ^18*00

Tuesday, 13 October

10.00 - 13.00

15.00 - I8e00

Wednesday,-14 Ootobar

09.30 - 13.00

15.00 -

Thursday, 15 October

10.00 - 13.00

15.00 -

Excursion out of Addis Ababa.

(Details to be announced later).

FREE.

WORKING GROUP 2

(iii) Creation of infrastructure*

WORKING GROUP 3j_ ' -: "■ ■' '

(iv) Natural resources survey,

research and development;

(/v) Industrial research and ■

■ development,

■WOHKIHG GEOUP 2

WORfCOTG GROUP.4s '.<:-.

(iv) Regional co-operation in
science and technology.

WORKING GROUP .4

WOHOKG GROUPS ■ , .

Discussion of draft recommendations

in the working groups.

Preparation of final recommendations

and minutes of working groups.

PLENARY.SESSION .

J)iscussipn of. the general

reco'^mendaiions of the Symposium.

Resolii-tions Committee.
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■ ' Appendix ■" II

GUIDE SYNOPSIS FOR -CCfUflTRY" R&K)RTS ' '

:' report's" intended1 for the' symposium are'1"expected to furnish

information:'which' will1■enable""a ueeTFul "arid -reasonably accurate idea to

"be obtained as to how individual countries are organized and^ equipped to

manage and utilize science'' and' technology in various "are'as of develop

ment'activity,, :' ■ ■ ■" ■■■-"■■ • ■■'■ "■"'.' :: '"'.'

Since government5 in the African countries, is still the main source

of initiative and of action programme 81'"for Economic 'development; the

effectiveness with .which science .and technology, can .-"be .utilised for

national progress will depend to a considerable extent on the organs

and the structures which are available, within the overall machinery of

government, for thinking about and for taking action on soientific and

technological subjects.

Of crucial importance in determining the capacity of a-country to

formulate and implement technological programmes is the quality and

size of its stock of scientific and technical manp6faer. Hence it is

important to include some, information about technological, educations

its extent,, its organization and its relevance to the development needs

o"f the individual country^' '

."■■■'■ .-. ■. ■. *

Although the role'of government.in economic development is the major

pne} all. the ..African countries nonetheless have in their-economic systems

a private sector which is...considerable., in size .in-some countries,. It -frill,

therefore, be useful to have in the country papers some.; information as to-.

the arrangements "by private firms and organizations to utilize science and

technology in agriculture,, mining^ manufacturing, and. service industries. ,

This will complement the. information about the government (public) sector
and enable a full picture to be obtained of the'capacity of each country

to utilize science and technology and of the manner and the efficiency

with which -■his capacity is deploy 3d. ■

In consonance with the above remarks, the following items should be

dealt with in the country reports in. addition tc any other information

that eacn country pay wish to present, , ■

(i)' Status of policy-making and' planning for science and technology

in the normal deliberative and*legislative organs of the

government 5 ,. ■ ..... '

■'"' (2) Form of'organ''at ministerial levbl'" for policy-making in science

and technology!

(3) Central machinery for policy-making and planning in science
and technology at Cabinet secretariat level, including advisory

organs if any; - . ■
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(4) Machinery for the preparation and implementation of national
science and technology, programmes;

(5) -Network of government scientific and technological research
institutions^ their co-ordination and management?

(6) Organization for dealing with and utilizing science and- technology
in government technological ministries responsible for the

. following subjectss . .

...(a)." Medical services .and public health:

("fa) Agriculture, forestry and fisheries!

(c) Industries?

(d) Mineral resources 5- . ■

(e) Water resources3

(f) Meteorological services

. ..(g) Energy and powers

(h) Transport and communications^

(i) Pu"blic works (including surveying and mapping) and housing?

(3) Url»an and rural development.

(7) Organisation for dealing with technological subjects in primarily
■non-technical ministries such ass ■ '

(a) Trade1 (d) Labour;

. - ■ (b) - Finance? ■ (e) Internal Affairs5

(c) Information % ' .. (f) Foreign Affairs,

(8) Technological education

(a) Vocational education^

(b).. Higher technological education.

(9) Organization for bilateral and international co—operation with
other countries or with international organizations in the field

of science and technology.

(10) Utilization of science and technology by firms and organizations
in the private sector ..(agriculture3. industries,, commerce, etc.).

; Country reports should reach the BCA secretariat not later than

■15th August 1970.. .. _: .
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, ,. ... ■ „ APPENDIX.-III-.:.

LIST. -OF EGA MEMBER STATES' AND INTERNATIONAL. ORGANIZATIONS

INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SYMPOSIUM

.. ■ . I. MSMESR

Algeria

Bot swana

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Chad ■#■-.*;■■ - .■■■-■ -■■'■

Congo (Republic of)
Congo (Democratic Republic; of)" ■

Dahomey '",.; '■'" "- - " . '■■

Ethiopia

Equatorial Guinea

Gabon-/ ' ■ „..,_.

Gambia

Ghana '„ ■ ,.:■ ■•:."? '

Guinea ....;... . . ■ ■■-■■:'>■
Ivory Coast

Kenya ■ .' . ;■:■*■ "'.•'!. ,.

Lesotho , . , ,

Liberia ......

Libya - .' ■ ■ ■ ,-i '^-l ■"■;:■;: ■■■(■

Madagasca-r . ,,f. - ( ,.-

STATES

22,

23.

24-

"25.
■26.

27-

28.

'•'■"v ■ "23*
30.

31.

■:. 32.

33.

34-

35*
36.

37-

r : ■ ■ .38,

39-
■> ■ '40.

:? .:■ 41-

Malawi ■.. ■ ..■ ■'/

' '-Mali-.- ■ ■ ■ ■■■ -/■■
Mauritania

Mauritius -

Morocco'

Niger..

Nigeria

RVanda' ' "

''-Senegal'. . ■ ■

Sierra Leone

Somalia . . .■'..

Sudan

Swaziland

-...Togo . ".:■■: . . ■■ . . .-;

Tunisia

Uganda

United Arab Republic -

Unitod Republic of Tanzania

Upper ¥olta

Zambia-... ■ --r .o-:

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13,

14»

15,

16.

17.

18.

19*
20.

21. g

II. INTERNATIONAL ORGAIIZATIONS

A, United Nations. Specialized'Agencies

1. FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization)

2c MHO ;World Meteorological Organization)

30 IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency)

4.. WHO (World Health Organization)

5. ILO (International Labour Organisation)

6. ICAO (international Civil Aviation Organisation)

7. ITU (international Telecommunications Union)

8. IBRD (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development) '

B. United Nations Secretariat and Operating Agencies

9. Resources and Transport Division, United Nations, New York

10. Office for Science and Technology^ United Nations^ New York

11, UFACAST (United Nations Advisory Committee on the Application of
Science and Technology to Development)
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12. IUfflDO (United Nations Industrial Development Organisations)

13* UKDP (United Nations Development .Ifcogramme)

14.. WCT&D (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development)

15. U2TITAB (United Fations Institute for Training and Research)

C. African Scientific Organizations ■, , ■■?■■.-■;

16- EAA(Eaet African Academy) '■;

17- WASA (West African Science Association) ' ' '.

, 18. AAASA (Association for the Advancement of Agricultural- . \.-.
Sciences'-fin Africa) ' '- . ''■"^- ■■ ■-., ■-.■■ ^-" . .■ :

19. ALCST (Arab League Committee for Science and Technology);. '. '"

20. OGAM/CEST (Organisation commune africaine et aialgache/"■ . ■.■ ::■■
/ de:la recherche soientifique 'et technique)

D. Other International Organizations ■;;

21.^.0AU (Organization'for African Unity) ■ , ■■■ -..

,.:,.S;,?g# ICSU'. (International Council of Scientific Unions) /

23. ISO (international Organization for Standardisation)

24- FID (international Federation of Documentation)

2% OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)

26. COMJCOF (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance)

27- COMSAT (Communication Satell.its.:Corporation).
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WORKING GROUPS

Subjects: (i) Policymaking and planning in science and tech
nology.

(ii) Human resources for scientific and technological
development.

Hames of Participants

J. Kafurera

■J. Mevaa' ' ; i

R- Mutombo

T- .Harouna.. .'. .... .. .

N.B. Onduto

I.A. Akinrele

C. Gahamanyi

0. Koffi

C.3. Tamale-Ssali

A. Kabesh -: .

K.G. Kilewela

S.A.E. Shatry

■ P. Adossama

J.G. Karlsson . . .

A. Udenzako

J• Akomian

A. Abdinaser

L.3. Ngugi

P. Araene chi

33. N. Ukpoma

0. Fall

A. Bouraoui

S.W. Owaraga

J.N.R. Kasembe

I1. Kasa jja-Muwonge

M. McDonald Dow

M. Leroy

E.A. Quagraine

Working Group II

Subject Creation of infrastructure for development

Names of Participants

J. Kafurera .. ■.

J. iUcomian

P.A.K. Awotoui

J. Mevaa

T. Hdrouna

L.I:J. Ngugi
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E. Mutoinbo

C. Gahamanyi

S.L, Okec

K.B. Skwaro

P. Adossama

W.Ki Chaguls

.S.N. "Ukpoma

A, Bouraoui

K.G. Kilewela

M. McDonald Dow

J.G. Karlsson

Group III

Subjects! (i) Natural resources survey research and
development

(ii) Industrial research and development

Names of Participants

A. Ndenzako

N.B. Onduto

A.M. Fergiani

A. Guessous

P. Amenechi

0. Koffi

A. Kate sh

K.G. Kilewela

K.S. Skwaro

F. Fournier

J.G, Karlsson

K.A» Quagraine

M.S. Shanta

CM. Samake

I.A. Akinrele

0. Fall

CIS. Tamale-Ssali

J.N.R. Kaaemte

S.A. Shatry

M. McDonald Dow

P. Adossama

Working Group IV

Subjects Regional Cooperation in science and technology

.Names of Participants

J. Kafurera

P.A.K. Awotwi

L.D. Kgugi

A. Ndenzako

N.B. Onduto

T.A. Bishti



Rapport sucoint sur 1'application de la

Science et de la Technique au Developpement du Burundi—'

Le. Gouvernement de la Sepublique .du Burundi attache une grande impor

tance a, ce colloque au cours duquel les pays africains vont etudier les

problemes relatifs a- 1!application de ia science' et' de la technique pour

le developpement de leurspeuples*. ■

La science et la technique, utilisees pour des buts economiqiues,

isociaux et" culturelss .constituent l'outil primordial pour faire sortir du

eous-developpement les pays du tiers raonde,

L'u.tilisation de la science et de la technique pour le developpement

est encore au .stade enferyonnaire au Burundi.. . . ■' ■: ■■■■
■v ■ ■ ...-.■

En effets nous ne disposons que de :tres peu de scientifiques et

technologues hautement.qualifies pour relancer une application serieuse de

la science et de la technique,.pour le developpement national- ■' =

Les quelques-elements dont dispose le Burundi sont au sein de l'appareil

gouvernemental et .s'occupent en grande partie de l'Administrationo .

.:. ■ -. ..iEMtanmoins, un effort de recherche scientifique commence a" se faire

dans.-certains Departements l€inisteriels»

v Il's'agif de s

- Departement Central Technique au Ministers des Travauz Publics.

- Departement'de la Gfeologie e;b Mines au Ministere-de. l'Sconomiee

- Institut des Sciences Agronomiques (iSABJ). .

- Tfepartement de'la Planification Agrioole. ■..•..- t .-.

'- Etudes "hydro-meteorologiques0 , ."■•., '!- "

- Laboratoife Veterinaire. " ,. ...

l/ Ce rapport's ete distribue'separement comme document S&T/CR/3
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- Centres Zooteohniques, et

.. " ; afl'ir^tu^ ^f^-^ Bu^Mi (OCIBU), au Ministere

.-I.atoratoire.de Microbioiogie au Kinistere de la- Sante .Publique.

t Mpartement de la Planification /de I'fiaseignement. /./ /'

- University Officielle de Bujumbura.

• -J- -Booles Sebondaires Techniques Superieures de diverses orientations
■ ■ ■ au Himstere del'Education. Rationale. " ' .nenra^ions,

Pour oo-4ui ooncerne le Sector Public, les'Ministeres appliguent dono

la: Science et la-Technique chacun danS les domaines qui leconoerne avec la

coordination, a 1-echelon gouvernemental, du Ministers d

. .-.-.La- preparation et 1-arieution des programmes nationauz scientifiques

et techniques sont & charge des Services minister!els'ayant oes activity

scientifiques et techniques dans leurs attributions, avec 1'approbation du
.Minister© du Plan qui en assure la Coordination., . . /

Sous ne saurions ezposer ici, dans les details, les •differentes

recherches de chaque Departement Ministeriel pour 1'utilisation de la

Science et de la Technique pour le developpement national. Manmoine, nous ne

oiterons que quatre Departements m'inisteriels qui ont deja demarre pour le
moment,

-1- - .Sec.teur des Travaux Fublios, ■" r ■ -' -■■ ■>" :'

Le Depax-fcemerit a dans son-Organisation un'Bureau Central d'etude, gui .

est charge de 1'etude et de 1'elaboration des Promts, tels q_Ue , '

1) le reprofilage et 1'asphaltage des"routes "nationaleai "" " "
2) les constructions des batimentsj '

3) 1'etude des ponts et leur construction^

4) 1'etude de l'approvisionnement gneau potable.

1 5) eesais d*organiser des transports aeriens et lacustres.
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II. - Reoherches geoiogigues et minieres'■

En general., les activites-geolDgiques du ■ Depart em en t des Mines et de

la Geologie du Burundi? consistent, en un etablissement de.la carte geologi~

que.du .Pays au T/iOODOOOe par .des leves geologiques- systematiques .effectuecc

par feuilles de t/4 de degre carre.

Ces etudes geologiquea permettront d'ori.enter les travaux de recherches

miniero.s , et seront egalement de grande utildte pour 1*agriculture',. les

Travaux "^Publics,, "bref d'une fagon generale.j a. 1'etude de tout protleme

lie a- la connaissance. de la1 naturevdu sous-sol. . '.

Pour ce qui concerne les recherches minieres? le Gouvernement a entrepriSj

avec. la participation du -FKUD> un vaste programme de recherches miniereso

Ces recherchea seront effectuees avec des methodes modernes de prospec-

tion comme la prospection ge'Dohimique, la_ prospection geophysique, aeroportee

et au sol9 lea etudes photo-geologiques etc.. ■

■■. Aujourd'hui? quatre centres miniers ont e.te ouverts, . ....■■■,,.

■ll s'agit des exploitations de Bastnaesite, de caasiterite, de

colombo-tantalite3 de Wolframite et ferberlte ains'i que quelq.ues "exploitations

artisanalcG.'d'or ^llurxonn-air.e^ :■•■.-' ■ '.,.-■■■.'

1 • — He'oherche appliquee - ■ ' .■ <\ : . ..

La recherche en matiere agronomique' ef iSootechnique est assuree par

1'ISABU (institut deb'Sciences Agrbnoiiliquesdu Burundi).

Ce secteur est particuliereraent; important -pour un pays., tel que le

Burundi dont le rovenu national est presque constitue par le' secteur primaire,

Les travaux de recherche appliquee visent a assurer la continuite entre

les resultats obtenusen station et la technique culturale et aootechnique

couramment pratiquee pour les speculations des quatre grandes regions ecolo-.

giques du pays.



Le bilan des realisations et le programme d'action prevu pour la

periode quinquennale considered sont succintement exposes ci-apres s

• '" 2, Zone de basse altitude (700-1000 mo) "■ ' .,' . . ■

. Un programme.de recherche est mis en place pour s

- le coton (selectionj.phytopathologie, mise auppint.des methodes
culturales)^ '■■"•■■ ' ■■■ ' ■ ■

- le riz (introduction de varietes nouvelless multiplication et diffusion-
. , du L7. et;du L9. avec;.le CAPSA du Mubone)§ : ■ ,.; , . ,

-1'arachide (multiplication de la A65 et de la 1055 avec le. CAPSA do
Mparambo 5

- Les centres zobtechniques d'essais de Mparambo, Randa pour la productdcn}
et I1experimentation en, vue de diffuser du betail ameliore en miliei
rural.

La relance des paysanna'ts environnants permettra la mise en application

directe des recherches de la Station.

3- - Zone d'altitude intermediaire (1000 - 1500 m.)

L'ISABU dispose de la Station de la Musasa au Mosso-Sud. Cette Sta+.-i^".

introduit le tabac-sumatra et White Burby en milieu .rural st les essais divsra

en pepinieres, la fumure3 les jacheres, le sechage, la fermentation, V

de la commercialisation.

Les activites de l'ISABU dans cette region portera egalement sur %

- la diffusion de I1arachide en milieu rural?

- la production des plants greffes d'agruroesi

- la .culture du ria irrigueu

- la culture de l'anacardier|

- les methodes culturaless l'hydraulique? les problemes economiques
sociaux| *. .' . ■ .

- les essais sur le betail trypano-resistant.



. . 4. - .Zone de moyenne altitude (1500,-2000 m.:) . ,: ,:. . ■

■\ ■ Le cen-tre semencier'et fruitier de Murongwe, aiene des etudes sur la

combinaison- xrrigation-fumure minerale, sur -res brulures■et lesvcarences du

cafiler d!Arabie0 ■■ ■ '■ ■ ■ " -: ■

La Mission engrais de Ngozi a obtenu des resultats prdbants et se propose

-de-meh;er:une campagne' ■&©' redressement '-da la phytotechnie generale.

. ■ ■ : -5r -r> Zone d'altltude superieure ..(plus de 2,000. m.) ; _._ '

... -..,Sh zones ^altitude superieure, la. recherche s'adresse surtout., a la

theiculture, a. la continuation ..de la selection vegetale (froment, porame de

terres etc.)? a lfusinage et valorisation des produits • .

Pans les 5 annees a venir, 1*effort portera particulierement sur :

- essais sur la conservation d:e la' pomme de terrej

- essais d1engrais dans les rotations plus intensives de cultures

vivrieresi

- 1'etude de I'orge, froment, cultures maraicheres et du quinquina.

i; :"'La 'Station de LUVTIROIFZA continue la-recherche en matiere d'elevages

s^lecti-on1 de races locales, oxoisements avec la race Sahiwal, etudes de '■

methodes rationhelles, amelioration^et diffusion du petit elevage.

6, — Pays en tier

Le groupe pedologie dresse une carte generale des sols du Burundi au

i/500.000e et s'efforce de. monter un laboratoire de pedologie, de groupe des

essaxs de fumure minerale, elabore et suit des essais eh'grai& sur d-es plantes

economi^u'es1 et vivrieresV " " "■'■ ■ '■■' ■■ '' ■" ■ ■■■ ■" ■

Le groupe forestier fait des essaxs en essences exotigues et pourrait
■ ..■ ■. ■":." . ■ -■ \

etendre ses activites sur tout le pays.



Le Gouvernement est ,'equipe-d'un :Laboratoire ve-ter.inaire, qui fabrique des

vaccins contre les principales maladies reneontrees au Burundi. II -a. la gestion

de 5 fermes pilotes dispersees a trav:ers le pays qui9 tcutes? ont un rSle

pr.odu.otif et experimental "base sur 1'amelioration des-paturagesj, et les

cultures de supplement. .

Enfin, le Gouvernement aide par la PAO est en train d'etudier I'hydro-

biologie du Lac Tanganyika (etude du plancton,.les diverses especes de .

poissons du lac, pour.'d^tsrminer la":migrati;93a!de^;poissroris;"dan"s; la lagune).

. _; Pour mie.ux realiser ce programrnej -le Gouvernement dispose des .eiioles a

..orientation.prof essionnelle9 .agricp.le et. de .technique tanf agricole que

zootechnique. ■'.■.- ■ ■' ■. -..-■■ ■■ ^ , ' ': . '■■.■

IV. -■ Secteur Gommunicationa et aeronautique

— Modernisation des moyens devcommunications|

- Le Gouvernement a entrepris un programme de modernisation des moyens

de communications. . ■

C'est ainsi que notamment un prpjet qui consi;ste_en I1 installation d'un

reseau moderne de telecommunications a faisceaux h.ertziens a deja demarre.

II est destine a desservir progressivement 1'ensemble du pays. ...

V. - Secteur Prive ' '■'-■ -'■■ -'■ ":'

■ Quelques usines sont-installees- a "Bujumbura, Gapitale du Burundi.

II s'agit notamment de s

- usine pour le traitement des produits agricoles et de 1'elevage,

- industries chimiques

■-usihe a metaiix et- bois ■'" ■ :

■ - industries textiles ; , - '

- carrelages

- usine de chaussures? etc. • . \



1/ORGANISATION BE IA RECHSRCHE 'SOIENTIFIQtE AU CAM3R0UN

S.feloh la'constitution; ('de la Republique f^d6rale duCamerquh., la
recherche scientifique, tout .comme l-?universite, eeleve des autoriteis

federales* Au sommet de son organisation, exists le Conseil dela re

cherche scientifique et appliquee, desuetudes et enquetes.

Ce Conseil comprend un Coraite directeur^et des Commissions spe-

cialisees. ■ ,. .... . .,..

Le Conseil de la recherche est dote des attributions suivantes :

- fixer ou approuver les programmes de recherches et d!etudes

fondamentales ou appliqueess et- determiner leur degre d'urgence;

- assurer' les coordinations indispensables entre les programmes,

., ■■ ■■ tant;,-dans leur conception que dans leur realisation, entre les

services publics et les organismes implantes au Cameroun et,

■'" eventuellement sur le plan technique, entre ces derhiers et les

organismes de recherche etrangers, ou internationaux 5

- etudier, en fonc^ion des programmes definis,--les moyens de tous

ordres a mettre en oeuvre pour leur realisation, determiner le

service competent ous en cas de pluralite, designer le service

de file et, au cas ou les etudes ne seraient pas confiees a un

service public camerounaisj designer le service charge du / "

contrSlej

- definir les normes'de presentation'"des rapports d'etude et des

documents cartographiques;

- recevoir et examiner les rapports rendant compte de I1execution

des programmes? formuler les recommandations fondees sur leurs

resultats., se tenir informe de la suite donnee a ces recommandataQJas

par les services competentsj

- centraliser les -resultats des etudes7 assurer ou faire assurer

la diffusion des rapports au Cameroun et a 1'etrangerj

- se prononcer sur les reunions internationales ou missions a

caractere scientifique auxquelles le Cameroun devra participer,

proposer la designation d!experts, chercheurs ou techniciens

charges de representer le Cameroun dana ces missions, donner son

avis sur les projets de reunions Internationales a. caractere

scientifique au Cameroun,

l/ Ce rapport a ete distribue separement comme document S&T/CR/4



Pour i'exercice de; ses attributions, le Conseil dispose devtrois

organes :; un Comite direcieur, des concessions specialisms' et un secre

tariat permanent, confie a. une Direction du ministere du plan et de

1-amenagement du territoire.

Le Comite directeur du Conseil de la recherche :est. place sous la

presidence -du President de la Republique federale du Cameroun«

Dans le cadre du Conseil de la recherche sont crees ;

- le Bureau des solsj :.■ ■ ■- ■ ■.■■'■-. ' "■ ■ '

- la Commission de l'hydraulique et de la geologies

- la Commission des enqueues et. etudes statistiques, econbrniques

et des sciences humainesj .,■ ■■ , " ' ■ .'

- La Commission des etudes pour I'amelioration de la sante

. publique;' . . ■ . ■.-■■.■■■.. ■ . ■ . .

- La Commission de recherches agronomiques, pastorales, piscioolesj.

. . maritimes .et forestieresB ■. . . . '. ■ -■ ■ ■■■

. ■ .: La Coordination en matiere de Recherche . scientificjue et.appliquee

est precisee par une circulaire presidentielle en date du 3 juillet 1964-

Le Conseil dev.la;Recherche scientifique et appliquee, 4es etudes

et enqu§tess oree par decret n° 62/DP/364 du 2 octobre 1962? est "chargej
dans le cadre du developpement economique et social,' de la coordination
de la recherche dans la Republique fedsrale du Caraeroun". .

Le Comite directeur et des commissions specialisees ont essentielle-

ment pour r6le de fixer les programmes de recherches et d1etudes / de

determiner leur degre drurgences et de definir les moyens a mettre en

oeuvre pour assurer: leur realisation, : " ■ .. : _.■ ■

L:exercice des autres attributions du Conseil est assure par un

organe permanent, c'est^-a-dire par un secretariat, sous I'autorite du

Ministre charge du Plan. II s'agit notamment pour le secretariat de

suivre Is execution des recommaadations des commissions et du comite, de

centraliser et de diffuser les resultats des etudes et recherches, d'as-

surer la liaison avec les organismes de recherche internationaux ou

missions a caractere scientifique auxquelles le Cameroun est appele a

participer, etc9-. ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ , ■- . : ..'.■-■■

La Loi federale du 22 mai 1965 cree 1'Office national de la Recherche

Scientifique et Technique ((BAREST).

LfOffice national de la recherche scientifique et technique a, dans

le cadre du-Plan-de .developpement, pour, objet notamment :■ ■. ■.■■ ■

1) d-^orienter, de coordonner et de contrSler la recherche sur

toute l*etendue de la Republique federale du Camerounj
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2) de,.susciter eir.de faciliter les recherc&es scientifiques et
techniques destinees a promouvoif le developpement economique

et social de-la nation? ■,[/ ■■"■-.:■■" . * " \ ." ... ' * .

3) de poursuivre I1execution de ces recherches et, dans la mesure
du.possible dans ses propres laboratoires, de reunii ies

collectionsj de constituer une.documentation scientifique et

de proceder a la publication des travaux de recherche;

4) d'assurer au nom du Gouvernement la liaison avec les organismes
scientifiques etrangers et internationaux^-. ,. ■ ' -

: 5) cLfassurer la formation des chercheurs et techniciens necessaires
a lfaccomplissement de sa mission.

Dans le cadre de la Convention generale de cooperation en matiere

de recherche scientifique et technique, signee en octobre 1963 entre

le Gouvernement camerounais et le Gouvernement frangais, des conventions

particulieres ont ete signees entre d'une part, le Gouvernement camerou

nais et, d'autre part., les. instituts et Office de recherches scientifiques

,et, appliquees frangais implantes au Cameroun. •■■.■■

Ce soni : . ■ ■ .. :

.-■ I'Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer -.

(ORSTOM);, (Convention Particuliere du)

— lflnstitut de Recherches Agronomiques [Tropicales et des Cultures

Vivri.eres (IRAT); . . ..."■■.

— l'lnstitut Fran9ais du Cafe, du Cacao et autres Plantes: Stimulantes

(IFCC)j

— l^nstitut de Recherche du Coton et des Textiles Exotiques

(IRCT); -

— 1'Institut dfElevage et de Medecine Veterinaire des Pays I'ropicaux

(IEWT); . ■.■.-■ . : .

— 1'Institut de Recherches sur le Caoutchouc en Afrique (iRCA)j

— I'Instit.ut de Recherches pour les Huiles1 et. Oleagineux (iRHO)j

— le Centre Technique Forestier Tropical (CTFT)|

— lflnstitut Pran9ais- de Recherche.. Fruitiere. Outre-Mer (IFAC); ■



- Institut Pasteur du Oamerouni ■ .

. „ - Institut Geographique National*

Des resultats reraarquables ont ete enregistres dans plusieurs doraainess

a titre d'exemple s

■EECHSRGHES GEOLOGIQUES ETMIKIERES

Prospectiori geophysique aeroportee sur 1!ensemble du Territoire

federal a ete faite en collaboration avec l*Institut Geographique

Nationals •.- - - ■ : "-■ " ■' .■■ ■■.' ■ . '

- Recherche et utilisation des substances u^iles non metalliques,
comme materiaux destines aux travaux routiers? a. la construction!

- Prospections minieres systematiques entreprises dans pltisieurs

regions 5

- Un fichier des points d'eau a ete mis a jour pour le Nord-Cameroun.

Certaines etudes hydrogeologiques ont ete faites. (nappes souter-
raines, flats, implantation de puits).

La section hydrologique de 1!ORSTOM a entrepris Isetude systematique

des fleuves. et des rivieres du Gameroun oriental par la raise en place

de plus de 60 stations hydrometriques^ ■ ■■■.'■

La connaissajice des caracteristiques physiques de certaines regions

(hydrologiques, clxmatologiqu.es) aboutira a leur mise en valeur.

. PRESENCE INTERNATICfEJAIiE' '

Dctns le cadre des activites scientifiques de l'UHESCO, il a ete

decide d7organiser une decennie hydrologique a, l*echelle internationale

dont l'objectif est d'intensifier l^etude des ressources en eau et leur

regime, de faire cotiiprendre la neeessite de la recherche et de l:tenseigne-
ment liydrologique de'tbus-les-pays, de normali-ser les methodes dtobserva-'

tion!.j- d!intensifier 1 * ©change ■ des renseignements*

La delegation camerounaise a assiste aux differentes reunions

preparatoires qui se sont tenues a Paris en mai 19^3» avril ^
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AGRICULTURE : "■ ., .. ■. ,. ... ■ : -

La gamme des cultures confiees aux instituts de recherche est large

Cafe -■* cacao — the

Les recherches qui spnt. raenees par l'IFCC aboutiront a la mise au
point des techniques culturales rationnelles ; mode de plantation,

fumure minerale, taille, utilisation des varietes selectionnees.

aur resultats obtehus dans le domaine de la technologie, la ■
qualite du cacao et dv.. cafe sEameiiore dsannee en annee — la lutte oontre

la pourriture brune et les capsides permet d'augmenter les rendements
quantitatifs et qualitatifs* ' ' -

Palmer_a^IrLd 1e

La recherche d'arbres hauts protecteurs est conduite par l'IRHO.

Coton" et fibres ■ " ■ -

Grace a la collaboration entre I'IRCT et le CFDT, organisme de

vulgarisation et de commercialisation, la production du coton augmente

rapidement; le rendement fibre est passe de 28 p, 100 en 1952 a 39 p0 100

en 1969«■' Mise au-point d'une methode de lutte biolpgique contre le
diparopsis. . ^ . ■..:,..:. ■ .

i ■

Poursuite den recherches par l'IFAC, mise au point des faeons

culturales, fumure, lutte phytosanitaire, technologie et transport,
nouvelles variete;se

Cultures vivrieres

Les plant'es vivrierep ■—presentenx un secteur capital del1eConomie

nationale; afin d'eviter: la rupture de l*equilibre plahtes viyrieres/ ',-

plaittes'industrielles, le Gowerriement fait un effbrt en vue d'ameliorer

les conditions de production des cultures vivrieres„

Les recherches dans ce domaine sont confiees a 1'IRAT. ;

Ainsi, les varietes "Haut - producteurs" ont e"te mises au point

en ce qui concerne le mai*s; le sorghOj l'arachideo

L'IRAT s5efforce de trouver de meilleures techniques culturales

pour I'ignaaie le t^ro-et .dsauixf;es plantes alimentaires*
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Elevage l

Le principal probleme qui se pose dans ce domains, estd.e passer_du

gardiennage.de. troupeaux a.m veritable elevage. r .

- Ceci fait appel a des sujets selecti.onnes dans les races locales,

et eventuellement croises avec des races-importees."- ■■ ■■ ■

-ff :stagit d*irMgrer I1elevage a 1'exploitation agrioole p^
il peut fournir une partie de la force motrice (culture attelee).

ri.:Les recherches en mat!ere de zootechnie (amelioration des races,
; -aiiiJaentation)' et agrostologie vont de pair avec une protection-:, _

sanitaire accrue du troupeau.

II existe un plan forestier au Cameroun, "Les efforts tetident vers

la regeneration des essences? les essais de reboisementsj de revalorisa

tion des essences non exploiters, enfin vers la preparation de la p^te: v;.

a papier.

'■■■ ■■■■Parallelement a cet effort de production, le Gouvernement est .... %,,

soucieux de : ■■ ""' --: ;!" .■;;■.■; v>. ...

■iv;;^ preserver la.nature sous toutes ses formes. (faune,flore) pour
eviter le gaspillage-, \-; . ■ , ■. ■ .■ . ■■......-■ -;-.. ■'■:■■.:■ >.'.•.:?

- l!exploiter en "bon- pere defamllle", par application de techrdques

■■coh^ervatrices a das -programmes-de developpement ..iritegre respectaivt

un equilibre agrc—sylvo-pastoral--et assurant le maintien des iV ,,

rese3?ves integrales de faune et de flore.

Peche ■■■' ■ . ' ■ :- ■"■ ■ -:-- ■'= • ■ ' " ..-.■.■. \. ■ ■.:■:.

II n'y a pas de theme precis, mais on s'oriente vers la connaissance

du potentiel en poissonsde nos cours d'eau*. .. ; . . .= ...■

KECHElRCHiSS PAHS IS POMftlHE. BB L&■ SAlM' PIBL1QUE. .. . . ; ..■•,.■
■ ,- . '> •

Les efforts du Commissariat General a laSante et de I'Institut

Pasteur ont d!ab6rd consiste a/dresser un inventaire des problemes

demandant une etude immediate et approfondie., ^

' Les solutions qui ont ete apportees en priorite concernent :

- les vaccinations preventives " ' .

Vaccinations antitypho-paratyphoxdiques^ .,diphteriquest. obligatoires

pour tous les enfants scolarises..
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- L*hygiene urbaine . .

Les services dThygiene des agglomerations ont ete organises..

Ii1 effort' entrepris, pour lutter contre ces maladies s'est fait en

.cooperation entre la direction dee eatoc et foreHs, et I*lnsti1sut

.Pasteur. " '

Pour enrayer la transmission de ces maladies sans detruire la faune

des etangs. et notamment les poissons, deux methodes ont ete etudiees :

- 1'utilisation de produits chimiques ■

•^ I1empoisonnement en poisons ayant la propriete de detruire les,

mollusques vecteurs des bilharzioses#

Le recours a lfassistance technique permet au Cameroun de srassurer

des concours exterieurs afin de beneficier du maximum de resultats avec

le fl&B&Rfflin. de

Le principal obstacle a l'accroissement des activites de la recherche

scientifique au Cameroun est la penurie de chercheurs.

i

. -Nous soromes conscients que la recherche scientifique represente un

moyen': pratique d'accelerer le processes de developpement des nations

economiquement.peu developpses, . . " '

Hous esperons que oette rencontre offrira ime fois de plus I1occasion

aux delegues de se pencher sur I1important probleme de la formation

des cadres. .*■.:.. ,

La formation de ce personnel est une oeuvre de longue haleine car il

doit §tre qualifie, competent, equivalent sur le plan international au

personnel de recherches des autres nations. . .

En matiere d'agrictdture^.-nousjconstatons que la machine n'aide-_

pas encore I'homme dans 1'execution des travaux ruraux au Cameroun.
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COUNTRY REPORT l

.1 •: •■ Status of policy-making, and planning for science and

■ ,,• . .technology -in thj normal deliberative and- legislative

organs of. the governments .. .- ■

-i

......:; It is .realised by the new government the need to establish an

appropriate machinery for policy-making and planning for-science and

technology. It is hoped that "with time this will be given due prominence

,in: the. normal deliberative'and: legislative organs of the government,

2. Form of organ at ministerial level for policy-making in

science and technology °-

The organ for policy-making in science and technology at ministerial

levei is tile'Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning. Policies on

scientific and. technical man-power however is the responsibility of the

Ministry'of Educationo

3» Central machinery for policy-making and planning in science

and- technology1 at-Cabinet.secretariat level, including •

advisory organs if anys ■ ■ ■_■.-.. -.- -..

" Within the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, and res

ponsible to the minister, it is intended to set up a body'of scientific

advisers to help the ministry in the formulation' of policies in science

and technology; ' In this the' minister has also to rely on advice from

the following; ■

(a) Other ministries responsible for technological., subjects.

(b) The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CS.I.R.)

1/ This Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CR/14
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This is a body set up by law. Its. "broad'"based member

ship is designed to ensure that the major organisations

which are directly involved in the execution of research

or in the application of research results in the national

interest are brought together in a co-ordinated national

programme of research and development.

The CSIR is empowered to run research institutes, co-

ordinate research in all its'aspects in the country, and to

advise the government :or other agencies of government on scien-

. tific and technological matters affecting the utilisation

. and conservation of the natural resources of the country*

(c) The Ghana Academy of Sciences.

This is an independent learned society also allowed for

by law. It advises the government on the appointment of high

grade scientific and technical personnel and may be consulted

by the government on scientific and technological policy.

(d) The Universities.

4«. : Machinery for the preparation and implementation »f national "

science and technology programmes

Each of the nine regions of the country has a Regional Planning

Committee whose work is to coordinate the development programmes of the

various sections of the public servi-ces and to submit plans for regional

development to the ministry of finance and economic planning.

The development programmes from the regions are coordinated at the ministry

and out of these the need for a national programme in a specific area■or '

specific areas do emerge.

Other programmes *iay be initiated by the CSIR, The Ghana Academy of

Science and by overseas and international bodies.
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For the preparation and implementation of major national programmes

it is usual'to set up'a board under the cabinet'or an appropriate'ministry.

:-Minor or regional programmes are prepared and-implemented within" the ''

appropriate government ministry/department or a local authority.

5- . lfetwork of ^government scientific.and technological - : ■ ■ . ■ '

research institutions: _"' ■ .

The following institutes and units, have been set up under' the1 CSIRs

(a) Animal Research Institute

(b) Building and Road Research Institute . : . ..

/ (c) Cocoa Research Institute. >, . ■. ■ .

(d) Crops Research Institute

(e) Food Research Institute \

(f) Forest Products Research Institute

(g) Soil Research Institute

(h) ■ Institute of Aquatic Biology

(i) Institute of Standards and Industrial. -Research -■ ; _ .-

(j) Water Resources Research Unit

. (k) Herbs of Ghana Project

(l) National Atlas Project ■ ' : ■

Each institute/unit is headed by a director and works under a

management board made up largely of user agencies. It is the responsi

bility of the CSIR to coordinate the research programmes of. these insti

tutes/units and to negotiate for funds from government sources for their work,

There is also a Public Health Institute attached to the ministry of

health and a Medical Research Unit attached to the-. Ghana Medical School.

6. Organisation for dealing with and utilising science and

technology in government ministries and technical departments:

It is statutory that the. management boards, of Research Institutes be

made up of representatives of the use5? agencies (i.e., departments/divisions

within the various ministries and the private sector when necessary). In
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this way user agencies take part in deciding the priority areas for the .

institute to -work on and are constantly in touch with the. activities of the

institute and can refer their problems to the institute directly. User

agencies receive research reports and data sheets from the institutes with

which they are connepted. They can also receive on-request..research reports

from any of the other institutes. It is the responsibility of .every division/

department to work out a machinery for dealing with and utilising the results

of research in science and technology in their activities.

7» Organisation for dealing with technological subjects

in primarily non-technical ministries. ■ ■■

With ministries such as Trade, Finance, Information etc., no organisation

for dealing with technological subjects exists within them. They have t*

deal with or receive advice directly from ministries or bodies responsible

for technological subjects,

8. Technological Education:.

(a) Vocational training;

Technological education for the training of

artisans, craftsmen and junior technicians are by

two channel's* Training starts after the primary

school education (i.e. ages from 14 "to 17)-

(i) Full time or part time evening courses are

taken at trade schools, vocational training

centres and polytechnics.

Duration for full time courses is up to ■ ■

six years. At the moment these are limited

■"■ to -the engineering trades,, but plans are .

underway to provide training facilities for

scienc4 and medical laboratory technicians,

. agriculture and other t4chnologies. .

(ii)' In-service training is offered by many

industrial and government agencies especially



in fields not yet catered for "by the existing

vocational centres and trade schools.

(b) Higher technological educations

Higher technological training for senior technicians'

■ and the professional classes are offered in the Univer

sities. A higher -diploma is awarded after four years

full time training up to sub-professional level.- A

Bachelors degree is awarded for two years pre-university

plus four years university course up to professional or

.high academic level.

It is now realised that a lot more people in the

former category (i.ev higher skilled technicians) are

. required to support the professional classes.* As a

result, training facilities to the higher diploma ' '

level are "being expanded and people are'"being encouraged

to take these courses. ■ ■ .-■■•■ ■ ■ ' ....

At present, high©]* scientific

education exists in fields including the- following!

pure SQience, engiueaxing {civil., mechanical, electrical),

medici»*t pharmacys architecture and planning, building,

agriculture, nursing, food science-.

9* Organisation for bilateral and international co-operation with

other countries or with international organisations in the field

of science and technology:

Relations with overseas organisations for mutual co-operation

exists at two levels*

(a) The Ghana Academy of Sciences maintains participation in

the work of International Scientific Unions such ass

International Scientific Radio Unien,

International Union Against Cancer

International Union of Geological Sciences.



(b) ..Kost-of tHesesearoIi-institutes-have agreements on co

operation, with some overseas -rgseai'ch- institutes in similar

fields. This j,s encouraged by ,the:.Q.S.:L.R:. / Co-operation

includes secondment of ■personnel for specific research,work,

undertaking joint projects or offering training facilities

'to one' or the other when necessary, ..mutual, exchange of

■ ■ reports and data.' , '

^•. ... Utlli-sation:. of ..science and technology in ' the Private Sector;

Published research reports of the various institutes are available
. " - . ■■.'.. ~' *. - ■ ■

for purchase at a small fee to firms and organisations in the private

sectpr; -i -..-" , . . : •

■ Consultancy and other services are provided, by the majority of the

Research Institutes to"private agencies, and public bodies on request. The

only difference is'that while Research Institutes take, .the initiative to

acquaint 'public agencies with available research data,, the private sectors

have to take the initiative to avail themselves of existing research data.

' P.A.K'/Awotwi

' U.S'.'tV,' Xumasi,

Ghana.
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COUM'RY

We are grateful to have this opportunity to come, together to ■

discuss and to exchange ideas on this vital subject. The idea of , "■

, utilizing science and technology for development is new in,most.African '

'countries. However, it is a vital aspect of our development. ... . .. '

In .Kenya,,, "transitions are.underway, imminent oriecently completed;

from colonialism to independence, -.from a subsistence to a monetary' economy,

from peasant to. modern agriculture, from agricultural to 'an industrialised

society, from excess capacity to full utilization of resources,'from non-

Kenyan, skilled manpower, and from an uneducated to an educated population.

Underlying.and essential to these, transitions are fundamental changes in

the institutional framework for effecting change."^ ' ' •■■■-■

■.To make this transition a'reality, Kenya has a well defined

Development Plan which sets out a'large number of programmes and projects,

in the various fields of the nation's economic and social life. A■number

of organisations, boards and corporations have been established in various

sectors to undertake' major responsibilities in the development field.-

'This is undertaken to fulfil certain objectives. _ The, first■of■ these^

objectives is to raise per. capita incomes, equitably distributed among, the

population. A necessary requirement in this respect is that national

incomes should grow steadily and-.rapidly. "The second objective is to.

improve-the lot of the people through'accelerated development of rural'

areas,, better houses, better health facilities including hospitals, better

agricultural facilities, better and adequate schools, improvement of all ...

services,.:and .so forth. '

/ ..... .■■.'■■-■■

l/ This Report'was distributed separately as document ^S&T/CR/l7.

2/ Kenya Development Plan5- I966-I970 (p. viii) „ ■ '■' :



Scientists and political leaders see.'to be agreed that accelerated ,.
development in Africa can be effected by the application of scientific

and technological knowledge to its social and economic problem, fe may

define science simply as the knowledge arranged in an' orderly manner -^ '

especially the knowledge.obtained through observation and testing of:facts.'
■Sconce has several disciplines like sociology, geology, medicine, hydrology,
climatology, eco.logy, plant, pathology, entomology, etc. The'process of

observation and testing facts is termed research (though definition of '

research is wider than this). Technology may be defined simply as the

applied science which tries.to utilize principles fro, pure science and

makes an attempt to make science applicable to the real world. Tech- '

nologists are those whose business it is to apply and develop scientific

knowledge for economic and industrial progress. I would suggest we are

gathered here because we agree that science allied to technology is capable

of bringing about a swift improvement in the conditions of the new nations

xn Africa by improving agricultural methods, preventing diseases, planning

exploitation of natural resources, establishing industries, and so forth.

Scientists and technologists need each other - one to "supply new ideas

and thus advance knowledge; the other to apply this inventiveness on

practical-problem. Utilization of science and technology for development
has a number of aspects. .

There has been a transfer of science and technology from the

industrialized countries to developing countries like ours. This process'

has helped us enormously in many ways. As a result of this one-way transfer-

of technology, the range of actual choice is to a large extent limited by

the technical specifications of imported equipment. The ability to analyse

scientific and technological problems and to propose new solutions has grown

in developed countries. African countries have become increasingly dependent

on a technology conceived and produced outside their borders and without

reference to Africa-s special needs. Machinery imported for industries, '

for instance, cannot be influenced much by the local conditions, as the ' •'

industries are profit-oriented. Redesigning,equipment to meet cur specific

requirements or improving on what is already- available may be an expensive

undertaking. Yet the desire to use labour-intensive techniques is frustrated

by the fact that most new equipment is actually relatively labour-saving.



- ...The problem of^ how to adapt production tecJofiique^&nd equipment to

■the .resources endowments of-; less developed countries/is obvious. Kenya.,

as well as most other developing countries, has abundant labour force-

Some market imperfections make the. cost of production unduly high (e.g.

urban wage rates, do not truly reflect urban labour's opportunity cost).

How would these, imperfections be streamlined? There should be-"developed'

a kind of machinery that is useful and beneficial to developing countries,

as a-step.towards our technological independence, Substitutes could still

be .imported;. In this, respect the Faculty of Engineering University'of

Hairobi has come out with a design for a type of a sawmill equipment

which could utilize more labour as against the capital-intensive equipment

imported from developed countries, A technological, problem here is not so

much a question of substitution but a question- of developing machinery

suitable to our needs, utilizing.the existing.-ideas and making it flexible.

One difficulty however, is that there are not enough people who.would be

interested in such, ventures. Research fellows in our universities may

sweat without anyone tapping them on the back to .encourage them. The Kenya

Government has shown interest in Kenya's scientific and technological

development. It is now.in the final stages of setting up a National Science

and Research Council which will have a specific function of giving advice

on research priorities and how these might be coordinated effectively to-

promote development. This cov'.nrll will also advise on general problems on

scientific matters, the teaching of science and training o.f scientific

manpower. Research efforts should be dix-ected towards applied research in

areas where we have not adopted foreign techniques, anticipating the needs

of tomorrow and to solve many of today*s problems. It should be inspired -

by the well known'man's unquenchable zest-for knowledge, understanding and

command of his environments :

The transfer of science and technology.is. not confined to machinery

and equipment. Scientists.and technologists, have transferred their knowledge

over the years and have helped, in. our development,.in- many ways. These

experts are still working in . our private., and public enterprises, and we

are happy to have. them? as we have not trained enough of our indigenous
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stock. .Organisation of research Is difficult because there are not

enough-qualified people in -African countries. While' a''limited'number

of scientific subjects are taught in African universities (e.g. in '

faculties of science, medicine, engineering, etc.), there are veryfew,

■ ifvany, Universities- in-Africa where adequate technology is taught." This

means ' we: have to depend on developed countries to train our own people and

to'provide..trained people for employment in our developing countries.

But how.do' we make sure that-our people are trained in fields relevant

-to our-(African) development. If we decide to establish our own scientific

and technological institutions, how far would the developed nations be

willing to assist us? ■ ■ ■

Trained manpower, particularly in scientific and technological fields,

is not in plentiful supply in these developed countries. There is a great

demand for them in their own countries. The few we are able to employ cost

us a.lot of money and their services are very temporary. , They come from

different developed countries. Each developed country has its own peculiar

ways of doing things. Is there a particular country whose technology we

should follow? If we decided to follow one particular country, would the

particular country manage to meet the needs of a number of developing

countries?. If different developed countries continue to assist different

African countries, how best would the African countries cooperate? We

already have language difficulties (e.g. French vs. English) and cultural

differences.

Shortage of money is a drawback. The immense expense involved in

research for proper utilisation of science, and technology is such that

many African countries would find it difficult tq afford. Hence,. ■

cooperation wherever possible,should take place between African countries.

Through East African Community, for instance, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania

are cooperating in development of railways and harbours, posts and tele

communications, airways, customs, etc., certain research bodies like the

East African Industrial Research Organization, the Sast; African Forestry

and Veterinary Research Organization and ...others are functioning under the

auspices of this Community. This way we-avoid the duplication of effort.
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t -...?n; B^.9rJ.»--..9^? Problems are. related-to the. existing technology which

we have adopted,.shortage of qualified personnel and lack of enough money.

Fe-shall have, to.make the "best of what we have adopted, "but-also develops

ways of dealing with our human and other resources. The combination of '

many demands and limited resources means that, of necessity, research tends

to be concentrated on practical problems in an endeavour to get results

which can be applied quickly and give 'an early return. A few .examples

will indicate what Kenya is trying to do in. certain fields and ;some..of -the

difficulties she is facing:

Public Health

, .Development. plans have recognized that better healfchlis. a significant

contributor, to development through its impact on productivity^. Vln—the ■■■'

country as a who;le, there has ..been, a rising demand for. better health' ■■■■•■

services from the..population. Government, has. committed itself -to accelerate

the development, of .health services and is going.to- allocate increased capital

and recurrent funds to this service,. Science,and technology have a vital

role in development of medical services and improvement of.health,facilities

in the country. Some of the important activities involving, science--and.. ■.

technology ares

Family planning services - Kenya's population growth is about 3.3$" -:

a very high rate of population growth.. Spacing of children to reduce the

numbers and to ensure that the mother's health is not undermined, to give

the children a proper opportunity fcr nutrition and education are some of the

reasons why various means are used to control birth. The programme includes

offering assistance to couples wit.h -sterility, problems «■ .. :■■ - ...

Research is recognized as an essential component of day-to-day medical

and health activities.; Bfo development programme' can be successful without

the guidance which can only coaie: from; a1 competent^ intensive and continuing

research effort. The Government therefore undertakes'to encourage and '

support basic' and applied research both 6f which are'necessary for guiding

programmes in communicable.diseases, environmental sanitation, nutrition/1

health education and family planning education. Some" basic 'and applied
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research is "being carrie.d on "by the Institute of Insect-borne Diseases,

medical research1 laboratories, Medical School:at University of ITairobi,

Epidemiologioal Programmes by.W.H.G., and some foreign agencies have other

research programmes. . ■ . ,L ■

: 'J One interesting"programme worth mentioning is the Operational Research

on Human and Animal Tryjianosomiasis Eradication. The primary task of "the

project in its research work is in applying techniques which have already been

evolved and require investigation on a large scale in the field, rather than

in fundamental and basic research.

One outstanding example of positive technical achievement■is that,' so

far as is known, for the first time a residual insecticide effect has been

achieved by .air spray in the field of tsetse control. -An invert emulsion'

carrying dieldrin was-used first .in-October 1968 and repeated in 1969- A
1

follow-up has demonstrated that the insecticide when sprayed from the air

can penetrate well below the vegetation canopy and continue to exert a lethal

effect on the fly for some two months1 after application. ' ■■■

Another example is a W..H.O. and Kenya Government project in which new

insecticides are being used oh carriers of malaria. Much technology is

being used in two.simultaneous projects: one in Kisumu area and' another

in West Africa.; ■ ■ ■ " ■= . ■

The 'Kenyatta National Hospital has now very modern equipment for

dealing with cancer.

Agriculture . .=■.,-■■

In a developing country-like Kenya with limited financial, and. trained

manpower resources, the bulk of research efforts, are.in applied fields,

and utilize, as far as possible, the findings of basic research carried ...

out elsewhere. Thus, almost all the research work carried out in Ministry

of Agriculture and its agencies is of applied, nature. .Basic research, wh.ere

none has been carried out elsewhere, is also done in.the Ministry of Agri

culture, for example, the development of pasture grass for medium altitude

areas. Basic research has been conducted in.the collection,.classification

and study of the local grass and from which several varieties of indigenous



grasses were selected for planted pasture which now form the basis of most

•of Kenya's own pastures. . These grasses are now used in. ..many tropical ....,-

countries, and Kenya is now an exporter of grass seed.. Control of .coffee

berry disease is another example of a problem on which basic research is

being.locally conducted* ■ ■ . ...■■■'.■■■ - '

■ With"the decline'in world prices for many of Kenya's agricultural.

products,:it is important that'research efforts designed to increase pro

ductivity by'breeding improved varieties be made, devise economic means ...

of pest and disease control, determine optimum methods of husbandry9 and

intensify research on the traditional export crops in order to lower per

unit costs of production and thereby make it possible for the commodities

to be competitive in the world markets. At the same time, research will

be and is being conducted on new crops and livestock enterprises in1 order

to facilitate diversification into hitherto, ignored agricultural activities.

In implementing the expanded agricultural research programme we face

shortage of qualified Kenyan personnel. As a consequence, we will have to

depend quite substantially on expatriate--personnel: for-some years to come.

The increase in the number and quality of research personnel, the'establish

ment of research priorities, the close collaboration between the different

agencies working on agricultural research, and improvement on the machinery

for transmitting research findings to the farmers will assist in ensuring

that an expanded research programme will be successfully implemented.

Forestry .-.■■■■■

The Research and Planning Conservancy ;jof the Department of Forestry

embraces responsibility for, research,, .training,, management ,■ planning,- survey,

inventory and education at all levels. :. .Research :into-. trees- planting on " :

marginal sites is being done...along with^more. detailed research'into the-'

ecology an<i silviculture of;the more indigenous, valuable stands'and commercial

"species to provide a sound basis for sustained yield management. - : r ' ■

The.PoreatDepartment has a small research unit but research is very'

much-coordinated by.;theEa^t African Agricultural and Forestry Research

Organization. Silvicultural research work-has been directed almost
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exclusively towards improving techniques in the establishment and.treat

ment of exotic softwood plantation, pines have shown the best performance.

A series 'of nursery'experiments have been conducted and have given interesting

results regarding fertilizer application^, watering, methods of planning, etc.

There is the Kenya Forest Insect Survey Unit which has collected well ■

over 10,000 specimens and.many species to study the damage caused by some

of these insects on timber. Studies are being done on the distribution,

impact and ecology of a fungus that invades young pine trees through pruning

scars'and other wounds during misty and rainy periods. Surveys' have been

started on a root disease affecting mainly cypress plantations. The cause

and possible control of heart rot in cypress is also under study, •'

Fisheries " -

While it-is important to develop'the fishing industry rapidly in order

_ to. produce fish, for consumption, progress in the fisheries is limited by

many factors, one of; which is the inadequacy.of scientific and technical

knowledge.

. • ..Kenya.-has acquired a large vessel for fishing in the ocean, which ' '"

utilizes the. most-modern fishing methods. Kenyans are being trained tc use

the.ship. . - ... ■ : '

Industry ■ ■ ■ ' ^-

Although. currently on a primarily agricultural economy, Kenya ■

recognizes that industrial development is absolutely essential. As a

result, Kenya encourages establishment of industries using the latest and

most advanced scientific and technological resources. Investment in this "

area is. only limited.by the size of market, the amount of capital and '"'

technical know-how, available arid there is great scope for expansion.

Recently Kenya has established industrial estates in which Government ' ;

builds new factories based on scientific'feasibility studies arid then"hands

over these factories to local entrepreneurs w/ho may not have been able to

build the industries for lack of private funds. .Kenya recognizes that

industrialization will be the ultimate solution to stopping the country's

drain on foreign exchange, and also, industries being labour-intensive'will
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alleviate unemployment. Industrial research is an essential instrument

in developing Kenya's human and material resources, but Kenya can devote

very little to fundamental and oriented basic research because of lack

of adequate funds, scientific personnel and means and resources for such

work. However, applied research and development research are two fields

which oould and should be given considerably better means and facilities..

Investment in' industrial research can be regarded as investment in industry

itself ,-■ which can1 give a manifold dividend.

Some examples of the research projects carried on at the East African

Industrial Research Organization ares- ' . . .. .

Coffee processing research - basic, research into the chemical and..

microbiological nature of the ."fermentation" process, while at the same

time a systematic investigation into chemical., changes taking place-during

drying and storage of coffee in an endeavour to trace some relation between

such chemical processes and final coffee quality. ,.

Food processing technology has heen introduced, and has widened the

scope of the specialist services and has already proved of considerable

value to the expanding food industry. The most important investigation

on which considerable progress has been made has been concerned with.the

development of a process to produce an edible flour from cottonseed. ...

The great benefits that would accrue from the development of an economic

process that would produce a food substance suitable for human consumption,

can be readily appreciated, both in increasing food production and alleviating

protein malnutrition which is prevalent .in some regions.

The ceramics section has been fully occupied with a number of projects,

the most important of .which are the development of processes for the manu

facture of glazed wall tiles and of glazed roofing tiles and other structural

glazed Clay products. The development of these processes is being taken a }

stage further than usual, and after laboratory and pilot-scale studies,

full-scale commercial kilns are being designed. .

There are a number of projects in the industrial, chemical and chemical

engineering fields, for example, a major investigation of the chemistry of

sisal leaves, with the ultimate objective of forming a background for the

study of new uses for sisal waste.
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Public Works ; ■ ■ , ■ . ■ ■ ■

The Ministry of Works is one c-v the government"organizations which-plays

a vital role in the overall development of the country, mainly in .the.-

engineering and construction'industry generally. ' ' ' "' ■ ■'■ '■'

■\ A store, of knowledge, about local conditions has been .accumulated .over■

the years and data ; on; proven, performance of-, certain, local material .and:;sub- {

soil conditions are available to designers of both roads and..buildings.-, The

available high-level manpower has been full> mobilized, to cope with the

requirements of urgent projects.' The approach to most problems has'mainly

been-to-use the available knowledge and information, coming from some

institutions elsewhere which'have facilities'for carrying out research work

and a little applied local research, where necessary, to try and provide -,

answers to immediate problems. .

A lot of assistance has come from the .Road Research Laboratory' in

Britainj the British Standards Institute and the American Standards for '

Testing and Materials and other organizations of which Kenya is a member.

Locally the Ministry of Works has been able'to summarise available data

on various soil types with regard to their engineering properties as road

building materials, and their performance .either unstabilized or stabilized

with .different additives and now the Ministry is able to design Kenyan roads

using definite criteria. T.his exercise is intended to be" extended'by

carrying out some research on properties such as nodule hardness of lateritic

soils which the Ministry has found to affect performance of certain types '

of soils. Another exercise which will shortly be undertaken is terrain *

evaluationiBing the soil data collected during alignment and borrow pit surveys,.

This could eventually result .in a soil map giving their location and engineering *■

values. ' " . . ■ . ■ . •■■■.-

The Materials Branch of the Ministry acts as a testing laboratory for ■

quality control on all building materials mainly for Government work, but the

private sector, both in the construction industry and local manufacturers,

use ..these services extensively. As a result of close .control .on concrete

manufacture and advice on mix designs, for instance, the quality of.concrete

in Kenya is of a very high standard. : ,



Housing

The Housing Research and Development Unit at University of Nairobi,

has been created to investigate practical problems of construction, site

organization, financing of housing, and the saving patterns of urban house

holds and their social formations. The basic objective is to discover-

approaches and techniques which can bring housing costs within the reach of

most of the people. There is an imperative need to accelerate the creation

of. inexpensive urban housing for the low-income groups, so that :they may

find shelter of an acceptable standard at a monthly cost'within their means.

The.Government's basic housing policies and programmes are directed to this

objective and it is expected that effective research may provide answers

to .the. problem.

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that utilisation of science and

technology involves a wide variety of scientific and technical activities,

.many of whio^, cannot always;be easily distinguished from one another and others

.are complementary. In Africa, we are different countries enjoying our

political freedom in different ways. Here to-day, we are united in sharing

our experiences and thinking how we could join forces to:probe jointly the

problems related to,utilization of science and technology for development.

Common problems are facing us, albeit in varying degrees. Limitation

of funds for research, lack of adequate research equipment and facilities,

shortage of trained personnel, are some of the obvious drawbacks. No doubt

this symposium will discuss ways' and means of alleviating these problems,

but I would stress that we organize the available' staff, finance and

facilities to maximum, effectiveness to avoid duplication of effort'. We

should welcome international assistance in the form of experts, scientific

equipment and training of our selected personnel. This would both help to

develop our economies and extend international cooperation.
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UTILIZATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOOT IF VARIOUS

SPHERES OF DEVELOPMENT BT LIBYAN

ARAB REPUBLIC V

. Libya, as other developing countries, suffers'from a shortage in

technical and technological.sides especially the highly advanced levels.1 So,

the Libyan Government began to enact laws and legislations to organize techno

logical and scientific potentials, whether from the potentials available '

inside the.- country, or from benefiting from scientific and technical experiences

in co-operation with, brethren and-'friendly countries.'

Oh 31st July, 1968, a law for investing foreign capitals was issued
^ -. ■,

aimed at encouraging international experiences in scientific and technological

sides' represented in foreign companies in various spheres and fields by way

of entering Libya for investing their capitals till such experiences go to

the Libyan economy through training and friction. The said law gave important

encouragements: exemption of machines, equipment, spare parts/and raw materials

from customs duties for a period of 6 years: from income tax for a period of

First legislation, organizing benefiting from scientific and technological

.experiences of international oil companies in various oil spheres., appeared in

1955- Such law included high advantages' to oil companies so as to encourage

them to invest their capitals in Libya, But the said law was amended many

times in order to'be suitable to the changing conditions.

■The law for national industries development issued on 23rd September,

1956,;is- aimed at encouraging national scientific and technological potentials

to:be exploited in industry for increasing national income. The law authorized

the .factory to' 'enjoy the following exemptions:-

1) Exemption from income tax for a period of 5 years.

2) Exemption from customs on tools, machines,, spare parts and raw

materials for a period of 5 years. . ;..■

In order that a factory enjoys the- said exemptions, it should conform to

the following terms and conditions%- - v

l/ This Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CR/2O.
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1) That it continues all the year or season

2) That it uses an impetus not less than ten horse3

3) That the number of workers "be not less than ten workers

In order that the productive level of national factories "be on a certain

degree of good quality, the industrial organization law issued in 7th April

1965, included a chapter about standards and specifications. .The standar

dization Committee, enacted by the said law, is responsible for:-

1) To create standards to be applied by local industries in their

productive processes,

2) To determine specifications four products and raw materials used

in processing. 1, _ ,

3) To issue designs and terminology and standardized symbols 5 to

determine the quality of products, and commodities and methods of testing and

analysis so as to organize production and insure the safety of industrial

process.

4). To prepare methods which ensure compatibility of raw-materials,

consumer and productive commodities with_certified standard specifications.

5) To arrange for promotion of local production level by laying down

the Libyan standards according to country's,potentials and requirements.

., o"). To opqrdinate the- Libyan specifications, as much as possible with the

recommendations by the International Standardization Body, and other technical

organizations,. and., especially to participate and cooperate fully with the

■'Arab League-Standardization Committee in the field, of specifications. . ..

. ■ Also industry requires skilled manpower and due to their shortage'in

LAR, a decision was issued on 5th May, 1965 by the Minister of Industry^for the

Accelerated Training Regulation in factories and workshops. Such regulation

defined-the following trades to be a base for training the Libyan youths.on

industrial and technical affairs % < ■

1) Automechanics

2) General mechanics



3) electricity '

4) Sheet-iron works and. welding "by oiygen and electricity

5) Joinery

■ ■: 6.) ■ Printing,' "tailoring- and leather. . ' .'..'.,

Such regulation stipulated that the trainees "be between 16 and 24

years old, besides health fitness. Regulation obliges a factory, or workshop

owner to do the'following; ■ ' ' ' .■ . .

a) To .train trainees according to the program prepared by the

Industrial Services and Training Department, kinis'try of'' Industry, and'

Mineral.Wealth. ■ , ■ r

b) To provide trainees with all equipment and materials necessary

for training. ■ ■ ■ ':' :'

c) To'■ appoint a supervisor for training and advising trainees

d) To permit the Ministry of Industry and Mineral Wealth representatives

to control the progress of training.

The following are institutions and.technical and scientific bodies

which graduate the Libyan Youths in different technical and scientific

affairs; - - . . '

1) Technical schools and institutions on preparatory and secondary basis

which graduate students3 specialized in technical fields such as joinery,

■various /workshop works, electrical affairs, turnery, blacksmitfs works and

mechanics. Such vocational education'is supervised by the Ministry of Education

and National Guidance. The Ministry, in the glorious revolutionary' era, is

paying due care and attention to this type of vocational education? as well as

dispatching excellent students abroad to specialize in all technical spheres

necessary for industrial and economical development in IAE. . ■

2) Scientific colleges affiliated to the Libyan University. We shall

speak about the role of the Libyan University in other place of this 'report

when we speak about the human energy necessary for science and technology

in LAR.



INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH CENTRED

The Revolutionary .Government in LAE realised the important-role- played

by science and technology in "building up proper bases for Libya. So it

has issued recently a law establishing the Industrial Research Centre on

the 8th March, 1970. The said law defined competences of the Centre as

follows;

FIRST; To conduct technical, and economical investigations of which most

important ares '

1) To provide technical references and data and guidance books5 to

reply to technical queries and selections reviewing available references?

to make periodicals on new data.

2) Investigations pertaining to marketing including technological,

economical and social sides.

3) Survey and evaluation of industrial projects from the technical

and economical point of views, whether such studies were needed for public

or private sector.

4) Investigations pertaining to organization and planning such as the

organization framework, operation procedures, site selection, factory planning,

laying down the production plan and circulation of materials and'cost accounting.

5) Investigations pertaining to promotion of productivity whether they

are technological, economical, social or physiological.

6) To lay down standards and specifications for raw materials and

industrial products as a preliminary step for approving and promulgating them

by competent authorities under a law.

7) Investigations pertaining to means.and methods of control on pro

duction quality and to. conduct comparative, testing thereon as' well as the

procedures for dealing with the technical problems encountering, industry.

s

SECOND: To conduct analysis and testing works whether normal or special

which cannot be conducted in the productive units laboratories^ as well as

the works, pertaining to. applying the provisions for;-production good quality

and their extent of conformity to specifications whether this.was upon a

special request or for arbitration between disputants.



Although the said Bank was giving industrial advances to investors of

private sector in th4.field of manufacture and industry, it was observed

that the'private sector did not or could not'venture on establishing "big"

industrial 'proje':cts- ne-ede'et- by the- Libyan" economy besides /the 'fact- that it

is afraid■■'isHatt such projects may be monopolized "by few individuals. ■

The Revolutionary Command Council deemed it fit that such projects

be owned by the Public Sector and to be crystalized in the Libyan General

Organization for Industrialization which was established under a law on 8th

March, 1970- The said organization shall be a body corporate affiliated to

the Minister of Industry and Mineral Wealth. The Organization shall be

responsible for developing national economy in L.A.R. It is the main organ

to carry out the development plan. It lays down industrial development pro

grammes and takes pertinent steps for approving the projects pertaining to.

such programmes, i.e. the arrangement for executing them whether directly

or by way of participating with other party.

MINISTRY OF PETROLEUM '" " '

In view of the fact that very immense quantities of oil were discovered

in Libya, and in view of the importance of this natural wealth in stepping

up national economy, the Ministry of Petroleum was established including many

departments of which most important is the technical department which includes

the following sections; ' ■ ■ -. ■ , . ■ ■ ■ .

l) Exploration Section

r ■ - ,.. 2)--;:■■■■Refinery Section

3) Inspection and Measurements Section " -; :' ' " ! '

.... 4-).. , Production. Section '.. ■■■.■■ ■ ' ■ ■■•■■? .■■.■■■

. The Ministry spares no effort to train Libyan technical manpower inside

oil fields. So, Petroleum Law obliges oil companies; operating, in;Libya to

lay down training programmes in all spheres of oil besides the highly specialized

missions dispatched by such companies, chosen from Libyan University students

for specialization and obtaining a higher degree in oil domains, Esso Co.,

established an institute for- training on petroleum industry iir'Marsa Brega.
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NATIONAL PETROLEUM INSTITUTION .' ' ' '

The Revolutionary Command Council issued a law on 3.0th.March. 1970

establishing the.National Institution for. Petroleum. This Institution

is a body corporate and subordinate to the Minister of Petroleum. It is

responsible for supporting national economy by developing, administering

and exploiting the oil wealth, in various stages. It is also responsible

"for establishing oil'industries and distributing oil products. The Ins-

tituion finished its study for establishing oil refinery in Zawia city.

It .is establishing a petro-chemical compound in Benghazi city. It also

participates in laying cut the imported and local oil products specifica

tions. For the purpose of- supplying such projects with technical know-how,

it dispatched 300 trainees to Algeria, Yugoslavia and West-Germany; and two

trainees for higher advanced studies. -■ ■ '

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL REFORM;

The Ministry has several technical sections whose functions are;

1) To conduct researches and,studies in kind of soil and to create

methods of soil fertility.

2) To conduct new researches and investigations on agriculture and

to find out the best agricultural crops which suit the Libyan soil and

climate.

3) To create the best'means for producing animal breed for the. purpose

of producing meats .and milks. . •■■'

4) To create the best scientific means for fighting plant diseases

5) Water and Soil Conservation Section conducts exploration for ground

water .■■lay modern scientific methods. ■ ■■■ ■ ■ . r ■: .

The section exploits such resources for irrigation in co-operation

with the Technical Section, Ministry of Public Affairs.

6) Laboratories Section of the Ministry has a considerable role, in

analyses required for scientific research.
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■ In view-of importance of agriculture in Libya the Revolutionary

Government pays-,due care to-lay agricultural foundations on technical and

studied basis. Accordingly, the Revolutionary Command Council issued a law-

establishing The General- Institution for Agricultural Reform and Land Rehabili

tation. Such institution participates in developing national economy in the

sector of agricultural reform and land rehabilitation in all spheres. It

also conducts the following! ■ . ',,...

1) To manage and develop agricultural lands owned by State.

2). To compute, reclaim, rehabilitate and plan barren lands.

3) To work out programmes required-for carrying out agricultural

reclamation'projects.

4) To design irrigation, reclamation 'and rehabilitation projects and

their' requirements, such as well drilling, erection of installations, utilities

roads,, .water and electricity networks.,- . ■' .

5) To lay down agricultural courses appropriate for cultivating, ex

ploiting lands by proper, economic and.scientific methods.

6) To lay down programmes required for developing rural society.

7) To, train on process connected with the institutions aims and purposes^

and to promote their productive efficiency.

THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL Of NATIONAL CRJIBANCE ■ ■ ■

The department affiliates to the Ministry of■ Education and National

Guidance. It is engaged in culture and information affairs and technically

supervise:

1 l) To establish, administer and supervise broadcasting stations

2) To establish broadcasting studies at any place in L.A.R.

3) To organize training courses for personnel and technicians of .

the broadcasting stations so as to promote their knowledge, to supply them

with new broadcasting techniques and to polish their technical gifts.



4) To dispatch educational and training missions abroad in coordination

with the Ministry of Education and National Guidance represented "by the higher

missions authority. - . ■

5')' To create national technical experiences ■ in the field of television

and1broadcasting engineering by dispatching missions for specialization. ' r

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONSs ' . ' .' "■"■''■'■■
. - , ■ i

■ It has many technical sections and departments responsible for drawing

up roads, railways, bridges, etc. The following departments and institutions

are affiliated to the Ministry:

POSTS & TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE DEPARTMENT

It is responsible for: ,, .

1) Perpetual action for expanding ground cables and automatic controls

inside IuA.R.

2) Due care to outside communications by erecting communication net

works with Arab land Euro.pe3 etc.,

LIBYAN AIRLINES INSTITUTION '

It is responsible for:

1) work on establishing centres for air space control...

2) supply airports with automatic runways . ^

3) To co-operate in this field with brethren Arab and friendly countries

by increasing airlines between such countries and Libya. There is now a 4

close cooperation in this important domain between L.A,E., U.AORO and the

Sudan. A unified airlines corporation is under discussion and consideration.

GENERAL MARINE TRANSPORT INSTITUTION; ■

On 25th July 1970 a law was issued by.the Revolutionary Command Council

establishing the General Marine Transport Institution. It is responsible



for carrying out the general state policy in the field of marine transport.

Within the limits.of its activity, it exerts efforts for promoting the

national economy. , -...-•

METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT '

This Department gives the following services;

l). To give alarm and date about weather and climate fluctuations

. 2) To issue weather forecasts

3) Scientific research on meteorology.

In-order to evaluate such services properly^, it was necessary to make

the. following! ■ . ■■ . . ■

. a) Easy and express contact with meteorology, networks. ' ' ■

■ b) . To train personnel on technical affairs by making them join training

courses and dispatch others abroad for specialization. :

c) To establish relation between Meteorology Department and the other

Governmental Departments. . ■ • •...■ .... :. . .-' . "..-. . ":.

d).,To set up centres .at each area so as to supply stations with their

requirements. .:.•■;. ■

e) To use the most modern technical and scientific me.thods in distribution

and1 propagation of .data .and information. 1 .. .-

ENERGY" AID ELECTRICITY SOURCE:

Electricity Corporation ■ is regarded as the responsible-organ for such.

source. It was established in co-oper.ation with the Ministry of Works, In

effect, electricity plays an important role in developing .agriculture and

industry by using the most modern, scientific means for producing electricity

on low-cost basis. . .

Several researches and studies are being conducted for utilizing natural

gas immensly existed in L.A.R. as a source for energy and power.
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH SERVICES;

The Public Health Ministry pays., due. and' important care and attention.

There, ate two important departments,, affiliated to the Ministry, .namely the

Medical Treatment Department and the Preventive Treatment Department. The

Ministry conducts scientific researches and.uses the most modern means for

controlling diseases "by modern scientific msthods and creates best means for

treating citizens. Although Libya, is marching in the road of preparing young

men in all health fields, such as nurses, doctors or specialists in the public

health field' by establishing nursing institutes and dispatching missions

abroad for specialization'. Although we have a good number of Libyan doctors?

they do not care for national requirements,, nor realize self-sufficiency

in the medical service field in L.A.R. Accordingly, Libya gets the help of

practitioners and specialist doctors from brethren and friendly countries- ■

so as to benefit from them in such spheres.

The Ministry of Health has also laboratories for bacteriological analysis

or other analysis needed for diagnosis of diseased cases and germs, ' '■

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT

This Department is■affiliated to -fche Ministry of Industry and Animal

Wealth. It is responsible for scientific researches and studies ,in fishing

fields, keeping marine wealth and following technical and proper means in

catching such, valuable. If has some laboratories which conducts scientific

studies and researches in this field.

HUMAN POWER, IN.TECHNICAL,AND SCIENTIFIC FIELDS IN L.A.R.

No doubt, application of^technology and science in the various branches

of life in the L^A.E.. depends extremely on availability of human power

comprising technicians,, scientists/and technologists. Their practical ex- .

perience will promote the use of science and technology for all purposes and

.vital activities,,in Libya. : There are two kinds of training and .specializa

tion in L.A.R... . ..."
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FIRST;, ■ ■ ' ■■'■■."

' a) Short trainings this means dispatching; trainees of various

ministries and departments to training courses for specialization the

technical and scientific fields and promote their experience- in a specific

technical field. This is supervised "by the most ministries and departments

according to their.requirements for this technical training. Such training

is coordinated'between a relevant ministry or department and the Civil

Service" Department and the Ministry of Education and National -Guidance.

.-. "b), The Ministry, of Labour and Social Affairs co-operates, with the, .

.International Labour Organisation (i.L.O) under the technical .training .■

agreement.. ;..They established two centres for express vocational training

aimed :a;t. preparing.skilled labourers aad polishing their, previous, experience.

Thus, they are given technical and theoretical knowledge, in. .addition to their

career picked up by practice. Also, the Ministry of labour and Social affairs

established a third centre which is different from other centres. The term

of training in third centre ranges' between six and nine months and sometimes

-to one year*. In this: centre, training is■ initiated on various' careers and

trade, then specialization is adopted -according to' wish -and aptitude-~ There

is another fourth .centre which term is 3 years. System of training -is■ ■ ■

similar, to. the preceding centre. .... . .... -■ ■■■.:

The Ministry's development plan includes; • '

; a) ■. Establish centres better than present ones. ,

b) Expand the centres to include new .trades and to develop t^e ..present

trades.

c) Establish branches for the main centres all over Libya.

We could say that, preparation of human resources technically is. very,

important. In any development project or proper planning, it is necessary

to observe the technical know-how needed for executing sue}} projects.. Anyhow

funds and skilled Scnow-how employed f.or- any. project will give fruitful benefits

■to citizens and .country^s .economy.. ...- ' . ... ■, ;...■■...-



As regards the trainees in. vocational centres, express and long-term,

and in foreign centres, they number 600 trainees. There is a further programme

for preparing instructors? either by way of specific courses or through

training missions outside Libya.

SECOND::' -' ■ -" • ,- . : . '

To dispatch missions from students holding the final secondary'certificate

for scientific and technological specialities not available at the Libyan

University. Also, to dispatch college graduates to specialize and obtain

higher certificates in the field of science and technology to get diploma,

M.A. and Ph.D.- Such missions are supervised by the higher .mission committee

of the Ministry of Education and National Guidance in co-operation with 'the

Libyan'University Council. Below are some statistics gust to highlight .

Government's care and attention in this spheres- .

a) Students dispatched in college' and advanced missions numbered 504

as college, 60 as high technology in I967-68. ' . ' " ;

b) Students dispatched for higher studies during I957-I968 M.A, & Ph.D.

M.A. 63, Ph.D. I53. This means 216 in various branches of science ,and

technology,

c) ■ For the year 1969-70* dispatched students of advanced technology

numbered about 190.

d) Dispatched graduates for University and advanced study missions

number 176 college - 25 advanced study in I967-6&. -

e) Students continuing college study outside Libya numbered about 913

boys and girls in different scientific and technical specialities in Arab,

European, and American Universities for the year 1969-70.

THIRD; '• UranSBSCTY OF LIBYA; ■ It is not concealed. the important role played

by universities in development of nations. In 1952, Libya had only 12

graduates. Libya needed badly a scientific institution and the first

university was opened in I955. Although it started with one faculty, namely

Faculty of Arts and Education, it comprises at present 7 faculties, namely;
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faculty, of Science, faculty otEngineering,- Faculty of Agriculture, Faculty

of Higher Teacher's Training .in Tripoli;. Faculty.of Economies and Commerce,

Faculty of Law and,Faculty of Arts and Education in Benghazi. Faculty of

Medicine- is- being established-during next year. Boy and girl students in

the Libyan University for the year l?^70 numbered 3588 in.various faculties.

1798 students were graduated..

In the University, there is a'public library containing over 72,000

volumes. 3.8,000 volumes are written in Arabic ;and.the rest is written in

foreign languages.. The Library subscribes to 275 periodicals, so as to enable

both- students and teachers to brief themselves altout the most modern attain-

ments by science. ' "

As this symposium tackles only.science and technology,, one; talk here

be confined to the theoretical and practical university faculties.

.... Faculty of Science was established in 1957 including 336 girl and boy

students distributed on the following sections* ' ' "

Chemistry, Physios, Mathematics, Geology, Botany and Zoology., 420 have

been graduated-in different sciences. It is note worthy,that no Libyan

teacher existed when this Faculty was opened. But now, 'the Faculty has. 11'

■teachers holding Ph.D. The remaining teachers numbering 47 came'from .the

brethren Arab countries, Asian countries and'friendly countries. Faculty

of ■Engineering was established in i960 in co-operation with UNESCO. Then

it was Joined to the University of Libya in I967. It contains 450 students

distributed on the following sections: ' f

Petroleum Engineering, Civil Engineering, Architecture, Mechanical

Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Food Technology. Teachers are 63. This

Faculty issues two periodicals: one of them is general cultural and scienti

fic in .Arabic,, the other-is Bulletin of the Faculty of Engineering in-English,

So far, 4 batch.graduate .joined different ministries, Governmental Departments

and organizations, so-as to perform their role in science and technology

in order to speciality. Several demonstrators went abroad to prepare for

M.A. and Ph.D. when they f»ame back to Libya, they will be A nucleus for

Libyan teachers at the Faculty.
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Perceiving that agriculture 'plays-Jan important role in developing, countries

■ including Libya; the University of Libya opened the Faculty of Agriculture

in 1966. This Faculty includes the;following sections:'

Soil and Irrigation Section, Botanical Production Section, and Zoological

Production Section, It contains 253 students distributed on.the three :

sections, The first batch was graduated in 1969-70 numbering 22 holding B.Sc.

of Agriculture. This Faculty has a close relation with the Ministry of Agricul

ture and with Agricultural'Reform and Lani Rehabilitation. Institution.

The Faculty of Medicine has not been opened so far -and will start in ''

next years.■ When it is opened, it will contribute to meeting the .considerable

shortage in health and medical field. It is noteworthy that there exists a

close cooperation "between the University of Libya and the Faculty of Medicine

in Birmingham,- in Britain where this Faculty provides advices needed for

establishing-and preparing technical sections.-■ It supervises preparation

of Libyan teachers who are interested in Medicine speciality„ Policy of the

University of Libya is based on encouraging whoever wishes, to, get knowledge

and science. This encouragement is not only, represented.in free education

but also in granting him a monthly gratuity to cater for his needs during

the school year. Excellent elements are encouraged..to continue their higher

education to get M.AO and Ph.D. in various sciences to -be teachers at various

faculties. There are now 141 students abroad preparing for higher degrees

distributed as followss

Faculty of Science 58 - -

Faculty of Engineering 59 ....

Faculty of Agriculture 24 .■ , ■ "I

This is in. addition to other faculties'which follows" the same plan.

Feeling that it should contribute to service of humanity ahd science,'the

University of Libya opened its. doors to1.other nationalities giving some

of them monthly gratuities in addition to free education.

Libyan University has':close relation with other Arab Universities and

other foreign Universities. A close cooperation?an§ coordination-actually
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. ..exist between-all Arati universities -as regards ■ •uxriculum--and exchange of

.-.. knovr^hpw,, '.expedience:, and teachers.' It gets' the help of foreign teachers

as well. Indeed, the 1st .September., I969 .-Revolution opened new vistas

in the field of benefiting from science and technology in all economic and

. industrial development fields.in the,Libyan Arab Republic. Before passing

•■ one year- to- this blessed Revolution, it has issued several legislations

establishing very important institutions interested in many vital activities

science and technology fields. The. Revolution believes strongly that

development of L.A.R. should be based on proper science and technology. It

does believe that the following years will watch numerous achievements in

science and technology field, increase of human resources and expansion of

technical and scientific education starting from vocational schools till

Universities., . . ._■•■■'.

. , ...The Libyan Arab Republic will build up relations -with-Arab brethren

: countries.and international organiaatipns'in the field of science"a^d techno-

"■-logy. There exists a close cooperation'between/the L.A.R. U.A.K";.. and Republic

of Sudan in overall fields. L.A.R. endeavours too to attain ..strong and close

■relations with friendly countries in the..field of. science- and-technology and

: overall development sides. - ■ . ■ " ' ; ■"

■.■<.....-■ Participation of L.A.R. in this important symposium so .as, ,tp. discuss

the problems ..encountering African developing countries as regards, their extent

.-of benefiting from science- arid technology in economic and Industi-'ial -develop

ment fields in perpetual cooperation with African countries affiliated to Utf

as well 'as with International organizations specialized in deliberating -the

status and laying, down p^ns.-and recomiHendations in this important ..technical

field,, for benefiting'.fspm.JSCisnceJ and.: technology 'in .the economic and :



Les activites de recherche sc-ientifique et technique au ,

rojaumq du Jk.roc ot lour .incidGruco sur i-eon devolo^poffiorrb-'

\ ■ ' II me parait evident :"que des ;qu:t6n. s'attaque'-au protileme du developpe-

ment on en arrive, t&t pu tard a reconnattre. ,1a necessity d'une planification»

Orrtout plan quel qu'il soit et quel que. soit le pays auquel il s'applique

•& une etape donnee de son evolutionr. doit reposer au moins sur trois elements
fondamentaux : ... . ,. ,.....-

-" ■■ l) Le-point de depart-: -contexte propre (climatf situation geographi-
.. que.p richesses naturellesr situation financi.ere. et econpndGpie, actuelleV etc,)-

■'- ■- 2) Lesbuts-et olDjeetifs que 1 'on desire 'atteindre, ":"' ■'■'"■■"' ';■■"

3) Les moyens dont on peut disposer,, en paxticulier : .. . \

" ■ . a)" les moyens financiers. . ■ . . . ., . ._■■■■.

.. "b) .les moyens .techniques et .scientifiques

. . c). le capital.-humaino - ..■-•- ..

Ces elements sont d'ailleurs interdependants entre eux. "' '

■: Comme vous le saves peiit-gtre deja:. du moins certains parmi voiisE le

Hoyaiime du Maroc a deja mis. en oeuyre plusieurs plans succes.sifs.;' Actuelle-

mentc nous sommes dans la periode du Plan qiiinc[uennal qui a commence en I968
et qui. va jusqu-'a la fin de 1972* ■ ..■■■.'..

Mais rassurea-vousE comme je ne suis pas specialiste ni des questions

economiques propreraent dites ni de la planificationP il n'entre ni dans mon

amMtion ni dans mon intention de vous parler.de notre plan, quinquennal en

detail et "de 1'analyser en suivant les trois points fondamentaux que q'ai

de".ja enuraeres plus haut Q Je me contenterai. d.'atorder les moyens^ techniques

. et seientifiques et le capital humain qui. sont mis a la disposition dece

plan-pour essayer de vous donner une id6e de'la facon 'dont la'science et la

technique y sont .utilisees pour le, developpement s ce quit est^.me' semble-t-i

le sujet m§me de notre symposium.

. Sans doutej aura-i-je tendanceP vu. ma formation et ma qualite avant

tout de chercheur - et d'enseignantf a m'eloigner le moins, possible dans mon

expose' des deuz: questions que vous reconhaitres certaihe'ment"comme etant

fondamentalesp a savoir.la Recherche scLe¥Ltif-ique;.-et. technique d'une partr

e^ ^ Formation des cadres* essentiellement des cadres techniques et .scien-
tifiques d'autre partB- Il'ine paralt en e'ffet"' sage1 que je ne vous parle que

de ce que je sais le plus, ou plutSt de ce que j'ignore le moins,

■ '

Neanmoins.. s'agissant ici de vous donner un apergu non seulement sur

la Recherche scientifique et la technique en tant que telles au Maroc mais

egalement sur leur application en vue du developpement F j'ai pense qu'il

serait utile que je vous donne.un apergu sur les principaux objectifs du

plan ainsi que sur certaines realisations deja existantes, Mais cet apercu

ne sera forcement que tres rapide et incomplet.

1/ Ce rapport a ete distribue separement comme document S^T/CE/26



"' Une des caracieristiques. du Plan quinquennal est qu'il s.'est fixe

tin certain ndmbre- de-prior'iteso Parmi'ces priorites je citerai e.ssentiel-r-

lenient'": ■■■';' ": : '"'"-' *'-'r':- ■ ' " ■ ■ " . ' ■ '■' ' "

1) kl^ElSHiiHS,- Le cLeveloppement agritoole constituait deja un.des
priiicipaux o^jectifs .dui;piarh-.;triennalo Maisc au cours des. annees:du-. plan

trijanMk^'na:.prMU^i^L&^ipi?lsi..^ait augmente nettement moins -vite.-gue: :
la'populations d'ou necessite aTosolue d'accentuer encore I1 effort de l'Etat
dans ce-abihainepen^continuant I1action directe sous forme^d'investissements

(en;;afflenagements hydro-afericoles notamment.). .. .Par ailleursr il existe.^-'autir

actions de l'.Btat telles que le remembrement des terresr. le credit agricol.es;

la mise a la disposition du fellah de grain.es de semence selectionnees et

d;ien^r^-:^''Q^ediJ?,;:iIotientatjion,> I1 aide de ces^ dispositions-,e^; d;!autre.s

tell:es:i.^ue .I'envoi'de ■techniciens moyensp 1"orientation dis-je-.ve-rs

cultures plus renta"bles et cadrant mieux ayec .les^ola^ectifs.iponomi.^

la region^ la vulgariaation parla-t^le,. la radio et les technicians.

■-■ ;;v"rIl:rdecoule alors deja de ce qui precede et des autre© o^^e^tifs prio
ritaires du plan: (bomnie on va s'en rendre compte( par la suite), qu'une
politique de developpement a caractere regional est de nature.- a. augmenter

considerablement la rentabilite du plan en faisant apparaltre davantage

l'ihtera.epeKdanqe..de.s.differents projets. dTune .region donnee entre;.eux et

:en■polarisaht le^ - paysan et l'homme de la rue sur des otaectifs quirleur

paraissent' sornrae toute "beaucoup plus clairs et plus concrets et done plus

utilitaires que ceux-a caractere national* ■ ' ■

20 -'CoristruGtion d'un certain' nombre de "barragest ceci d'une..part pour

preserver cbntre les cruesr d'autre nari^ pour permettre,1'irrigation afin

draccroitre le rendement agricole et enfin pour produire. eventuell.eipent

1'energie e'lectriqueu .'■.:■.■ ■ . , " ■ . ■". ■•:■■ : "■■.-.•.

:".. ^3) Le. tourisme : -extension et meilleure organisation, .Le...tourisme a

en effet tine importance consideralDle pour le Royaume du feroc. vu-sa situa

tion1 geographique'j la place qu'il occupe. au sein des'nations-et.la-variete

de sites dont la nature l'a dote. Le Maroc est en -effet a la fois le pays

des" contrastes"- (desneiges de l'Atlas aux sa"bles du. sud saharienE du.-climat

mediterraneen ou m@me continental auolimat at.lantiquer de ..l!hiver-a l'etec ■

sans^^assage ou presqrie hi par un printemps proprement .dit ni par un autpRine)F
le"pays-africain« ara"be et irtusulman: le plus. a_l'ouest'E ■ et. .done- le:pays ,de v •

l'hospitalite' et'du "bon accueil le plus .proche de 1'Europe et de •JL.'.Arae'riqiie,
et::'ehfin-: le pays de transition ehtre deux mondes si differents. et/-qui ont.. -..,

cepehdaht tellement intertt a se connaitre et. a se■ comprendre.. . . . . ■■

-;■■'■■■■-4-) L'industrie large programme allanti: des.industries legeres aux'in

dustries lourdes. Par exemple : implantation, dans differentes regions;de.. ■

plusxeurs sucreries (ce qui a;comme corollaire la culture dans ces regions de

la'betterave asucre)f usines-de materiaux, .de;construction-;de "biens. de con-

sommation (produits finis)r usines de textilesE de parachimie et ie pfcarmacieP

et c o).



5) Ce programme ^'.industrialisation qui n'a.ete aborde ici que tres

superficiellement potir.nous eyiter dlenumerer tous les projets; qui se

trouvent dans le plan et d'entre.r dans'le detail des chiffres etc.; va de

pair: avec un a^oroissement de production de 1'energies

6), Large plan de -recbfrchej^^et. djetudgg minieres (examples' : le cuivreE
le petrole) et lanceiaent -.-de 1'exploitation d'un certain nombre de projets.

. ' -:■ :. 7),: : B-^en. entendiij. tous ces objectifs entrainent; egalement comine■

objectif ;■ priorit airer la formation des cadres f essentiellement des padres

scientifiques et 'techniques* ■ .. ..■....' , -■' .. ,.

■: ■;■■■: Tous ces: oTj^ecti-fsj ,re:posent sur des etudesktechniques ,precis_e_s. cpai .ont

ete entreprises en majorite par des cadres marocaxns.au sein des ofj'ices.g... .

directions .et institnts tecnniqueso Citons parmi ceux-ci ; , '..■...

- L' Offi ce cherifien des phosphates doit veilXer c a, court terme a

_: -■■_■ -exploiter et commercialiser le phosphate, marocainE et a long-terme

a faire la recherche adequate pour une .exploitation et un rende-. ,

--■■■■. .-.. ment meilleurs. ,. . .

■ ■- *"« Le Bureau.de. recherches-at de participations minieres dispose, d'une

'•'-'". "paxtf d'equip'es "de. geologues et'dfingenieurs des minesooiffe^S;par la

• :- direction techniqueP d'autre partf d'economistes et d'ingenieurs de

formations diverses* Recherche systematiquement de nouveaux gisementsr

etudie des giseraents connus pour les amener au stade d'exploitationr

- ■■ ■ ;■■ Tmet rau point les contrats avec .le capital etranger0. En regie generalej;

leMaroc doit toujours-avoir 5,1 p*.JlOO des actions "(dont une bonne .

■ .. partie provient- du permis' de recherche..et des etudes et des. "travaux

preliminaireSf car le BRPM fait aussi des travaux d'entreprise)•

, —; Le Bureau d'etudes .et de participations .Industrielies qui dpit faire

.. ■ ,-.. les etudes necessaires pour le lanceraent de projet's..industrials et

negocier. avec le,-capital etranger sa participation a ces. projets1-

Donnons a titre d'exemple une realisation deja assez ancienne de'ces

trois organismes qui montre que I'Afri.cfue.n'est pas obligee de recourlr/ '

tpujours a des techniques et des solutions deja, utilisees par les pays de- '

veloppes et qu'elle peut innove£; c'est, le,..cpmplexe chimique de SafiPi appeTe

Maroc chimie* II semble en effet. que null'e. part au Monde la pyrrhotine ' ' "

(minerai sulfure du.fer) n'est exploitee*.. ..Ppurtant f au Marocr ^existence.

d'un gisement de pyrrhotine a.Kettara (pres de Marrakech) et des phosph'aiies

de. Toussoufia a permis de concevoir entre les deux ce'complete ou. la"pyrrhotine

grilles permet la fabri/cation, d.'acide sulfuriqueE d'oii production de super

phosphates et diyers autres produits.,chimiques» Actuellementy les laborat.oires

du BRPM. se.penchent sur; la recherche .d,.'un moyen de iraiter les cendres de

pyrrhotine pour permettre de commercialiser (voire-transformer) le.fer qu'elles

contiennent* ■.- . .... ■. ■ . ■ • . ■ . ■ .. ■. . .....
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- Direction &es mines et de la geologietetude' geologique systematic

' que du Marbc non. speciaieraeht ■ axee-'sur"- r'aspect minier^reglemen-

tation' e'ti mafiere de permisde' recherches min±B3^ et d'exploita- .

tionP etc.«

- Direction de 11 industries Concoit et met ail point: la politique

'■" ihdustriellevmarocaine. Code des investissements.- Principe-- de ■ ■■

' "' niar.ocani^ation' detoute industrie, encburagetrient' a l'lnvestissement

'. privet .etranger'et'nationalo - ■ ■

r- ' Direction de' 1 ?hydrauljque : etude" et realisation de barrage? .dans

le cLou"b,le "but de 1 industrialisation-et du developpement agricble.

- Direction de la recherche agronomique * _ ■ ■ ". ■ \ ■ -: ■■■

■-' Direction des services veterinaires et de l'elevagce

-" Direction.de la conservation fonciere et service topo^raphique ■.

- Direction des eatuc et forets. et de la conservation

Les institutions du Ministere'de la sante (Centre hospitalier :

uniyersitaire Avicennes de'.Rabat r Institut d'hygieneF Institut

.PasteurP. Latoratoire de" contrSle des produits pharmaceutiquesF

etc. )• . .

L' Office_chgrifien d' exportation qui veille a la 'bonne qualite

des produits^exportes du Maroc (exemples : artisanatt agrumeSj ■

'textilesr etc*} et dirige la production dans tous les domaines

en suivant, de'pres 1'evolution'des marches exterieurs. ■ ■

Tous ces organismes ;ponjuguent leurs efforts pour realiserr

depasser,. les ofrjectifs .'qiie s'est fixe le Plan quinquennal. Us -sotif "■
tous dotes de laboratoires de recherches appropries qui sont actuellement

essentiellement par des .marocainsh

A c6te de tous ces"organismesu on doit-mentiohner. en matie.r.e. d!.acti

vites scientifiques£ techniques ef de rechercher: les facultesr ".eao-les -ef

instituts.dtenseignement superieur scientifique-

.,C"e,ci d'^une ^rt,''parce que ce sont precipement ces facultesr ^
et vins^itutsr-'d^enbe^^l&ment':s:upe:ri-eur scjentifigue qui support.ent.....aptuel-,

lenient,, en"' gran^ p^rtie la tSche'; "d:'alimenter en cadres les- .offices ■:$&._;■ .

d'r'grnii:sW%'%Gfei:qu%"C^^ e^ leurs "projets et" realisations
.(.et vous p.pnYien^W.s^ari's^nTildoute que dans le developpement^-'le capital

•;Kum^in:-feSt-!W.cfose importance h ■ d'autre part "parce que-ces ■
eta^lissements-d'enseignement^up^^r scientifique. font de...la..re.c3Xexdhe

qui Gontrii3ue'de.ia' au developpenient economictue du Bfa.roc ou qui doit y

. contri'buer dans ,un avenir .qu'il faut espefer asses proche.
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Suivant le me"me principe que j'ai.deja enonce et qui consiste & ce

que je ne vous parle atrtant que possible en detail que de ce qui n'est pas

trop loin de raon metier-et de ...ma ■special.iter et: pour d'autres-.raisons. qui

vorit apparaitre plus'loinr je-ne-vais-Tvptis detailler ces activites de

recherche qu^enee- qui' concerne" la FaculteVdes-/sciences ou. votre.: .lnimble

serviteur est professeur de physique.-/ ;\'■'-■.-^>.}\ ■■ ' ■■*-.■:.

1 ■ ■■ .= Les etalslissements superieurs marpcain^!:dJ.enseignement .scientifique

.sciencesr'1Ecole;:Mohammadia;-.d?ingen±e'UrsP

raedecinej. Institut national des statistiquesr -Boole normale superieure,
L'Ecole Mohammadia d'ingenieurs et 1'institut agronomique Hassan. IIP de

creation relativetftent- recente ne pratiquent^pas^encore.de ';r0ojier§jie scien-

tifique qui seraj en principef lorsqu'elle verra.lei jourEune ^'recherche

appliquee". La Faculte de medecine est a cheval entre l'enseignement et

la.sante publique, ce qui est ;concretise parle tres,. important Centre

universitaire hospitalier Avicennes de Rabat,

La Faculte des sciences est la plus ancienneo Elle a d'ailleurs ete

■greffee-a l^origine-sur I'lnstitut, scientifiquer le plus vieil organisme

de recherche scientifique du Maroc ,(l92b)D

Composee.de departements a vocation d'enseignement et de recherche

(Departement de physiquec Departement-. de 'matheniatiquesf,I)6partement de chimiec.

les differents departements de sciences naturelles) et de l'Institut scienti—

fique- qui est un departement qui ne participe qu.'a la rechercher la Faculte

dee sciences est devenue la plaque tournante de tous les enseignements scien—

tifiques du Maroc en rn§me temps qu1elle continue a remplir sa mission de

former.;.des .cadres superieurs dans les/sciences f.ondamentales, ; En effetf

l'enseignement des- sciences fondamentales pour'.les deux premieres annees

de lflnstitut agronomique Hassan IIr 1'annee .preparatoire med'icaler l'annee

preparatoire aux ;etmdes yeterinaires ,,sont. assures e^claisiyement par la

Faculte des sciences qui estr par aiileursr en train d'etudier en comraun
avec;..l'-gcole Mohammadia.d'ingenieurs les. -possibilites. et ,les mod.alites de

collaboration plus large en ce qui: concerne 1'enseignement .des. sciences,..,, ..

fonda'mentales dans:les deux premieres/:.annees :de. 1'ec.ole. ■.. ■ .■ ■'." ... :-. ■'

A la Faculte des sciences,, lj.agjivite' de recherche 'est par principe'
indissociaple des activites'-d'enseignement.p .Men qu-'elle.^presente'une in—

tensity-" ihegale. suivant' les departements.-..: ■ -.,.■- ■■. .. .; ,. ■.. ■ ■■■ ■

Alors qu'elle est la raison d'etre de I1Institut scientifique dont

les differents laboratoires contingent de. remplir leur r61een vue de

1'ihventaire des ressources natur-elles.^t'de-la connaissance fondamentale-:

de la nature du Marocr la Recherche .scientifique estE :dana'. 1'ensemble de

la Faculte des sciences d'une part un mo,yen:de-former des cadres marocainsc

grace-a la preparation; de cLipl6mes.. dJetudes superieures et de. theses de ■

doctorat'c d'autre partr surtout au niveaurpostrdoetoralr.-.un moyen necessaire

de perfectionnement pour le corps ens£igneixi%« '■/■'Vu" les ,'mbyens" lip.tes":.dont': ■
dispose laFaculte pour la.-recherche .scieKt|fi.quec. celle-ci.^n1 a :.pas,encore

pu prendre- ni une orientation de- recherche' Fp'ndamentale 'mpderne "sur'Je "plan

experimental (recherches de pointe)F ni une orientation de recherche appli-

queemiseau service du developpement economique du Maroco .
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, -. ParailleurSj-.bien'qu'il' existedans chaque departement unVnoyau

. dJenseignants marocainsr done stables^ ce qui entratne. 1'existence' de

sujets de recherche devenus presque. de.tradition dans chaque departementP

une,-. partie-importance du corps enseignant est:instable (cooperation'tech

nique frangaise essentiellement) etP de .ce faitE la direction-&es recher

ches subit -.des fluctuations- . .... . . ■'■ ' ■ ' ■-

Ce retard somme toute relatif de la marocanisation des .'cadres de' la.

Faculte* des sciences par rapport aux offices et organismes techniques qui

sont. pratiquement entiexement marocanises .provient d'une part dii fait .que

les carrieres. universitairesr'-surtout en sciencesF exigent des etudes et

des recherches plus ardues et plus :longuest et. surtout ■ du fait$ parado3cals

que les. carrieres universitaire.s et d'enseignement en, general etaient

jusqu'a .present tres .mal. reraunere.es par rapport au reste,. : Signalons-nean—

moins que le gouvernement de Sa Majeste le Roi vient de proceder a une

augmentation de l'ordre de 50 P* 10Q dss- salaires des enseignants du supe-

rieur en instaurant entre ;autres une prime der.recherche (la' prime1 de- tech—

.nicite existait deja pour les ingenieurs). et qu'en Janvier 19T1 viendra le
"tour de& enseignants .du..se'condaire, et.-du primalreo A signaler -une ■ fayori—

des scientificiues, parmj'eus par rapport aux-autresa ■ . ■

...-■ La majorite des. recherches f.arfees au1 departement de physique de^ la

Faculte des ,sciences..est a, caractere theorique et meme porte en grahde

;.parti;e ,sur la Telativite et les su:jet.s annexe's.- Au departement 'de ehimieP

.il..,existe.un e.quipement non negligea"ble pour une recherche experimentale

dechimie physic[ue.,;(e:ssentiellemenrt-spectroscopie). Dans^ les-departements

des sciences.naturelles et a' 1'Institut scientifiquef une grahde partie des

travaux. a ete: consacree dans le passe a 1'ihventaire de la nature- marocaine

(faunep flore, etudes geologiques)0 .

..: :.";■"■. -II est done evident. que la-Faculte des-. sciences et-son .institut ,n'ont

ni les moyenSj ni la vocation pour:-faire de la recherche applique^r qui

devrait §tre d'ailleurs"du'ressort naturel des ingenieurs et des organismes

-i^echniqueSp tels que le.Bureau de recherches et de participations miniferesF

le Bureau d'etudes et de .participations industriellesE la Direction des

mines et de la igeologie,. la .Direction .de ,1'industrie, 1'Office cheri'fien

des phosphates,, la Direction; de la recherche agronomiquer -etc s

Mais la recherche fondamentale que pratique la Paculte des sciencesc

..p;erut §t.re orientee danstous- les secteurs et; devertir ce que 1'dn appelle

aujourd'hui partout de. la recherche de- developpement. Cette orientation

..a d'ailleurs deja-commence a se faire .sentirE' "bien .qu'elle ne soit' qu'a

ses debuts. ■ ■■ .... ■ . ■:■ -. ..- ■ .'•■■■ ■

Les laboratoires de l'Institut scient.if.igue pherifien sont precise-

ment les meilleurs exemples d'une telle orientationi, inyen^aires: faunisti-

que et floristiqueE cartes de la vegetation et des tendances generales des

solsr ecologie des vegetaux superieursr flore des champignons du Marocr

ecologie et biologie des moustiques sont. les principales activites des

laboratoires de soologier de phanerogam!ef de cryptogamieet d'entomologie

de l'Institut. Le laboratoire de cartographie et de geographie physiquef
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en plus des recherches approfc-ndies^'de geomorphologiee consacre line part
importance de'ses activites a 1'elaboration de 1 'atlas general du Marocc
de cartes et-de manuels scolaires et participe a l'etablissement de la
cart-e =morphologique et Structurale, duMaroc, ■ Quant au Service :de physi-

que du globe .de l'lnstifutp il est responsible de la collection des

donnees de "base de graviraetrier de geomagnetisme et de seismoldgie (ope-
rees par les stations peripheriques telles.que celles d'Ifraner Averroes

et d? ^i). et__de:j2eur:,;e.xploitation.- ■ ■ ■ ■

Les 'lahorat-oire's &6 sciences' naturelles.de ;.la'Paculte'- -ont/pris une
.orientation analogue qui est tres nette en geologiet en :"biologie' vegetale

et en physiologie animale.; Elle sera accentuee en fonction du recrutement

des enseignarits .specialistes necessaireset des relations qui seroht etallies
avecles organismes e'xtra-universitaires concernes. ' '

En effetF la recherche de developperaent ne peut' se concevoir que si
elle vient complete* ou quelquefois preceder lr effort' des organismes;
d'application,. La Faculte des -sciehces a eta"bli une convention'de coopera-
-tion avecl'Office cherifieri des phosphates depuis le ler Janvier 1967 et
une autre convention, .est. en .Qours:..dieta"blissement avec le-Bureau d1 etudes

et de participations industrielles. La premiere concerns des recherches
sur la nature du minerai-phosphatersa ■composition en eau et en matieres
organiques- = La seconde aura trait a, 1'analyse d'un certain nombre de

.substances, naturelles (huiles essentielles' et alcaloides) en vue de leur
-valorisation comraerciale. Avec la recherche agronomiqueF la Division de

lageoiogieet des mines des relations aussi anciennes qu'etroites exis
tent. Enfin.c avec le MinigtSre de la sante publiquet une cooperation
^^Y?116 .s1instaure.,.en..p:hysaologie de la nutrition et. en microMologie.

Doncr cette recherche scientifique sert d'une part un objectif propre
a l'ensei^nement supgrieur. d'autre part, complete 1'effort des organismes
techniques de devgloppernent economique et social„ ' ■ "•

L'orientation generale de'la recherche1 'scientifique au Maroc et plus
particulierement a la-'-Faculte- des sciences ayanf- etS traceer disons que la

Paculte avu.se preparer en son sein entierement ou'partiellement une

trentaine de theses de doctorat d'Etat es sciences et quele nornbre de
diplomes d'Etude's superieures est beaucoup plus grand (lOO).

Mais il n'en reste' pas'mdins quer bien qu'il y ait des lignes direc
trices plus ou moinsjiettes d'un. depart ement:;a;l 'autre (que^ nous'avons deja
esquissees plus haut) et; un certain potentiel humain et materiel,, la recher
che a la Faculte des sciences souffre dlune part des fluctuations dans son
orientation dues au manque de stabilite du corps enseignant etrangerr

d'autre part du manque de moyens" essentiellement dans le doinairie de la
Recherche experlsientale (physique et chimie), ■..■.:..,



Je passe" un peu! rapidemeht sur des;questions qui peuvent neanmoins

vous interesser^elites cfii&'-l'Enseignement technique second.air-e-fll'F
' ' d ^ t d l i

vous interesser^elites cfii&lEnseignn q fl
prbfessionnelle et' la:'Formation des 'Cadres moyens^ et de la main d'oeuvre ;

qualifieeo SignalOns tout' simp3:em^n^:|&^fei:--^i-^ipe est Een ThgVe genf3?ale~ '

respected'la'formation'technique "ge"nerale-":de":baw esf toujours-:asS;U^F-ee"-r.-::r

par une ecole,. mais la specialisation et 1'adaptation aux techniques precises

esf faite par les organismes utilisateurs. Ce principe est m@me partielle-

ment applique a la Formation des techniciens superieurs' (exemple de 1'Ecole
des mines) et m©me des ingenieurs de 1'Ecole Mohammadia d'ingenieurs auxquels

on fait subir un certain nombre de stages dans les entreprises et offices et

qui se voient confier six mois avant la fin de leurs etudes un projet de

recherche dont le sujet est propose par les utilisateurs (done problemes de
l'industrie nationale)r les utilisateurs etant d'ailleurs invites aux jurys
de soutenance des projetsP ce qui leur permet de choisir leurs ingenieurs a

1'EooXe m@me. Ces precautions permettent d'une part d'adapter la. Formation

des techniciens et ingenieurs aux realites_ nationalesE d'autre part de ne

pas la rendre trop trlbutaire du changement et de Involution combien rapide

aujourd'hui des techniques industrielleso

Au terrae de cet exposer peut-on dire qu'il y a au Maroc une politique

scientifique bien definieF disons un plan pour 1'expansion de la science et

de .la technique, et de leur utilisation ? Non i Pas tout a fait- J Ceci

n'existe pas en tant que tel I Par contrer le Maroc sf deja, eu plusieurs

plans de developpement et la science et la technique ont toujours ete inten-

sement utiliseesr soit par l'intermediaire des instituts et officesE leurs

equipes de techniciens et leurs laboratoires de rechercheP soit mSme par

l'intermediaire de llUniversite qui participe au developpement du Maroc au

moins en fourriissant le potentiel humain scientifique et technique,

Ce qui semble manquerp e'est un lien plus etroit et planifie entre

1'Universite et les officesr dans le cadre d'une politique de recherche

scientifique a l'echelle nationale^

MaisP qui dit developpement de la recherche appliquee dit investisse-

ment materiel et jmmainff d'ou besoin de disposer de cadres nationaux

'(qualite tr^s importante) en quantite et qualite suffisantes pour garantir

le succes de cette recherche. Par ailleursF comme on ne doit pas demunir

en cadres ni. les offices ni la Paculte et' les instituts d'Enseignement

scientifiquec et ce pour la simple raison qu'ils repondent a des besoins

immediats tres import ants -pour le developpement economique du IferoCj. et

comme on ne doit pas non plus, en drainant des capitauxf eclipser en quel- ■

que sorte les projets a c6urt et moyen terme (au point de vue recherche

dont je vous ai deja parle)f.on voit qu'il y a la un serieux probleme de

choix.
i

Neanmoinsj tout en veillant au probleme fondamental de la marocanisa-

tion des cadres superieurs scientifiques d'enseignement et de recherche et

des cadres techniques et a leur multiplication^ on doit tout rhettre en

oeuvre pour susciter_ 1'intergt de l'Etatr du capital prive et surtout des

organisations internationales dont nous attendons beaucoupf dans le but

dTorganiser une recherche scientifique fondamentale et appliqueer les deux

devant aller forcement de pairE a mon humble avis.,
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COUTOIY REPORT. - N1C-ERI4 a/ ■ ■ -'"

Ma^hiner^^for^so^ienoe •policy-making. i : . \ ■

The organisation of science in Nigeria is at the moment undergoing

a revision^ .Although there a,re a good number-of well established scienti

fic institutions, the need to have a machinery for the formulation of

science policy and the co-ordination of scientific activities' was felt for

a long timey and recommended at several national and international confer

ences, in particular the "Lagos Conference9* of 1964. '

The first attempt to establish such.a maohinery was made in 196*6 when

two Councils were decreed, namely - the Nigerian Medical Research Council

(NMRC) and the Nigerian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
(NCSIR). This latter "body,-was also to have overall responsibility for
science policy,, ' - ■

inauguration of tho Councils were however suspended when certain

complications were observed* Among these was the problem of how the NCSIR

was to play a co-ordinating role over the NMRC, both being sectoral Research

Councils. Also, although NCSIR was to be': sponsored by the Federal Ministry

of Agriculture and Natural Resources, the agricultural scientists themselves

were demanding, a separate Agricultural Research Council',, ■

To resolve the difficulties, the Government sought and obtained the

services of a Science Policy Adviser from UNESCO, After extensive consulta

tions, a decree was promulgated in February, 1970, establishing-the-Nigerian

Council for Science and Technology (NCST)o It was inaugurated on the 10 April,
1970. The objectives of the Council ares

(a) To determine priorities for scientific activities in the
Federation in.relation to the. economic and social policies

of the country and its international commitments;

(b) To advise the Federal Military Government on a national

science policy, including general planning and the assess

ment of the requisite financial .resources; ■

(c) To ensure the application of the results of scientific
activities to the development of agriculture, industry and

social.welfare in the Federation 1 ■•■.-■ • ■' ■

(d) To ensure co-operation and oo-ordination between the various
agencies involved in the machinery forsaking the national

science1 policy; and . ' ..■ ■ ■ .■ r; . ' ■ ■ ■

(e) To promote public confidence in scientific expenditure and- .
an atmosphere conducive to scientifie..-activities0 ■.. ■

l/ This Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CH/28,
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The functions of the Council are:

(a) To consider and advise generally on scientific activities '■''-
including: •

5 - (i) . The. application of the results of research?

(ii) The transfer of technology into agriculture and industry;

(iii) Scientific and technical manpower (actual and potential);

(iv) Scientific research (oriented and non-oriented) and
technology;

(v) Science education, not only at the advanced level in '
respect of .the quality and quantity of potential man
power training but also at lower levels in respect of
general science education for the public; and

(vi) Scientific documentation, statistics, surveys and
general information;'

(b) To.advise on suitable organizational arrangements for planning
managing and co-ordinating scientific activities at various
levels, .including the^setting up- of new Research Councils;

(c) To advise the Federal Military Government from time to time
on the overall financial requirements for the implementation
of the national science policy and on disbursements to the
agencies concerned;

(d) To .review generally and advise on. the programmes and budgets
of the Research-Councils:-and ensure that they are in harmony
with national policies;

(e) To_carry out independently or in co-operation with any appro
priate person, body of persons, agency or institutions such
surveys and investigations as the Council may consider nece-
sary:for its task;

(f) To sponsor such national and international scientific con
ferences as it may consider appropriate?

(g) ■ To maintain relationships with corresponding scientific orga
nizations m other countries; and

(h) To undertake any other activities likely to assist in the
attainment of its objectives.
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The membership of the Council comprises^

(a) Eleven 'ex-officio'members, -thafis,' the Permanent Secretaries
of the following Federal Ministries: Agricuiture; and Natural
Resources:,:-Gomniunicaiions.,'|]pQn.Qmic Development,-Education, .,

'■■ Finance^'JHealth; Industries/ Mines and Power, Trade, tfranspori,

. ■ ■' and-■■Aviation, and Works,, and Housing; " : " -y - .• .

,(1d)- .Twelve members, representing each of the,,,'tweiv"e-:State,.7
l:.'- ■^-.Governments-,-of the Federal Republic^, and, ■ v " -'• .'." . .-.

■ (o) Twelve members-,-; jointly repr^enf^v^fe,:following fields
of science: "'agriculture^:"industry (.Including engineering' ■■■•, .. ..

and .teohjaology^V'meidicine, experimental soiences;, .natural ■■ ".,-,.

■ .,■- environmental' sciences, and social _ sciences1. ; ■ ■■ ■;,-../

The' quorum requirement of the Council' is, such that the Council can
only meet if the three groups "%re adequately represented., This is to / :
ensure that the -interchange of ideas between the .three groups will;result ■

in decisions which-are in harmony with the overall development plans of ■ ^

the-rcountry0. ■"■''■ ",v- ■.-.» "■ ■'■"■ ■

Nigeria is a. Federation of 12 states under .a.Military regime. It s ..
therefore has no parliamentary-/system' of Government 'at the moment, and:. ,
no ministerial or legislative'committee on; science and-technology.

The Nigerian Council for Science and Technology'.^s'the prime

advisory body to the Federal Military Government on science policy* It
is non-executive, and is attached to. Cabinet Office, which is the Secre-
tariat of the Head of State. . Its greatest value*1 therefore, lies in the
fact that its status and composition ensures that its recommendations. ,;,

have effect at the highest level of Government. ... ... -., '.' ^

Machinery for implementation of "science -policy . .;. . -,

As part of"the machinery for science policy-making, the following, . ,

four'Research Gouncil are"1 in the process of being- established: , ;
*i'" ■■■*- ■,.-/■■.■■.■'■■ ■. . ■ ■ ' ■•- , ■.'■.".

.' -v ;(l.) . The; Agricultural, Research Council; :. .■ , ■ . ' ■"■

r?1"1" (2)" The Medical Hes'estcob>'GoTinpil;;A>'-'' "

(3) 'The Industrial Research CounciK^-and .. ■ . .-.r"'J -.■ t?" ■ ..;

(4) The Natural Sciences.•ReseatchrSbuncil;- ■ ; „■. : ■" >:^,..' ::-*

These Research Councils 'will be responsible for'the'-implementati^:;^f
the national science policy arid'plan within their sebtor, byr-';?,',■;■;._ ';"

(a) Funding and co-ordinating research in the government. :re.search •

establishments; -: " ■



(b) Making grants available for ear-marked research projects-in

the universities and. private laboratories; : ;

(c) Encouraging -fehe use- of the results of research? and;.

(d) Making awards td selected students to undertake post-graduate .

research training. ■ ■

It is proposed that as soon as the Research Councils' are:established,

the government research institutes and departments will be brought under
the administration of the appropriate Research Council,, and re-organized

so that manpower-and facilities can be more eff,ic,de-htly utilized*

The various Ministries are responsible for the application, of the

results of.research to development. Thus a close collaboration between the
'Ministries".and:the Research Councils will be established for the effective

implementation of the national^ science policy.

Network.of Government research establishments . ■ ■-"'■■

Scientific research is largely undertaken by Government Research,
establishments, and by' the universities. The government establishments,
undertake applied research, whilst the universities concentrate on funda
mental research. The universities, although autonomous, are very largely

supported by government funds. .. ,

Of the government establishments/ there-are four'autonomous research ■

institutes; : . ■ .'.■'',.' '.■"""

(i) Nigerian Institute for Oil Palm Research; " • . . :

(ii) Nigerian Institute for Trypanosomiasis Research;

(iii) Cocoa. Research Institute of Nigeria; and

(iv) Nigeria*! Institute for Social and Economic Reseairoh (NISER).

The first three are financed jointly by the Federal'and State Governi-
ments on an agreed proportion. NISER is financed by the Federal Government,,
and it is attached to the University of Tbadan.- The remaining government
research establishments are all directly administered by the Ministry con-
cerned. The main Federal establishments, under the Ministries devoted almost
entirely to scientific and technological research^ and the relevant Ministries

are as follows: ■ '

Federal Ministry of Agriculture and-Natural:'Resources "

Federal Department of Agricultural Research

Federal Department of Veterinary Research
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Federal Department of Forestry/Research ■ ■• . ^ ,■■ ■ ■ .„;;.;,;;_.;.,::.......;,;.; ;.i

".- --..-Federal--Fisheries; Service ■ ' ■ ■"■.'■

..-:-■•. Federal Ministry of Industries ..: ■ .. . ■ .■ ■ . ':'■ /-:■'..:-y

Federal Institute of Industrial Research

Federal Ministry1 of TrageT' ■ ' "

Nigerian Stored Products Research Institute

Federal Ministry of Health

West African Council for Medical Research I

Malaria Research Institute

Federal Ministry of Works and Housing " ""

Materials and Research Division

Building Research Institute

The State Governments' Research establishments' are agricuTtural and

are as follows! . ' ■ .-■ ,,. ■ . . -■ >■" ; '■ ■

(i) Agricultural Research Division of West State Government;.

(ii) Institute of Agricultural Research of the Northern States

(now part of the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria);

(iii) Rubber Research Institute, Iyanono, Mid West State;

(iv) Agricultural Research, Planning and Special Services "

Division of the Mid-West Government;: .. ,. .■

(v) Agricultural Research and Training Station,^Umudikej Basil

Central Stateo

A major research project involving participation of government research

establishments, the1 universities and the. United .'Nations Development Programme,

is the Lake Kainji Research Project. This involves a multi-disciplinary

study of the development problems of a man-made lake.
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Other Government scientific establishments

In addition to the purely research establishments, there are several

other government departments utilising science and technology in their

activities and serviceso Some of these departments, have.research sections,

The departments and their respective Ministries are as follows;

Ministry of Agriculture (Federal and State)

(i) Agricultural extension services

(ii) Livestock services

(iii) Fisheries services

(iv) Meteorological services

Ministry of Communications (Federal)

(i) Telecommunications division

*(ii) External Telecommunications Services

Ministry of Defence (Federal)

*(l) Defence Industries Corporation

Ministry of Economic Development (Federal)

National Manpower Board ' ' . ' ■ '

Statistics services

Ministry of Education (Federal)

Department of antiquities ' '■ ■ . ■' ■ ■

Ministry of Finance (Federal)' ' '

^Security Printing and Minting Company Ltd.

Ministry'of Health (Federal and State) , ■ .

Hospital Services ' ■ ■ ■ '" ' ■ _ ■ ■

Laboratory Services

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Unit

Communicable Disease Control Unit ' ■
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Communicable Disease Control Unit

Nutrition Services ;

Malaria control services

Forensic Science Unit

Chemistry Division

Ministry of .Indusifcrresfeaeral) ".. '. . . - --'

Nigerian Standards Organization

Ministry of Information (Federal and State)

Printing Division

Radio Services

Television Services

Film Production and Photography Unit

Ministry of Internal Affairs (Federal and State)

Fire Services

Ministry of Labour (Federal)

Factories Inspection Division

Ministry of Mines and Power (Federal)

;(i). Petroleum Division

(ii) Geological Survey ' :

(iii) Mines Division '

*(iv) Electricity Corporation of'Nigeria

Ministry of Trade (Federal) ■

■ . ■ ■ ■. ■ ■ ■ \

.- ■Weights and Measures Division

Ministry of Transport (Federal), ■ .- . ■ ■■

(i) Maritime Division ■

(ii) .Inland Waterways Division' ■ ■' ■ ■ ■
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(iii) Aviation Division '■■ • :

*(iv) National Shipping Line

*(v) Nigeria Railway Corporation . ■ ' ■

*(vi) Nigeria Airways ■ ■

*(vii) Nigerian. Ports Authority . ■"■■■' ': " ■ : ■

Ministry of Works and Housing (Federal..m$..State) ..:-■' . . . r

(i) Civil Engineering Division ■ ■ '■ - ■ ' ■

(ii) , Mechanical and Electrical^ •pivision. ■„"'.-■ -.,.:.

(iii) Building and Housing Division . ,■ ' l ■ ' '" ■""'

(iv) Land and Survey Division "■ ' ' ' ;

(v) Mater Supply Division ; ' ' ''' ■

The establishments with astericks denote that :they ;are semi-

autonomous organizations, accountable to the Government through the

relevant Ministry,- JThe other departments are. administered directly by
the Ministry*

Computer facilities exist in the Federal Ministries of Finance

(Central Bank), Economic Development (Statistips.Division),' Communications,
and Transport (Nigerian Railways)„

Scientific and technical education

There are at present five Universities in Nigeria^ Ibadan, IfeT

Lagos, Ahmadu Bello and Nsufcka. All have faculties 'of■Science, and all,

except Lagos University, have a faculty of Agriculture, Medical faculties

exist at Lagos, Ibadan and Ahmadu Bello Universities and the other two

universities are in the process of establishing oneo Lagos, Nsukka and

Ahmadu Bello Universities have faculties of Engineering,, Teaching and

research are undertaken in all the universities-

There are plans for the establishment of Institutes of Technology

which will award degrees (or equivalent).'at.both. Ibadan -and ife:Univer
sities. Two State .Governments, Mid-West and Rivers, have announced plans

for the establishment of Institutes of Technology, of University status.

There are four post-secondary technical colleges-or-colleges of

technology, dealing mainly with engineering and allied subjects. There

are also sixteen other post-secondary training institutions dealing with
subjects ranging from Forestry and .Agriculture, Nursing, Radiography and

Dental Technology to Permanent Way training and Flying (technical),
these are all government institutions,,
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For the secondary-level technical and vocational institutions, there
were 29 of them in I966 run or aided "by government and 29 others which were
privately run* Non-formal education at this level is also offered by some

Government Ministries such as Agriculture, Works, Transport, Communications
and Health.

Although there is a rapid growth in the number of institutions for
technical and vocational training, it is still very inadequate for the train
ing of technicians, craftsmen and operatives very-much needed' for industrial
expansion*

International coT-oper'ation in science and technology

>> This exists at two main levels:: first, intergovernmental co-operation
for the joint development of resources. Nigeria is participating in a
number of international projects sponsored by the following* Chad.Basin
Commission, Niger Basin Commission, United-Nations Scientific Agencies,
OAU Scientific, Technical and Research Commission. ' '

In all these projects, the involvement of- the country is co-ordinated
through the Federal Ministry of Economic Development/

At the second level, co-operation exists between Nigeria's scientific
associations and their counterparts in other countries. The Nigerian Science
Association is a member of the West African Science- Association which is a
federation of like associations in Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone, and Ivory

Coasto Biennial meetings are1 held, and-a journal is published'by the joint
association. Also through the Nigeria Science Association, Nigeria is a

member of the International Council of Scientific Unions, and sends parti
cipants to some of the specialist groups such as the International Union

of Biological Sciences, International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics,
International Union of Pure and'Applied Chemistry and International Union

of Radio Sciences, National Committees on the International Biological
Programme and the International Hydrological Decade exists.

_Association also exists on the' international level within the various
disciplines such as medicine,-nutrition, agriculture, engineering and
meteorology., ...

Nigeria also belongs to the Commonwealth Scientific ■Committee, and the
Science Council of Africa.

* ■

Science and technology in the private sector

- Industrial development is growing rapidly.both in number and diversity
The^latest Industrial Directory shows.the following-number and category
of industrial establishments,' employing more than 100 -workers;- ■ .

Ocean and coastal fishing 1

Coal Mining ■' . . ■ ' 1
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Crude Petroleum and Natural gas " 1

Metal ore raining 1

Manufacture of food, and non-alcoholic

. beverages .... 35

Manufac-turt* of alcoholic beverages 7

Textiles, Weating apparel and leather ...:.'....
Industries ■ '.':-'■.: . '..■■• '.*■;: -:■}■':'■ :-''yr

Manufacture of wood- and wood products

. including furniture . 29

Manufacture of paper and paper products,.

printing and publishing 17

Manufacture of chemicals,..Pharmaceuticals,
toilet preparations 13

Petroleum refining \

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 21

Manufacture of China, earthenware and glass
products 3

Manufacture of cement 3

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral
products 3

Basic metal industries 2

Manufacture of fabricated metal products,

machinery and equipment . . 31

Blectrj.ci.t3r and power 1

Motor vehicle repairs 22

Many more industrial establishments employing less than 100 workers
exist. There are however, only 9 of the industrial firms above that
employ over 2,000 workers* These are in the field of raining (metal ore)
petroleum prospecting and refining, textile, timber and sugar industries.

The machinery ana equipment required in the industries art,
in some case,s, the raw materials as well. Industrial ressarch eftorts* -
th^reforG. directed towards greater use of local raw materials, \
manufacture of import substitution products.
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REPUBLIQU3 DTJ S3K3

41.:- Orientation generalqs du IIIe Plan 1969-1973 : ■ ■■ ■■ ■■■

Dans le domains des Studes et de la Recherche, la priorite dans lforien

tation de la recherche etait donnee .! ':.:k.:-l. .S.:. ■ ■.'■:'.:..■■'. - -.-!■-.[ " ■* ■

aux objee.ii£&--.ilej.pjco4.u,c.ti.on par. l;la.c;c.;roiss"emen,t- d.es_- subventions/ accordees
aux institute qui aident a definir les projets economiques realisables dans

- aux grands-- problemes qn± conditionn'ent le developpement du pays (div^rsx-

.. .^ication,. intensification, probleme d© l.| eau...).. .. . . .

Les orientations generales du 2eme Plan ont ete les suivantes s i ;

-■ recherche dans le domaine de 1'economie rurale et principal em ent en'ytie

de'la diversification et- de lfintensification des productions,"

integration-;des divers stades s recherches,' pre-vulgarisation, vulgarisation

■ t-. : "probleme d'e. lfeau- " . - ■ ' ■ : . ; ."■ . ■ . ^ . .■■■",-

- ■■ ireoherch&! miniere ■ ....■-' ■•■...■ : ■ ■. .....

- cooperation avec les autres Etats* - ■ . ■'■' -..-:.-- ..

42...- Orientations et Poljtique scientifique Au. Ille Plan ,..■....".

42.1 - Orientations gerierales du IIIq Plan • ■■ ■ ■ :' " ■■■ ■ ■ -

Dans l'interet du developpement economiquo'et social a moyen et along

terms, V effort global de recherche sera accru au cours du 3eme Plan.

Le 2eme Plan avait mis 1'acoent sur la necessity d'orienter la recherche

scientifique vers leg bes.oins du developpement, fqonomique et social. Cette

tendance sera renforcee, car etant donne les ressources toujours limitees, il

y aura lieu de choisir judicieuscment les doroaines d1intervention privilegies

de la recherche en donnant la preference a'un programme selectif. Cette

politique selective de la recherche sera appliquee de maniere a la fois inter-

sectorielle et intra-sectorielle s

$$$ part?;en veillant a. un meill.eur equilibre dans la repartition sQcto
riells des depenses de recherche en vue d^accelerer le rythme des innova

tions techniques. Ce resultat ne sera atteint que dans la mesure ou le

niveau de connaissance avancera de facon homogene dans les differents
domaines.

l/ Ce rapport a ete distribue separement comme document S&T/CR/3O
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- d'autre part, en donnant une .pridrite particuliere aux etudes, t^ndant .a

accroitre les possibllites' -d* exploitation des" potentialiteV"cbnnues.

42.2- Politique scientifique du Hie Plan ■ .,. . ■ . , ' ■'"■-;;..•■

..... .:/.- 422..1 7- Cooperation . scientifique. regionale. et. internationale •; ■ V.'

Le:programme &e'recherche s'cientifique'du '3eme Plan.defini ci-dessous a.

par.ta.x. ties. T?esoins, du: .deyeloppement economiq.ue .,et= social., embras.se devastes ■

secteurs scientifiques. Des-interrogations scientrifiques: et techniques sbnt

posees et leur solution necessite souvent des investigations a plusieurs

stades ; du stade de 1'adaptation de la mise au point a celui de la recherche^

d'ordre metnodplogique? voire fondamental. En dehors meme des contraintes

financieres, la.neoessite d'efficaoite impose une politique dynamique-de.

cooperation regionale et internationale. La politique de cooperation regionale

consistera a promouvoir I1elaboration des programmes regionaux de recherche _.

et la creation des centres regionaux de recherche. . .„

La cooperation international devra s© traduire sous forme de programmes

conjoints avec les centres de.recherches des pays developpes,. d'e.chan^es de"-1

personnel, voire de jumelage. Dans le cadre de cette cooperation ce.rtains

organismes de recherche des pays developpes seront appeles a prendre en charge

des themes du programme de recherche du 3eme Plan, presentant un inter^t

regional ou universel."

422.2 Besoins en ressources' hiamaines let Formations du personnel scientifique-

'■ La politique d'integration de la science et de la technique au developpe-

ment doit avoir comme basepermanente le developpement de la communaute

scientifique 'nationale, Le nombre de chercheurs a former d'ici a 1980 n'a pu

etre evalue que de fagon approximative., Toutofois, il constitue un minimum.

En effet, l'assistance exterieure tant bilaterale que multilateral©, si ell©

permet au-Senegal de faire face,, a. mdyen termd, a la plupart de-ses tSola£s



scientifiques, aura, a long terme, de moins en.moins.de vocation a se.speciali-

ser sur des problemes d'outre-mer. Si done une releve nationale n'etait pas

prepare a temps 1'acquis scientifique senegalais risquerait d'etre mis en pe"ril.

JT-eanmoins, la formation des chercheurs souleve de nombreuj: problemes a .

f resoudre dont sans douteau premier rang,- celui des structures'd'accueil.

> 422.3 - Seveloppement et amenagement des structures d'accueil.

. 1° - Un statut des chercheurs et des etablissements de recherche devra

etre etudie des le debut du 3eme Plan.

20 -'L'etude des structures de recherches rurales devra etre entreprise

des le debut du 3eme Plan, en yue de creer l'Institut National de Recherche

Agronomique. Ce probleme est d!autant plus urgent qu'il est lie aux discussions

qui s'ouvriront des 1'annee 1970 entre la France et le Senegal au sujet des

accords de firiancement des recherches "rurales", : . ,;

3° - De nouvelles structures d*etudes, et de recherches seront creees au

cours du 3eme Plan, s .SOHEPI (Societe Rationale. d1 Etudes et de Promotion Indus-

trielle), Centre d'Etudes de Meteorologie Climatolpgie, Centre d'lxperimenta-..

tions et de demonstrations en Culture Maraicheres et Arboriculture Pruitiere.

La creation de deux autres sera mise a l'etude : l!lnstitut National de la

Recherche Agronomique, le Service Geographique National.

■ \ . ' ,

422*4 - Coordination de la recherche et de la politique scientifiques

_v 1° - Au niveau central, la coordination de la recherche et de la politique

scientifiques releve du Conseil Interministeriel de la Recherche scientifique

et. technique et des etudes generales cre4 par le BAST (Bureau des Affaires

Scientifiques et Techniques) s un service d'inventaire permanent du potentiel

scientifique et de prospective technique sera cree au sein du BAST pour servir

dfoutil a la coordination des recherches.
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,2° - Au'niveau des'commissions scientifiques-seront ■ s ■■

<-'a' reorganiser : la .^commission de la recherche agronomique, le Somite ,

national des bassins fluviauxg '■"■ / , .

- a oreer ". une commission nationale de recherches en technologie alimentaire

et.■nutritive, une.;commission nationale de la recherche universi,taire? une

commission nationale de recherche industrielle, une commission nationale

de recherche me&icale,

3° - Sur le plan ■ibudge'taire?"des mesufes'pf^ttqUes' SerOftV prisesy' afin x

■ - d'etablir un visa de controle du BAST pour toutes depenses de recherches

et d'etudes1 generales? . ■ ; . .-

- d'ouvri.r un^onds. de. la. recherche scientifique et technique (evaluee a
200 millions.de francs CFA pour les quatre annees du 3eme Plan). Ce fonds
permettra une'grande souplesse de coordination pour faire face a des. ■■■

. ■:. besoins imprevus de rech.erohe ou d'etude. ■ .-':■■.. . . : --iv

43. Le Programme de Recherche scientifique. et technique du Hie Plan ...

431. - Methode de definition.du Programme

' ■ '. Le choix du programme-d'etude et de recherche scientifique a ete fait

ael'on les etapes suivantes s : ■ ,....-.

1° - Inventaire des resultats acquis des programmes de recherche termines

ou en cours d1 execution, ceci en vue de recenser les themes de developpement

applica"bles directement ou moyennant certaines etudes de mise au point et

d1 adaptation. Les themes de developpement sont definis en meme temps que leurs

conditions techniques d'lIapplicatio'n-"et eventuellement"les projets d'etudes

d'acdompagnement. -: ■ ■ , _ .

2° - Inventaire des recherches en cours dont la poursuite est souhaita"ble5

ainsi que des recherches nouvelles dont la mise en^oeuvre est consideree comme

necessair!e en vue soit s

- d'ameliorer la connaissanoe" du milieus

- d'ameliorer la connaissanoe des mecanismes;

- de permettre une meilleure exploitation des1 potentialites.
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■. . ■ 3° ~ Glassement dans chaque domains de l'ordre d'urgence de la recherche

. parrrapport,. aux autres'^modes d1 actions possibles,- en s'interrogeaht notamment

sur 1'urgence de lever tel ou telfaeteur linutaht: s manque' "de raoyens de-pro

duction, d'amenagement, manque d'encadremeht, de; vulgarisation' ou d'organisa-

. tion; manquei de;connaissance scientifique. et technique. . ■

4° - Classement des themes de recherche seioh l:eur ordre d'urgonce, du

point de yue technique, de fagon.a. echelonner.. lesiprpjets .- et. programmes d'etu

des et de recherche.suivant un calendrier. , . ... , ... .,,

432. - Le Programme de Bepherche. ,. . .. ■ . . ....

■ 432.1 - Recherche Agronomique s Production ve^etale.

Les.recherches a entreprendre dans1 le domain e des productions vegetal es

■devront penaet.tre .d? exterioriser au mieux les diverses potentialites regional es,

Partout seront etudies les bilans hydriques'afin d'assurer une meilleure

alimentation en eau des plantes par une meilleure utilisation des reserves

en ■■eau. ' ■ . ■ ■ . ■ , ' . ■.. . :

Les caracteristiques physico-ohimiques des sols alluviaux seront

-precisees. ■ . ."...■■/:"

L'achevement de la cartographie au' i/20b.'000eme s'accompagnera d'une

meilleure definition de la vocation des terres dans'les'zones meridionales ■

et ori,entales. . ■ . ■.'.,■.•■■■ ..-■.-.,_

Les techniques de dessalement des terres seront etudiees dans la vallee

du fleuv.e: Senegal- et en Casamance* maritime; ] ■■' ■■■'■■ '; ";

Des furaures minerales i.itensives et des techniques" cultural es specifiques'

devront etre1 mises au point pour chacune des'espeoes veg^tales au sein de

chaque zone ecologique.
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.La rechierch.e de npuvelles .varietes a haute.produc;tivite, bonnes qualites

agronpmiqu.es. et technologiques sera intensifies par 1'intermediaire de 1'in

troduction massive de varietes exotiques et de 1'hybridation. La transfcrma-
■ . - . ^

tion.du. mil. .en.'une plants plus cereale sera entreprise,: . ■

Les parasites et predateurs des plantes cultivees' et des stocks seront j

.etudies- et des. raethodes. de lutte mises au p.oint. ...

■ '■ Snfin des structures"optimales d1exploitation seront definies et testees

en vraie grandeur pour les diverses zones ecologiques.

432*2 - Recherches zaotechnique et Tgeterinair.e ■ ■ - - , " '

5h virologie,. on- poursuiyra l.f etude des principales maladies a virus

desanimaux et la mise au point de vaccins ade.quats. Seront prises en conside

ration les pestes diverses, rickettsioses et pneumopathies des ruminants,

maladies des muqueuses des "bovins, avortement de la "brehis.

En .bacteriologie les etudes interesssront surtout la peripneumonie

bovines la brucellose bovine et la tuberculose bovine et devront conduire a.

la mise au point de methodes de lutte=

Sn pathologie aviaire il s'agira essentiellement de jd.iagn.O-etic et prophy

laxie de la typhose aviaire et de la pullorose, ainsi que de. mise au point de

vaccins associes. - ■

Les parasitoses principales (trypanosomiases, fi.lari.ose,' trichinose)

retiendront 1.' attention.

Une connaissance physiologique plus approfondie des bovins devant condui

re a la mise au point de rations alimentaires convenables permettra de mieux

exploiter les pbtentialites en lait et en viande des races locales. L'amelio-

ration des races' locales par selection de geniteurs locaux ou introduits

conduira a mieux etudier la sexualite des animaux (en particulier des vaches

gobra).
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432.3 - Oceanographie et plche ._ - = _ . ■ .. . -; ■■■•■■■. < •

■ ..■, 2n oceanographie biologique on etudiera la dyna'mique des populations

de.sardinelles et de thons ainsi que la'biologie des crevettes."

Si oceanograpHie appliques de nouvelles methodes de peches seront raises

au point.

s En.peche fluvials les caracteristiques physicochimiques et biolpgiques

des eaux du fleuve Senegal et la biologie des especes qui y vivent seront

precisees. ., :, ■ •',.." ■• .. .■■■'" i; '■■ ■ ■ " ■

432.4 - Meteorologie et Climatolo^ie ... ....[■-.:■ - - . ■-

Le developpement des etudes climatologiques constituera une innovation •'

du 3e Plan. ■ . ■ . ■ . ■ - , ; ' . , : ■ ■■" ■ ' ■•..■.-'''■■.■■■:!

II s'agira d'une part de I1exploitation des donnees existantes a des

fins agronomiques. et.,d'autre part 'du renforcement des etud'es d'agro-olimatologie

et ."bioclimatologie; experimentale. . ■-■ ' " " ■ ■ ■ ■" ■ ■

432.5 - Hydrogeologie - Hydrologie - Amenagements des Bassins fluviaux

Eh Hydroffeologie s il s'agira de definir les possibilites en eau du'

Cap-Vert.de completer les etudes de la nappe du Continental- terminal au Sud

du Saloum et a 1'Est, et de determiner les emplacements de puits dans la

region de Kedougou-Bakel. Safin la synthese des etudes hydrogeologiques

realisees au Senegal sera entreprise et acheveeo . ...:. ■,.'.'■ ' ' '

Hh Eydrblogie t les etudes-porteront essentielleraent sur le Toassin de la

Casamance. En accord avec.la Gambie, .devra etre -egalement entreprise l'etude

hydrologique du. bassin de la Gambia. ' . '

L'etude des bassins de la Casamance et de la" Gamble permetti-a demieux

definir une politique d'amenagement hydro-agricoles et de developpement de la

navigation fluviale. ■ ,
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Pour le bassin du Senegal il reste a faire 1' etude par mo'dete raa

Les Studes industrielles ei soeio-economiques seront renfordees; Sappe-

lons que 1'amenagement 4u bassin du Senegal. et -de. la Gamble ne peut;se ^realise?

que dans le cadre d'une politique inter-etatique concertee. ',. ,r.;,: ■■--:

432.6 - Geologie et Mines

"""■ II s'agira t . ' ■....--.:....,.!

- de poursuivre 1'etablissement de la cartographie geologique de base

(Linguere, Thies, Cap-Vert, Senegal-Oriental)|

- de completer les recherches de minerals metalliquea'au Senegal-Oriental

en vue, .d!une part de la depouyer.t.e d'autres corps'mineralises que" les chro-

mites et les sulfures de ouivre, et de 1'autre de devaluation de I'importance

dea concentrations deja connues.. , . , . . .

..:., ^.outr- la prospection du reseau. aurifere, les essais de traitement ' '

des terrasses de la Faleine pour evaluer les reserves-et determiner las meiileu™

rBs formes d1exploitation se poursuivront conjointement avec les recherches ■

de diamant. -: . . .- . .. ■.-, . ..-■.■. . .- ! ■ '". , ■'•'■ :_:■■,.£-.. ' ' "■■"

Par ailleurs. s'eront maintenues les recherches' petrolie-res--aU'- large '

de laiCasamance.,et; ae> Dakar, a.insi que' les recherches d'argiles' industrielles '.'

et de

432.Y - Carto^ra-phie ■■...■ - ; ... '■ ■; ■:.^-l- - ■ ■ ■■-. ■ ■ ■ ■■■ ■

- La couverture. aerienne sera e.tendue' al'ensem"ble du territoir'er--

..-La carte de fease du. Senegal sera reprise partiellement- en ad6ptant
l'echelle i/50o000eo . . : . .

- On executera^les levees plans topographiques et les leves parti els
. . necessaires a ,1a realisation des differents plans druT"banisme.
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432*8 - jhergie et etudes industrielles . . .■'.'■■ ''■'■.■-"■;

Dans le seoteur energie l'accent sera mis sur l'utilisation de l'energie

eolienne (surtout pour rexhauasdsl' eau) et l'utilisation diversified de1'energie

solaire (exhause de i'eau, distillation, utilisation de photopiles> culture

d'alguea, se"chage de produits).

Poutf 1! Industrie , des etudes de marches.de rentabilite et !d' engineering

■rellees a des idees de projets seront entreprises au cours du 3feme Plan.

432.9 - gephnologie alimentaire et nutrition humaine

En mati'ere de Teohnologie alimentaire.:. . ■: . ■ ■.■..■-■■

II sera etudie principalemen-t-.s. ■ ■:■ : ■ . :■•..-■

- 1'introduction des cereales, graines et tubercules locaux dans 1'indus-
trie alimentaire. Les problemes de stockage. retiendront^1'attention ; '

- le traitenient et la transformation.:.des produits maralohers,-'des fruits
locaux,"'d'e la viaride, des produits de'la peche;.

- le conditicnnementj l'emballage et le stockage des produits perissables.

- Eb nutrition humaine v ": ' '' ' ' ' ' '

Les recherches'porteront sur la valeur-des aliments africains, ,leur ■

utilisation par l'Africain et la definition d1associations d'aliments de

haute valeur biologig_uea - .... . .., . .. v . ■■ . . ■ [■ >

Les technologies domestique et pre-iudustrielle seront precisees.

L'etude des anemies nutritionnelles se poursuivra/ '; '' '

Des mcthod.es audibvisiielles pour 1'education nutritionnelle seront

precisees. : :
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432,10 - Recherche medicale

. , Poursuite des recherches sur les principal themes interessant la

aedecine de masse (affection, transmissions, pediatrie, gynecologie at obste-
trxque, maladies metaboliques et oarentielles, etc.).

1'etude des plantes medicinales afrioaines Sera intensifies la p0SSiM-
lxte.de production, locale de certains produits pha^aceutiques sera etudiee.

432.11 - Statistique - Economie et Sociologie

Bos enquetes de base (recensement mondial de la population, recenseaent

mondial agricole, enquete budget familial) completes par des enqu&tes

periodiques (dont le fichxer de villages, situation et structure de 1-emploi,
recensement des activites xndustrielles... ) seront realisees.

Biverses etudes demographiques et sociologiques seront menees (migration
dans les. "terres neu.es", enquetes dans les centres urbains, mise en oeuvre
du domaine national),

tine etude approfondie de 1'infrastructure, transport et telecommunication
(flux, Pri* de revient, etc..) permettra une meilleure organisation, de
meme qu'une etude sur les circuits de distribution du commerce. '

432,12 - Rech-ercheg fondamentales

Ces reoherches viseront d-une part a eliminer les obstacles au develo

pment de la recherche appliquee, d-autre part a u£e meilleure connaissance

des mecanismes. llles couvrent tous .les domaines sectoriels deja cites et
s effectuent essentiellement a 1'Universite et a 1'ORSTOI. ffliee anglobent
les sciences exactes, (chiBlie; physique)) les soienoes naturelles (^ol-

Pedologie, bxologie,) et les sciences humaines (eooiologie, psychologie, peda-
gogie, socio-economie).
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44- - Financement du Programme df etudes et de recherche

L1ensemble des depenses d'etudes et de recherches du 3eme .Plan s'elevera

a 10,8 milliards de francs CFi^.Les depenses d'investissement de la recherche

sont evaluees a environ 510 millions, soit 4,1 pour cent des depenses totales.

La participation du -budget national s'elevera a environ 3,2 milliards

soit 30 ppur 100, des depenses totales qut seront ainsi couvertes a concurrence

de 70.pour 100 par 1'aide exterieure et. dans une tres faible mesure par les

capit.aux prives= ■ ■...:■.."■■ " ' " ■ .

L1enveloppe globale de 10,8 milliards'ne comprend pas %

- les x^echerches ^petrolieres'tjui sont financees par les societes petrolieres
Internationales (2?8 milliards)5 ' ' ' '

- les rechorohes medicales qui sont financees par le budget d.e l'Universite|

- certaines recherches. fondamentales dont- 1 'etude sera'demandee aux instil

tuts de reoherches de 1'University de Dakar et.:a certains organismes de

recherclie des'pays devaloppes, suivant la politique de cooperation

regionale et internationale exposee pre"cedernment.

La ventilation par grands secteurs des depenses totales de recherohes peut

etre faitscomme suit .; . ■ , ■ ■

■ lh fo du total

- AgronomicAe.t.cceanographis .■ ' -; 48,9 ' ' '

- Metecrologi& -- Climatologie . , - ■ 2,4

- Hydrologie .. . . ' ■ ■ ■' go" '

- Geologie, mines5 energie, etudes industrielles 18?4

- Technologie alimentaire - Nutrition . 4,7

- Statistique - JSoonomie ■ " . ■ 35 . . .

- Oartographie ' ■ ■ ; .

- Bassins fluvia^ix . .

- Autres--' " ' "'

TOTAL -.

j/ Au sens large du terme,

2/ Dotation speciale pour etudes et recherches. . .

/ Sur un total de'145.410.900,000 francs CPA soit .9,7^...
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UTILIZATION OF SCI^CS MB TECHNOLOGY

. .FOB DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA^/

Introduction

th ,Vt ^ ^ ^^ °f '^ 6arth'S a^«<*. onlythe last 600 million years W be traced ^ acouraoy_ ^ ^

la known of conditioning the first one thoUgand ^ ^ , f
e e^..™ oonsolldated. The Mstorian> relying „„ ar:haeoXo

d1ScOTe,leS and tne nitf ,ecOTds « anoient oivilization oan ^
a «« 6,000,.™ lBto t,e past; tat the geologist

detai1 for 6°° ^^y-—-

t,an IT-T hat Wa PlantS flrSt •■^1^ ^-.l-- little
400 onmon .years ago, a^pMMous animals aoout 350 million year

_ls of»iic,M t^i, teain is tlie most advanoed> daJ ^

ixttle lees than 250 ndlllon years though .an himself has emerged only
within the last million years.

The course of evolution has not been smooth and unhroken. Major

disturwes of the e.rth-s orust caused important changes in geography
and cUmate, wh.ch in turn influenced the evolution and distribution of
™i and plant life. Tilus it is possible to study fron ^^ ^

foBBils and avery evidence the general pattern of evolution, and plant
and animal life'. ■ ~

It has been necessary to recount this background because it is

important for us to see the magnitude of the task that lies before us in

the utilization of science and technology for development particularly in

r3°V0 ^^^ "
Throughout the world today it is a well known fact that the gap between

the advanced and developing nations is increasing and it is therefore

necessary that Africa as a developing country must do seething .ore '

radical to narrow or reduce that gap. ■■■'■■

1/ Th4s Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CR/31.
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The effectiveness of dealing with material .phenomena,based-mainly

on observation, experiment and induction and.the ethnological study of

development will in themselves pay great dividends if approached with a

spirit of humility, unity and understanding.- ;The assessment 'of priorities

in Africa, can be complicated .by an over enthusiasm to not only catch up with

the developed countries but to provide certain essential services which

have been denied them by the developed countries during the period of

colonialiaation. Africa must therefore apply sound solutions^ its problems,

primarily, by applying the principles of impartiality and the basic analytical

approach .of well.tried techniques. ' " ■

Review of general position . . . . ., , ..'..■
■ ■ .■■-■■ ■ ■ i

. ;. In..Sierra Leone the Ministry of Education is charged with full

responsibility for the four-phase approach to education and training pro

grammes, to meet the. needs of Sierra Leone-public as well" as private sectors.

The four-phase approach overlaps and includes the following: . ." ■ ...

General elementary education

General secondary education

Initial job training combined with some further education

Upgrading, refresher courses, and retraining schemes, combined"

wi/th further education or university training. '

To achieve results, the Minister has the following advisory bodies:

Board of Primary Education - ■■- ■ -■■- . : '

Board of Secondary Education . . ■ ......

Board of Teacher Training Colleges

. and the University Council for Higher-.Education.

Ctae"major constraint Is the lack of :a.needs analysis-for the -type and

quantity of skill needed to achieve the take-.off.stage■in national develop

ment a smoothly functioning industrial^economy namely:

Manufacturing ■. ; ...,. ..... ...... ■-■ . ■ ';■..-,'-.

Processing of ne^, materials and intermediate products. - -

Power transport and communications services.

Construction.
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Financial services. . . ;. ■ ■ ■.■■.•. ■ '

Supply, services, for_ equipment, parts and materials. • ■ - :■ ' '"

. Marketing, services., '. . . ■ ■- ■■.'■■.'.: ■''"■

Installation.., maintenance and repair services, ■ : ■ ■ ■■ '■'"■ V: -/.'■

Industrial^research and consulting services. ■ ..:■;. ;\r

Education and. training-services. ■ . . ■■' .'-h^r^p ■ i>-r-1-

Present state'"of science and technology .t .....
in,-Sierra,Le.one '■■;;...-•!■-' ■'•..•. •■ ■ ■ ■■ . ;.r_ -■'" •• . " ■ ■■ ;■..■■.■.*.

..- ■; -Within the Second and third phase of our educational system., general;. ,

science is taught only as a subject, i.e., transfer of knowledge. It is ' :

realised that the purpose of general education is of course,,far broader ' ' >■■

than the provision of skills in the basic R.s (Reading, Writing, Arithmetic).

General education is the first and often'the most vital step in the process -.

of developing future skills.' All advance industrial skills require some ■■ :

proficiency in' language scientific reasoning and mathematics that is

acquired in general school education. Moreover, rapid technological'change

requires skilled workers to be able to adapt easily from one type of work

to another. i .: ' ' .

One major constraint is the difference between the background of

technical information available to children- in industrialized countries

that help them to acquire skills - technological skills later on, and the

lack of such background of children growing up in the developing countries.

They are .far1removed from day to day familiarity with technical equipment

and even alien to values of an industrial society. ■.

We need to build in our educational system in developing countries a

method of inculcating in the mentality of "the pupil the technical versatility

required in an industrial society. This means, we must create an environment

within our institution to achieve this. ■ .. . ■ ."

There is some research agoing on within ttie country but most of this is

directed to the pursuit of more acadeaic--knowledge and one-needs" t©"evaluate

the cost benefit of these to the priority nee.ds.of the country^.
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Central machinery for policymaking

We have a Ministry of Development. There are plans to establish a

Planning Unit within this Ministry and this- might well be the "beginning"

of a multi-disciplinary approach? that is, "provided a .few engineers and

scientists are recruited to help establish this planning unit.

The basic premise of this paper is to indicate the magnitude of the

problem relating to the application of science and technology in Sierra

Leone, which, apart from the mining industry and a few light industries

could best be classified as an agricultural country.

Throughout the first development decade of the U.K., Sierra Leone

had tackled the problem of providing the basic infrastructure to attract

investors. Since the process failed to take- notice of technological fore

casting, investors had taken an economical short cut to bring in up-to-date

machinery to give them a quick return on' their investment.

Statistics are not as yet available to illustrate the ratio between

the industries set up in the last ten years and the number of technicians

and technologists trained to serve these industries.

Technology is taken for granted in developing countries, as the average

man only appreciates and welcomes a new design of a commodity, such as the .

transistor or an aluminium can. He cannot reconcile the new technology with

the need for it to .be part of the creative development process of the country,

Prom the. scope of our basic educational system, it is reasonable to expect

such a general attitude.

There are a number of ways in which contributions can be made to the

education of the individual in this context. They may be imperfect, but- at

least could prove a start in the right direction. The first need is for a

sensitivity to technology. The second step-is to look at the major

directions of technical change and at least to obtain some idea of the

issues and opportunities that are arising and directed to the development

needs as planned. Third? we must develop a set of principles and obser

vations , a feeling for the fundamental aspects of the process of innovation.



The point was made earlier that Sierra- Leone is basically an agri-' '
cultural-country.. To justify this aspeat of our future' develops we

must, if necessary, apply science and technology not only on basic research

on crops, but on the whole interrelated-process, such as:

Increased transportation.

Increased mastery of energy.

Increased ability,to alter the characteristics of materials.
■ Increasing control of environment. ■-: ■'■.' ' :- -

Growing mechanization of physical activities.-

Let me briefly explain one of the above: - ■ '-

Increasing control of environment ' ' ■

Health may be defined as.the balanced relationship of the mind, the ,
body and one's external environment.

In tropical^and near-tropical climates, where many of the under
developed countries are situated, infectious diseases account for the

verity of deaths. The underlying causes can be found in poor hygiene and

sanitation in over crowding and in dietary deficiencies. The very young

are the most affected, and mortality in infancy and early childhood is
correspondingly high. ■

The sharp distinction which exists between the health of the people in

advanced and under-developed countries, can be seen in their expectation of -

life at birth, which is much lower in the under-developed countries.

It is in the.under-developed regions that the population is generally

^creasing most rapidly, and. where, malnutrition and malaria constitute two

of the world's most urgent health problems. The low standard of living

results in inadequate supplies of food and,' in particular insufficient

amounts of protein in the diet which lead to deficiency diseases such as

kwashiorkor, beriberi, pellagra, etc. and to the spread ,of infectious and

parasitic diseases such as malaria, yellow fever, tuberculosis, cholera
and bilharziasis.
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Under the guidance of the United Nations Agencies (the World Health

Organization, the Food and Agricul.ture Organization .and .the .United nations

Children's Fund)'these problems are "being approached from many directions

in extending the production and consumption of cheap protein-rich fo.ods j

in the control of disease carriers such as the mosquito; In. the .-development

of preventive and curative medicine and in improved sanitation, and hygiene.

Government health organizations often working in association with'the

United Nations Agencies are actively concerned with these- and many associated

problems, such as the resistance to antibiotics and insecticides which some

microbes, viruses and insect and animal vectors have developed;, research -

into the use of new methods of prevention and control of the infectious

diseases is being carried on mass campaigns for the eradication of. yaws

and smallpox and the control of leprosy and.trachoma are in progress,.and

an international campaign against malaria is well.advanced. . The whole

movement is towards the complete physical and mental well-being-of man ;in

every part. of the world. . . . .■■,-: \ .;

Industrial development . ■ ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■..■■-'.-..-

Success in industrial development which is regarded as the last stage

to full development depends in large part on the availability at the

appropriate time and place of workers with certain skills i-' -'-' :

Each country has certain facilities for developing industrial skills:

the general, education ..system, enterprises in which personnel can be trained

,and ..possibly, schools ,or centres for1 "technical 'and vocational training.

Sierra Leone is rapidly grappling with the question of deciding on

the quantity and quality of industrial skills that each of these

■facilities should provide. . - ' ' ' ■ ..- :.'■■,-■•■ -,■■■■■.'

■ In Sierra Leone,'" the- Government has announced its new plan for

education... .The. plans made1 radical changes in; educational' policies: and

. stru-cture.;. ... ■ ■ ■„■.: , - ■:■. '■ ■ ■ ■ ■■"■■

In primary" schools, the Government has decided to give priority

attention to the improvement of primary education. To this end, in

addition to the existing certified teachers, graduate teachers are to be

specially trained in Sierra Leone and given an additional allowance for

primary school teaching.
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In secondary schools, the" plan e'raphasise-s adequate staffing;'" the

diversification of the general secondary school curriculum which the

■IDA'Project has mad& possible, will continue as rapidly as funds allow.

Technical- Education.; The Technical Institute will fee'improved."

.University:.Education: The'existing federal University will become unitary

. in' structure. -_.

There-also exists in-Sierra Leone .an Association of Technologists

whose aims and objects are to secure, the advancement and facilitate the

acquisition of that" species of knowledge which constitutes the'application

of science in all its branches, more particularly regarding such appli

cations in Sierra Leone for the-betterment of man by the use of, amongst

.others, the following-means: .-."■. ;■■,-. ....

Promoting and maintaining-the unity, public usefulness, honour and

interests of its .members and making known the objects of the Association

by such means as may be expedient, including'wireless broadcasting and

television, advertising in the press, direct mail and publication of/books,

periodicals and other literature.

Also by assisting by all, means available and initiating action

connected with the widespread dissemination, of technological knowledge

in Sierra Leone by:

(i) Printing, publishing., issuing and circulating .gratuitously or

■ . . otherwise., .reports., leaflets, periodicals, -books, circulars and

other literary matters as may seetn conducive to any of the

objects of the Association.

(ii) Arranging the delivery of lectures and talks and the .convocation

of seminars for the discussion of .subjects related thereto.

(iii) Promoting and assisting in the promotion, conduct^and.holding

of shows, exhibitions and lawfully conducted oompetiticoa.connected

with technological interests and contributing towards prizes and

other awards.
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There is also a Sierra Leone'Institute of Management, a non-profit

making Company limited.by guarantee and not having a share capital. Some

of the objects for which the Institute is-established are: '

(i) To establish and maintain an Institute of persons and organizations

concerned with and interested in management. ■ -. ■ ' ' •

(ii)- T;o- bui^d1 up-a--body of knowledge"-of'the art "and'science of manage

ment and to -stimulate interest in the importance of effective

management by promoting the' exchange of information, and ideas.

(iii) To provide facilities for and engage in the study of and enquiry

and research/into management and management problems and to make

, known'the results of such enquiry,' examination and research by

i publishing,■producing-and distributing literature, books, pamphlets,

. films, .posters.* periodicals and journals and in such other manner

as may be though't fito .

(iv) To establish and maintain a library and collection of literaturer ■'

films and other material relating to management principles and

. practices .and to afford, facilities for the, use of the same.

(y) To bring together persons interested in the art and science of

. ■ management by such means- as conferences and meetings, the reading

of papers'.and the-promotion'of research.

(vi) To foster and encourage members and other persons to undertake-

voluntary work for the purpose of furthering the objects of the

Institute,

(vii) To lay down standards of knowledge, training and experience in

the practice of management appropriate to the .various grades of

■ ' membership of the Institute. . ., .... . . . ..

(viii) To formulate and, maintain standards, of-conduct for^'members and '

to encourage the appropriate professional attitudes'for individual

members.

(ix) To devise and hold examinations and tests of knowledge and

, experience, of management theory, and^practice and to award cer

tificates and diplomas-to those who pass such examinations and tests..
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(X) To-institute, -establish arid promote training courses, scholarships,
-. . grants:,, awards and prizes to encourage education in the principles'

and practice- of■ management."

■(3d.) To confer, Consult, maintain' contact and cooperate with any''

persons, associations,;'societies, institutions or bodies of

persons established in Sierra. Less* or^elsewhere having objects

,,...in whole or., in part similar to those- of-the-institute in respect

_ ?:o.f matters.within .the objects of the;;in^itu^'an^W represent

Sierra Leone management internationally. . ■.■;■.

(xii) To collaborate as-appropriate with the Ministry of Education :

and other, educational bodies., in Sierra Leone or elsewhere, in

. , effecting the objectives of clauses (x). and (xi)^ hereof.

(xiii) To develop and establish regional and local branches and to set
up regional committees.

Development of the natural ■ ■ ' ' '■■'■/'
and cultivated areas ... - ■■-.■■..

Another., area, where science and technology could be exploited is in

..the region of the frontiers of cultivation. - On*'about one tenth of the

world's land surface is,at present under cultivation - littW more than ■

one acre per person. In the areas of cultivation, the maintenance of soil ■

fertility is of the first importance. Bad husbandry, including the .

'indiscriminate removal of trees, destroys the natural structure of .the

soil, or1is washed off unprotected slopes by rain ileaving behind bare

unproductive subsoil.

In the areas of secondary cultivation,'general in Africa' amongst

other places, farming with crude tools and hy meanjs of rudimentary techniques

predominates. The crops are largely grown for home consumption, though in.

some cases enough foods such as cacao, oil-palm an^'peanuts, are grown for

■sale-in local: markets, and probably for exports. "V ' "

The areas of shifting cultivation are to be 'f|>und near and among

tropical rain forests.' Here land is generally'cleared indiscriminately

for individual" needs-and, after beihg;wastefully denuded of its fertility
by primitive .farming methods is" abandoned.:' '"' •;'■'" '
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there land in the tropical rain forests is sudcessful-ly^cleared■ and\:- ; ;.

maintained it-;is-..,fertile and suitable, .for. cultivation...on. a commercial scale

of such plantation crogsr as rubber, tobacco, sugar, tea, oil-palm

and cacao- .- . .,.-. . ■■_.-.. .- ; . .. . . ■ ■ ■ ■ . .■

Tropical grassland :when'fully developed may provide a variety of crops

with grain predominating in more temperate regions. Even in the deserts

.there are large areas of oases where the land is extremely fertile,, and

not only food: crops, are grown but grazing is also possible. The patterns

of cultivation vary from country to country according to their economic and,

social development, and in Africa where large numbers are employed on

cultivation, some countries produce barely enough foods both in quantity

and quality for the whole population of that country.

As a result,,of great .advances in agricultural science since the. Second

¥or:ld,far., the yield in ..some areas of the developed country have risen sharply.

In the less developed regions, increase in agricultural products has been,

achieved mainly by providing new land into cultivation. But as yet these

areas have scarcely begun to benefit from applying scientific and improved

technical methods of farming. Scientific and improved technical methods

could be applied to improve the quality and yield of '. crops and to bring

into cultivation land that is infertile and semi-arid. Of these techniques,

irrigation and water conservation are of the first importance. Other tech

niques which are being applied include the breeding of improved, disease-

and pest^resistant varieties of seeds; the building of soil .fertility through

the use of legumes and crops rotation; the introduction of new crops-to. :

provide a more varied and nutritious diet and to lessentbecountry's economic

dependence on a single crop;:f6rest conservation;■ and afforestation; fthe

better use of organic wastes 'such as manures arid the increased application

of artificial fertilizers; ■better methods of cultivation, .improved tools

and increased use of farm'-machinery, the reclamation'!and settlement of-new .

lands; the control of pests such as the: locust !a.nd the tsetse fly.

By these methods, added to his own traditional skills, man can make

the earth more fertile and so extend the frontiers of cultivation.
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Issues and problems involved. ■ . . . . ;

Unless the problems involved' in achieving more effective utilization-..-. .

of science and' technology in Africa are carefully examined and; simple ;

solutions, in keeping with the pace of developing Africa, are carefully

examined;and simple solutions, in. keeping with the pace of developing

Africa,,are implemented it will be difficult to avoid future,catastrophe.

The' immense growth ih'1 man's productive capacity during the twentieth ..:.

century,'and particularly since the end of Wbrld War II, has brought with .

it the realization that ignorance, poverty and disease can be eliminated*-.-

Now the underprivileged two-thirds of the world's inhabitants are

insisting on action. Pressure for educational opportunity, therefore now

comes not only from an enlightened minority who see education as a means

of producing the highly qualified manpower and mentally alert citizens

that national interest1 "demands-, but increasingly from the uneducated mass.es-

themselves.1 ■ ■■■.." ..<.-■;■■ .... . _.

The age of ideology must be drawn to an end to usher a new era of

practical politics - of technocrats and of the politics of pragmatism.

Not so long ago a number of African countries have become independent and

it must be realized that independence brings with it great responsibilities,

individual as well as national.

■Science and technology can be useful tools to assist in identifying

our. problems at personal and national Xevel.and to apply radical solutions

to them. Secondly, they couILd ,also help to mobilize our resources for

effective and eponomic production. Thirdly, their considered application

could, help build a sound economy, an,economy relating to an infra-structure

that is not entirely.dependent on loans from developed countries particularly

loans geared.to exploit the country and bearing no relationship to the .assessed

priorities of the. country. . Finally, liberty, justice, and the rule of

must never, be allowed to be the prerogative of. a few but must be generally

applied to all the citizens of Africa so that those responsible for ordering

the destiny of the nations or so advising them will"not be prejudice in

their application of effective measures to take in the implementation of

science and technology for development in Africa.



There are many ways in which the impetus for"a new effective way of

applying science and technology for development in Africa can "be derailed, .

slowed down or halted as decisions have to go through many hoops before they

are implemented and if not carefully done can be sabotaged en route.

The social cement which held society together is loosening, if not

disintegrating and traditional image qf conservation must be replaced by

a process of radical transformation. The pace Td.ll differ in each national

entity but no entity in changing course should be divorced from the contents

of the background of her avowed national economic aspiration. Thus there

should be change without chaos and reform without revolution.

Programme for action

Finally, since there is a communication service between the scientist/

technologist in most developing countries in Africa, it will be essential

to speed up the process of the application of science and technology in .the....-

following proposed stages:, .

(i) A ten year plan in two stages of five years - for the development

of the basic structures in science and technology in the developing

countries.

(ii) A series of objectives to be implemented over the period of five

' to ten years not only at the secondary level but also at the post

secondary education level.

(iii) A programme aimed at providing and improving documentation and

technology transfer process for developing countries.

(iv) The intensification and attack on a number of specific problems

in the respective developing countries by the application of

existing knowledge and by the acquisition of new knowledge, and

(v) A programme for encouraging the mobilization of the efforts of

the scientific community in developing countries in applying

science, and technology in solving production/raanufacturing,

administrative and management problems.
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL

■ , . .,,, - ,, - ...EHiSCtfRCBS OF.SUPAST.i/. , , .. .

1« Historic note ■■':.-■.". ■ ■'■■■■.■■..-■ -'■":■■ .■ ■ ' ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ •:. ■ ;:

■ Relics and ancient monuments in the Northern Sudan? show that the old

Nubians like' the Ancient Egyptians, were very active in the .-utilization of

Science and Technology several centuries before the birth of Christ,: Remains

of welL;. planned, ancient cities still "exist .at Kuru, and Old Merowe,,. the,•two-

capitals of the Kingdom of Nepata. During a^ recent high flood of the Nile* ,, ;

most of'the bathroom taps (built in the form of lion heads) in the ancient "■•-'
royal-city- of "Merowe, spilled, water disclosing the' existence of,an elaborate ■■•■ - ■

system, of water supply, built about 600 BC Excavations at Merowe also ,.

disclosed great 'heaps of iron slags traced to the same agea Old Merowe

in fact, "pioneered-the' mass; production of iron; It-.iV thus referred' to-.in many ■-

books of archaeology as :"3irmingham of Africa- Copper smelting, gold*mining,

leather and papyrus paper industries, flourished in those days. Although
the methods used were far less scientific than the methods used now, but
related to the meagre scientific and technological knowledge -available, at■ ;;the .;;

timesthey were land-marks in the history of utilization of technology.

:Qld civilizations died bepause there was no regular system of recording
of experience or diffusion of knowledge and no planned mass- or public education;
technological-and-scientific practices and: experience were family or tribal

secrets. Since they were not recorded, these experiences are lost to posterity,

when the faaily talents fade or when the local resources of new materials ■

are depleted. Thus the present day Sudan, like many other countries, inherited
very little 'from the past. This "little" is now of course out-dated and

the-country has to make a fresh starto

2. Policy-making and planning for science and technology

There'is no specific governmental body.for policy-making in in science- and
technology "as such6 However, such ..policy is unpurposely defined through the
institutions which graduate scientists and technologists and through the
ministries employing the graduates. The first time that an effort was made to
match the supply, to the demand was in the Ten Years Plan, launched'in 19ol.;.
Unfortunately due to the scarce statistics aboui the past, there was no correct
forecast of the trends,--nor of the revenue and expenditure for such a long^
and ambitious plan. The plan eventually collapsed in about 1967/68, and since
then'an economic crisis loomed over the country, due .to :an- ..unwise and extra-?. _
vagant policy ..of expenditure the political turmoil which followed had stirred

up and. lead to the burst o£ the May revolution.

The Revolutionary Government cancelled a, 5 year economic plan ( or
actually programmation) which was in the preliminary stageo For the first
-time a Ministry of Planning.was-established and was.entrusted with constructing

planning machinery and launching,a plan on the basis of %e new socialist policy

Incidently, Nuba means gold in ancient languageso

l/ This Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CR/33.
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of the Government. It is hoped that-this new plan will have, .geared to it,

a plan for utilization of science and technology,, In this respect this

symposium'is well timed and it is anticipated to make available ..for the

planners in this country, the experiences of other countries in Africa.

3. The public sector: the executive structure of the Government

The executive,.authority of the Government had to be implemented in-a. ■..

traditional^manner through 10-11 Ministries. The first positive step (which
has an impact on science and technology)., was. the creation of. a new ministry

for industry and mineral resources in 1966. This year stronger measure were ,

taken by the'R evolutionary Government and several ministries were, created*.

The present structure.is summarised in.Table 1. ■ ; .

4- The co-operative and private sectors . ■ . " .

There are also siaable co-operative and private sectors- The co-operative

sector is guided and encouraged by Government organs through the Ministry of .

Co-operatives and Rural Development. Its activity is mainly in the Agricultural

and Trade fields. Recently there was a successful venture into industry. The

top organisation in the private sector is the Chamber of Commerce and the

Federation cf Industries..! 'This sector used to be very active also in agriculture

However, most, of the private agricultural schemes are now obsorbed into the ,

two former sectors (public and Co-operative) after exhaustion or termination of

the lease by the Government. The private sector is responsible for a.good part

of the activities.in science and technology running in the country, e»go chemical

industries (refinery:etc.) petrol and gasoline distribution, machinery ■and auto

dealers and services, motor transport), However? it provided little attraction
to university graduates- It employs less than 5 P©*" cent of the. available

scientific and technical manpower. Obviously this had a very' bad .effect on the

performance of this sector especially:in industry where catastrophic failures

were encountered. This was due partly to the monopoly (probably attraction) of
the public sector but mainly due to false measures of economy, and the

ignorance of some investors about the importance of investment on high level

5° Research institutes (Table 2)

It is interesting to note that biological research was started in the
Sudan in 1903 by the establishment of the Wellcome Laboratory, yet engineering

or -industrial research was not started until 1964 when the National Building

Research Station was'established. It is natural that biological research starts

so early since there is a richer field for application.in a pre-industrial

community. However the limitation of industrial research during the 58 years

of foreign rule (1898-I956) could only be attributed to the old colonial strategy

of keeping colonies away from opening modern sectors of economyD

Fortunately., thanks to this policy, agricultural research was not kerbed

and it is now very advancedo More than 12 agricultural research stations, 4

Veterinary and animal research stations and experimental farms are in operation.

More than 200 graduates are engaged in these fields of research (excluding
staff of the University), at least 150 are holders of M.Sc & Ph,D degrees

(compare with Tables 4 and 5)«
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societies (.Table

a the excitement of independence, many top posts of planning and policy-
were Sudanised^with people with scant scientific -and technical knowledge.

The reaction o a good number of these to utilization of science and technology
and to asking the. help, of scientists and technologists- would be adverse. However,
there is a good number who are Open-minded and ready to make use of modern ■
technology. They,may be inhibited, not hy an instinct of self protection, but by
ignorance, weak appreciation or wrong appraisal, of the effects of technology. '

Professional and scientific societies in the Sudan through unoffensive
approach and.^flexible far-sighted policy, unprejudiced by the self^centredness
of professionalism, played an important role in attracting this latter category
of policy-makers. Though specialized lectures for promotion of the profession
were not ignored, special attention is given to public lectures, conferences,
exhibitions and professional days open to all people. In the last 10 years not
less than 60 public days and conferences., were heldo The effect of these on the
general appreciation of science and technology was far-reaching. The publicitv
of these conferences through the central organs of the Government also added "
to the effectiveness. Transistor radio-sets carried the impact to regional
communities. Fathers are no longer hesitant to release their.sons for education.
The efficient utilization of science and technology-does not depend only on
efficiency of effusion of knowledge but also on the efficiency of absorption of
such knowledge and the preparedness of the recipient to accept to apply it.
The scientific societies by rejection of an ivory tower policy, contributed
effectively to promoting these two aspects.. The Philosophical Society -and the
School of Extra-mural .Studies of the University of Khartoum played- a catalytic
role m supporting and.co-ordinating the activities of these societies

7r .Brkowit C onferences :

n,™ Erkowit is a. summer resort on the Red Sea Hills lying at a height- of-about
WOO metres above sea-level. For the last four years it has been used as a
torura for a conference.which is .unique in its kind. . Every year more than fifty
scientists, economists, sociologists and technologists of different specialities-
gather m this resort and stay for seven days in "scientific hermitage" to
confer on topics of national interest (Table 6).

Erkowit Conferences are organized by the School of Extra-mural Studies
(University of Khartoum) and are supported V the State, Private Sector and the
scientific societies. In addition to research workers and specialists, these
conferences were attended by political leaders, top policy-makers and executives
The recommendations had great impact on the technical and economic policies of
the country in the last four years. This year the Revolutionary Government -
declared its adoption of all recommendations, - . ■■ '''

In addition to the researches presented and the recommendations formulated
these conferences had great side-impacts*



(1) Introduction of,the role of different professions and specialities
and elimination of., professional jealousies. An atmosphere' of

:- • "scientific co-existence" .is now prevailing;

(2) Compilation of valuable statistics and information (.183 papers)
(much of the.'.information .presented in this report was derived from

1 ■ Erkowit papers)o ' .:■■.'

(3) Flaring, of scientific^and technical res.^rch!.ahd-pul3lishingo

(4) Introduction .and training of young -scientists and; research workers.

8« E&ucation. training and"manpower (sub-university levels)

.ffihe. education ladder in the Sudan consists of three stages (pre-university
levelJs elementary, intermediate and secondary each of 4 years duration. A ■'
child starts schooling at the age of 7 years. This ladder however, is much
criticised, and it is now under complete reform. ■ . ■

Education has been greatly stepped up- in the last•forteen years
independence. Table 7 shows the great leap forward in the education services
at all levels.

Technical and scientific education deserves-special mention. Two main
assets availed for this country since the beginning of this century provided
the mam foundation for practice and..utilization of technology... These were
Omdurman Intermediate Technical School- "(1967) ^dGebeif Intermediate Technical
?o^ (!ar8d f Kf*eala 1902), Khartoum 19O9s Atbara 1925 and finally Gebeit
194oJ. The first school graduated mainly civil, artisans and technicians
masons, carpenters, decorators etc. Gebeit School Graduated-mechanical. '

. artisans: turners, welders, fitters, plumbers etc. ., ...

Special mention is made of these schools, because at the. time when manual
crafts, were,.looked down upon- these, schools succeeded,in graduating first
class.artisans, with pride and precision in their work.■ They formed the ■■
backbone;of the country's army-of instructors.who lately laid the leap forward
m technical education* ..■-■■ ,. v ^ u.

In the biological-fields several' schools of similar levels were established
e.go agricultural, medical etc These also played.the same role in the pre
parations for the leap forward in scientific education™ = The oldest schools
in these fields were:

- . Agricultural" ■' ' ' " ' Ber.ber": 1916-1923.
'■■■■■ ' ■" ■■ ■ ' .".' iHieimi94p-i955 ,

■ ' - ■ ' ' ' .,"'.' .YamMo 1939-1955

Medical Nurses Training School 1904
Khartoum Assistants School 1918

- ■ . . - ,. Omdurman Mid-wives School 1921

.Veterinary .. - Training' school (Military)1900
-,..■, . Assistants School (Malakal) 1952
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have such provision, ■ A main
the Ministry of Labour in2

I96O

in-service vocational

anA 8oiwtlfIli

fields intermediate and

Inati'tute"
~ ". ■

. .Khartoum Technical Institute
now Khartoum Polytechnic "

Health Officers College

Shambat Agricultural Institute'"

Khartoum Nursing College

Institute of Forestry (Khartoum)

Senior trades School (Khartoum)

10' Mvgrsity education (Table lOV

Branch of Cairo University 2k til

.Established

lq >

^uoat'ion is^at preSent provided only
.<>*"* diversities: The Kharto-a.B

1^Islamio

Gordon Memorial fund, as

r-

^course for selected q+nflBn+= in, n -,, J
teachers and clerks. C°ll6ge then

secondary

mainly, Kadis (Judges)

S a Wh°lly seoo"^ry institution, graduating

same

these, three stages of development occureds

■ . . -. . Higher School (post-secondary),
September 1QS1 TT . . . „ n,

^ University College of Khartoum
with special relations with the
University of London and granting

' London external BA & BScfl



19S6
J University of Khartoum was

declared as an independent
institution.,

The various facuities took shape in the following manner:

Medicine ■.'.■■■■-

■ ■ 1934
Agriculture.. , ,

Veterinary ' ' "■" ■

Science

Engineering .

Arts . 1940
Economics 1957

Pharmacy

word

Acknowledgement■ ■ ■ ' ■

L^J^?™*^^^ () in the
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Table 1 : Ministries and component -technical and semi-technical units 1969

Ministries Component-of'or affilated units

Headquarters

Ministry of Treasury

2- Ministry of Foreign Affairs

3, Ministry of Interior

4, Local Government

5, Supply and Internal Trade

6, Economic and Foreign Trade

7, . Health...

8. Co-operatives and Rural

Development

9. Works

10. Ministry of Industry and

Mineral Resources

11; Agriculture and Forestry

12. Agricultural Production

and Refarm

13. Animal Resources

14, Defence

Audit Department and Statistics Department.

Stores and Ordinance Department; the Mint,

Central Bank, Agricultural Bank and the

Industrial Bank; Printing Press; Customs

Department. . .

Prison Workshops, Criminal investigations

laboratories; Fire Brigade.

Municipal Engineering Department, Khartoum

Motor Transport.

Weights and Measures Department.

Wellcome Laboratory (Chief analyst)
Stack Laboratories.

Water and Electricity Administration,

Mechanical Transport.

Survey Department-, Industrial Development

Corporation (Government Factories)
Geological Survey Depi^r~In&as-brial ,.

Research Institute, Board of Standards,

Crop,Protection, Research Co-operation.,

Gezira and Rahad Schemes (5 million acres)
Development Corporation, Agricultural

Corporation.

Fisheries, Game;Departments, Veterinary

Research .Station...-. . . . , :

Ammunition Factory,- technical 'Corps
and units eoge Engineers,. Services and

Mechnical Transport, ordinance, Signals,

Airforce.
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Table l ■■■-;• ■ Minis'tries' androomponent technical and :';Semi-technical" units 1969-(contL^d)

->: Ministries ,,.._. Component of or affilated'units

.15. Southern ..Affairs

16';:- Housing,' ' . ;. -1 ■":.'■ ^'•.'■- '■■'

If* Irrigation and hydro

electric Power

18. Planning

19« Communications and Tourism

20, Guidance

21• Youth, Sports and Social

Affairs

22. Justice

23. Education

24- Labour

Nile Water Joint Commission, Chief

Hydrologist office*

Statistics Department (Planning Council
to be established)"

Railways, Steamers Department, Posts &

Telephone Communication ■ Services,

Airways, and Civil Aviation Department »

Meteorology*

Radio, TV, Films and Publicity Departments,

Antiquities service, Technical Schools-

and Institutes, Unesco national. Committee,

Publication Section,

Vocational Training Centres,

Productivity Centre,

Table, 2 Research institutions

Ho, of University

Department Established

1931

1966

1964

1964

1927-28

1903

1922

Graduate

105

24

50

12

41

26

27

Agricultural Research. -

Food processing Research Centre

Industrial Research Institute

National Building Research Station

Stack Laboratory (Medical)

Welcom Laboratory (Chief Analysis)

Veterinary Research Station
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Table 3 Scientific societies and associations

Established Journal

Sudan Agricultural Society

Sudan Engineering Society

Sudan Institute of Architects

Sudan Medical Association

Sudan Veterinary Association

Philosophical Society of Sudan

Geological Society

Sudan Pharmacists Association

Sudan Economists Association

1958

1931

1963

1946

1946

1944

1962

1965

1966

Quarterly Journal

Ealf-yearly

; Quarterly Journal

Half-yearly

- ■

Table 4 : Professionals and scientists (1968)

B.Sc.*

Total; LSc Ph.D.

Agriculture

Architecture

Engineering

General Science

Geology & Mining

Veterinary

Total

590

71

444

337 .

96

234

104

3

42

28

X5 '

12

72

2

12

31

7

27

Medicine

Pharmacology

Total

1 ,772

800

222

Ph.

204

D.

151

or Specialists

138

2

2,794

<(NOB. about 30 per cent had their 1st degrees abroad on special scholarships),

# Or equivalent Diplomas.
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Ta'ble 7 : Progress in/educational

Period Junior & elem

entary sohoo-1-e

1 Inter

mediate

Secon

dary .:. Higher

Before Independence

up to 1956 : ,.

Total educated \

After Independence.- ..

Total educated in
This period a"bove

39sOOO 198OO, 4.OOO

208,000 499OOO . 32,000" ' 8,000

i\

Total educated 762,000 133?O0O ' 50,000 12,000

Population I967: 14,000,000

Table Manual skilled manpower

Intermediate and secondary education I968

Technical

Agricultural

Veterinary

Medical-

12,

2.

000

885 ■

488

832

000

. . Refo

Re£.

■ " ' Ref.

Refa

mid-wives

8

6

7

5

Table 9 : Semi-professional manpower

With post secondary education I968

Technical

Agricultural . "

and forestry ; :

Veterinary :

Health.affairs ^nurses ;

and technicians

1,600

504

, 194

410

Ref> 6

Ref> T

Hef • 5
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Faculty

Arts

Economic & Social Studies

Law (Civil Sharia)

■ Science

(includes General Degrees,
Chemistry, Zoology, Geology,

Maths.jPhysics, Biology)

Medicine

Pharmacy

Agriculture

Veterinary Science

Engineering & Architecture
(Civil, Electrical, technical
and Chemical Engineering,

and Architecture

Total

1968

' 75

106

18

■ 53

52

18

41

18

48

432

1969

94.

78

. 2.3

45

46

19

. 38 :

.11

£n

427 - ■

1970

. 165

' 128

33; ■

63

54

21

28'

622

1971

141 ■

'115

* -&■•'*•

15'

62

20

70'

' 25

65 .

623 ■

1972

141

US

33

75

67

20

70

'" 25

130

673

N

Total

five years

616

140

311

281

98

250

107

1 300

2,777

(About 4Ofo humanities)

sciences~ siiii^Giences

Year
Humanities and social

science - f0 of

total students

1955/56

1960/61

1966/67

Ref: 10.

Sciences & profess- Total
ional faculties

270 =

604 =

1,361 »

Wo

49%

3795

452 =

771 =

2,299 -

62%

51%

63%

722

1,375

3,060
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Table 13 : ■ Graduates of the faculty -of..engineering and architecture .from... 1939

number of graduates

\:

Date of graduation

December No,

: 1944

•1945 ■■■
1946

1948
1950

6 (common )
5 h year )
7 /course ')

7. ■ . )
^ 31 )

Specialization in departments

Date

December

ii-

ii

1!

. M -- .- .; ;;•

tl

tl r -

11

11 : ., ■ - ;_

11

ti

tt :

11 .

it ■'' ■'

u

it ■

n , ■

1952

1953

I954

1956

1957

1958 .

1959

I960 >

1961■■■■

1962 :

1963

1964 -

1965- -

1966

1967

1968

1969

Total

Chemical Civil' Electric Mechanical.. '■' Architecture

6

13

19.

6

4

9

5

5

7

4

8,.

6

11

21

;.i9

.15

■.24"

29

13:

18

206

—

- .

'■■■'- ■ ■;■

. —"

. -' ■ :

■ •*• ' . '

.8: •;" ■'■■,

■■4 ■■■'.-.

9\; '"■".

12

iz ";;'%

"9 ■:■■■■.;..:.' i.

1

- 2

1

2

A
0

1

■■■4

.."3

3

.4

> 9

' 8

4

7

4

...;"5

54- 74

11

13...

64- 417
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ETAT..AGTUEL;.BE LA ESCHERCHH; SCIOTIFOTE ET^pCHNIQUE AU;,TOOO l

II est encore trop t3t pour parler d*une politique scientifique "bien

definie au Togo7-oar' la prise de conscience par les au-fcorit'es administra- "

tives de 1'existence d!un potentiel scientifique et technique est encore
toute recente. ■;,..

Au lendemain de son independance9 la Republique togolaise essayait

de consolider ses nouvelles institutions et de susciter une elite natio-

nale capable d'assumer.toutes les responsabilites dans-les domaines de la

vie economique? sociale et culturelle. Gette entreprisej un moment domi

nie par les passions politiques et pour cela mSrae compromise en partie,

. est redeyenue.? volei...qiieXq^ie.e anne.es, 1.,'une ,des. preoooupations du Gouver- ...
nement de notre pays*

L'independance econoraique tant recherchee par nos jeiines Stats ne

s'appuie au fond que sur deuxsecteurs"'dractlvitdf 1'agriculture, tout

d'abord, et un debut ^'industrialisation ensuite. . Mais dans chacun de '

ces secfeurs,. Xa' recherche scientifique et technique occupo une place
de-choixr m§me-.-si--elle -consistait en une simple transposition sur de —

sujets nouveau^Cj de connaissances deja. bien etablies. Independahce eeo-. ;

nomique, developpement economique, elevation du niveau de vie de la popu

lation et notamment de la population rurale, voila entre autres les rai- N

sons qui ont prevalu pour decider les autorites togolaises a faire bon

accueil au principe d'une politique scientifique.

Au debut de 1'annee 1965« toute la recherche scientifique etait encore

concue et executee par des organismes etrangers de recherches installes

sur le territoire national. Les rares exceptions a la regie consistaient

notamment en "stations pilotes" dans le cadre de 1'economie rurale pour

les essais culturaux* Depuis 19^5? cette situation a quelque peu changej.

tout d'abord un dscret presidential creait un Institut national de recher

ches (iNR) place sous l'autorite directe du President de la Republique.
Cet Institut est un organisme d'etudes.et de conceptions, appele a. jouer

un rSle de coordina,tion et de liaison entre les differents organismes

charges de recherches, d'etudes et d*executions de progranimes de recher

ches dans le cadre du plan de developpement. Le me"me decret creait un

"Cdnseil national de la recherche" dpnt la composition est a caractere in-

terministerielo Les projets de convention relatifs a I'activite des orga

nismes de recherches sont presentes au "Conseil national de la recherche",
qui les approuve ou les rejette suivant le cas.

Par ailleurs-et cette annee memes -il vient d*§tre cree un "Institut

polyvalent de recherches du Ministere de I'economie rurale" sous la tutelle

du Ministre de 1 Agriculture. Entre'cet Institut et l'IKE les relations

ne sont'pas- enC'ore'^tablies" eri raison'de son caractere recent j mais1 dans'*"""1

un proche avenir ces relatioAS seront bien definies d'autant plus que

I'lnstituir-poljrvalent -e's'f appele a representef'la"Division' agrohomique'de
1'IHR.

1/ Ce rapport a ete distribue separement comma document S&T/CR/35-
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les inetituts ainfei erees sont loin. d*e*tre reeilement fonction-

nels ■ 'pout' deuxiraisons- i -l^imsuFflsance de. cadres* le manque de mojens

financiers,- II ressOrt -done .de cette situation qu'en depit des efforts

du Gouvernementj'1'es organ*. sm£B::etrangers avec leurs cadres bien structu

res, leur longue experience en bien.de domaineset.leurs moyens suffisants

continuent de-'represente-r la dynamique de la recherche' scientifique au

J-;.;..:. ,-^g rSledeV'cdnception' et'de ^coordination normaleraent devolu a lfIHR ■

est pour le moment aseur&par le- '■'Service du Plan" qui plani£ie toute ,

l*activite economique du pays, y compris celle se rapportant'"a la recher
chesc'ientifique0 Tout comme le. "Cbnseil national de la recftexche"j le

Plan peut apprduVer ou'rejeter des programmes de recherches? sinon.les

modifier-dans lsoptique du developpement economique defdni par le G:ouyer-
nement* "" ■ '-' '■'■ '■-■ ■■'■'■ '"-:.:'?: :' ■" ■:-'■' ■ .

: ■'-■'rLrinsuffisance: de cadres nationaxix et de moyens financiers se traduit

par Pexistence au; seinJ de-l'Institut polyvalent de reeherches de "sections"

provisoirement:- vides* ■-'■-Maik^ess "(-(sections."-.vides. accueilleront au^ cours
des anhees a-Venir" divers sp^cialistes-actuellement -en formation.; dans les

uniVersit&s, instituts'et'grandes'ecoles d^Eharope et des; Etats-IJnis. , Mais

■de plus en plus- un- effort se- fait en.' faveur de la: formation .sur-.place des ■

cadres dont -la Nation a-besoin. L'enseignement1 technique qui.;.i-l y a ,,

quelques annees encorej attirait peu d'eleves^en cdmpte actuallament-deux-

mille environ xnscrits dans les differentes .sections-industrielles et com-

me^ciales. Le £J61ie:ge d'enseignement technique de Lome'viertt-d'etre.-trans-

'forine en un Ly-cee'techriique pouvant recevoir jUsqu'a 1 500 .eleves;;, e,t' ■

dapable de founiir des cadree'-moyens ainsi que des ouvriers specialises

■dont les debouches .s'ont1 assures grace aux industries, en,.voie .dHnstallation

dans le :pays. ■ Recrute"s apr^s le Brevet d*etude.s du..premier cycle. :^BEPC),

les Sieves-sont prepares en trois ans.au Baccalaur-eat mathematiqu'es' et-;

techni;'ques au Brevet d'enseignement industriel (radio electicite).- au ■-

Brevet.d^nseigneraent professionnel et -au Certificat d•aptitude'profes-

sionnelle. - A la fin de 1a .troisieme anneV les-' eleves peuvent se. presenter

au cdncours d!entree dans diverses ecoles. d!ingenieurs en France ou en ,

Afrique. Les options varient suivant les aptitudes ; ^electronique, cons-

taructions mecaniques, mecanique .'et electriGite,. architecturej, ceramique

industrielle, georaetre-exp.'er.t, etcv>-..Les: eleves'.'Cjui n!ont pas reussi a

integrer une ecole d*ingenieurs accedent,- apres: une periode de stage, a la

maitrise et atcc carTieres de techniciens.

Toujours a Lome, nous citerons egalement/le;-Centre regional de for

mation pour l^ntretien routier (CEKRER) qui est un centre de formation
pour enginS' lourds-o:i -■ La1regionaii;satd;".on.\e.str'devenuei effective, en 1969 par

la participation des'cinq,-Etats du ■.-Gonse^I. ,d&:■l*'Ehtente-. a;-sa-gestion. II

fonctionne sous la .tutelle. des ministres des travaux publics des Etats du

Conseil de lfli]ntente.': II dispose d!un Conseil d^administration qui est

l1organe degestion ^et de decision, Actuellement le Centre dispense des

cours de conducteurs,r de::.chefs d^equipe- de conducteurs, de mecaniciens,, de

mecanxGiens d^injectton.diesels -d'electricite-automobile, de motoriste-

ajusteur* "■ " s- r... . :;■•■ .- ,;:■ .--■ ...■ ■■■■■ -\'- ■■..<.\. ■. ■
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to agriculture un Centre d'apprentissage et. une Ecole a vocation
regionale assurent le premier la formation d'adjoints te^^sd'*f£
culture et la seconde la formation ■ d'ingenieurs adjoints. Lee uns et les
autres sont iromediatement recrutes. a la: fin de leurs etudes par les dif-
ferents services, du.Ministere de I'economie rurale, :;> ,. . u.

. parallelement a 1'enseignement technique, l'enseignement^superieur
a debute au Togo avec la creation de l'Institut d'enseignement saperi.eur

du Benin. En i960, il y aVait 250 etudiants togolais insonta- dans, les+
differentes univerktes africaines et europeennes; en 1970 ce nombre est
passe a 96T dont 263 etudient presentement a Lome.

. . Les perspectives d'avenir prevoient la transformation de l|actuel
Institut du Benin en une universite comprenant entre autres un i^jtitut
de sciences sociales, un institut de sciences de la santer un xnstitut-

de gestion des entreprises et un institut d*administration pablwpie.

Parmi les jeunes gens qux s.ortent des eooles teohnicp.es, des insti-
tuts ou des universites, nombreux sont ceux qui sont susceptibles ae
faire de la recherche si on leur en foumissait les moyens, mais la piu-
part des services c^ui les recrutent ou bien ne font absolument pas de la
-recherche, ou bien ne disposent .point des moyens necessaires \equip^nej1:
enparticulier),. II s'ensuit que le Togo est loin d'atteindre 1'objectif
de 200 chercheurs -effeetifs par million d'habitants precomse.en 19&4

par la Conference de LagosB; . ■ . . ■

Lorsqu'on regarde 1'organigramme ci-joint de l'IKRS, on constate que
seule la Division agronomique apparait comme la plus active en matierer de
recherches. -Certains services ont effectivement leur propre laboratoire
ainsi que, les services;de phytopathologie, de pedologie,.du conditionnement;
d'autres sont egalement,sur le point d'en avoir .un comme le Service de

nutrition pour ne citer:que celui-ci.

Le Service de la phytopathologie dont la tSche consiste surtout en

la protection des vegetaux comprend actuellement s

- une section de phytopathologie (prospections sur le terrain, pre

parations et essaiLdes milieux de culture, ■ identification des

maladies sur diverses cultures, etc.)?

- une1section d'entomologie (faisant surtout 1'inventaire des para

sites des- cultures); . ■ • ■ ■■■

- une section de phytopharmacie qui contrSle les specialites^antipa-

rasitaires et l'utilisation des pesticides, realise les operations

de traitements, sert d'organe conseiller aupres des utilisateurs

de pesticides; ;

' '■- une section de quarantaine <riu. previent toute 'introduction de mala
dies et parasites reputes dangereux pour les vegetaux, et qui evite
toute propagation de ces maladies et parasites a IHnterieur du ;w

dans les cultures.
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-■■.La Division de$ -sciences de sol (pe"dologie) comprend''urie. section de

prospections sur ,le*terrain, .et. une -.section labdratolre 'pour les travaux

.d'analyses... Ala, premiere est rattache un bureau de dessinsn''

■ Le Service de. contrSle duconditionnementtles produi~bs'et d£s poids

:et mesures coraprend de-son c8te une section laboratoire et une .section

"poids et mesures-",. ces.deux sections etant coiffe"es par une "direction"-

. . Le Service de nutrition et de technologies alimentaires est une im-

portante division qui est eri voie d'installation et compr6n& t'

. - ■■ r la technologie alimentaire avec deux sections ; une sectio.n d*etu

,;: . . des des methodes de conservation et de stockagej une section

d*etudes -de la composition des aliments 'et du contrSle de leur

■.'" ■ .qualite; .. ■ ' ■" ■ " "

... - l^economie et la planification alimentaires avec une section d*en

.. . quotes i-et une autre section d'organisation et de pontr<31e des

■ -. -..;■ marches-locaux d'*aliments; .'■"■■ ' - ..

.. ■ ■ -■■■la nutrition: aveo une- section de formation et d1 education[ alimen-

. ._; .■ > taires et nutritionnelles, une autre section dfinformations et

■■■ ■ ,..■■ de documentations. . ■■-■■.. ■ -

r - .; . AcSte de ces divisions nous'citerons egalement les institu;:bs etran-

gers de recherclies operant -dans le cadre de l*economie ruro-le, a savoir

I'GRSTOK .(Office de la recherche scientifique et technique outre-mer)
avec en particulier la pedologie et l*hydrologie? l^IRCT (lnstitut,de

■recher^ches sur le .Ooton-et textiles)f 1IIRAT: (institut de recherches

d!agronomie tropicale), 1!IFCC (institut francais du cafe et cacao) etc,
pour ne citer que ceux-la, II convient cependant d'ajouter a. cette liste

.les organismes d'intervention des Nations Unies aussi bieji en agriculture

.que dans les trava,ux publics ou la-sariteY ."

En.19^8 a etq par" ailleurs cree sous la tutelle du Ilinistre des.

publics le Bureau national de recherches minieres et eaux sbuter- ,

raines ■.(BKHK). Ce Bureau s'est structure en prevoyant toutes les branches
d'une activite essentiellement orientee vers la recherche miniere et les

eaux souterrainesa II comprend une section de son&age, une section d'etudes

de nappes, une section miniere avec ses sous-sections (grevphiques, sondages,

genie civil, etude des gjtes mineraux). Un laboratoire est cotnmun a ces
sections.

Egalement sous la dependance du Ministre des travaux publics se trouve

place le Service meteorologique. du Togo dont les buts sont notaroment 1'as

sistance a la navigation aerienne et 1'execution de travaux de climato-

logie, Une section des statistiques est chargee de reunir des donnees

climatologiques et de faire des etudes sur les climats du Togo. Ce Ser

vice depend dans une certaine mesure} au point de vue financier et techni

que, de l'Agence pour la securite de la navigation aerienne (ASECNA). Le

centre meteorologique principal se trouve a, Lome, rnais il y a des stations

et postes d1observations dissemines a 1'interieur du .pays.
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: Le Service des travaux publics proprement dits'comprend plusieurs
arrondisseraents a savoir : les arrondissements batiments, hydraulique et
eleotncite, routes, architecture et urbanisme.- Chague arrondissement
a son responsible et son personnel.technique. Ainsi pour la conception
il y.a un mgenieur chef d'arrondis^nt, un ingenieur adjoint■ auchef
d arrondissement, et un ingenieur chef du bureau d'etudes. L'execution
:se..fait au niveau aes subdivisions crui comptent chacune un ingenieur
chef de subdivision et le personnel specialise necessaire. Tous les ar~
rondissements sont coiffes par un ingenieur en' chef du Service des travaux
publics assisted'un adj'oint qa± a lui-meme qualite '

Dans le domaine industriel, ce sont surtout les compagnies privees
qui oeuvrent au Togo en accord avec les autorites publigues. Ces compa-
.gnies.ont egalement leur personnel technique"■aiftsi que leur equipement.
Ge sont entre autres la Compagnie togolaise des mines du Benin"(CTKB)
qui exploite les phosphates du Togo (1 464 000 tonnes en 1969); la Bras
serie, du Benin, societe anonyrae de fabrication de biere et boissons non
alcooliseesj la Compagnie du Benin qui transforme le manioc en fecule-
la Societe togolaise des plastiquesqui fabrique des articles de menage [
/oJLf^fSne °n matifere P^stique; la Societe togolaise de marbrerie
iSOTOMA; qui. exploite les gisements de dolomie au Togo; la Societe limo-
nadiere de la Gote (SOLICO) pour la fabrication de certains jus de fruits?
Togo^ietal (fabrication de meubles metalliques) etc.. Citons encore la
Societe nationale de la palmeraie et d'huilerie (SONAPH). la Compagnie ■
.energie electrique du Togo (CEET)j lss-usines d'egrenage du coton, 1'Ini-
tiative togolaise (extraction.et. vente du gravier)-. Outre leurs cadresfl
ces compagnies recrutent sur place un personnel de niveau moyen qu'elles
forment et specialisent ensuite pour des taches bien determinees. Elles
disposent en outre de leurs laboratoires qui travaillent suivaht des tech
niques approprioes, ' ■ .;.■ -

_ En matierede cooperation avec d'autres pays ou des organisations
Internationales, ce n'est pas seulement dans le domaine particulier de
la. science et de la technique qu'elle s'exerce, mais dans le cadre plus
general de la cooperation economique et culturelle avec les Etats d'Afrioue
1'Organisation des Nations Unies et 1'Europe. ■'" ■
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33nfin, nous eitons le laboratoire de contrdle et de recherohes industrie'Ues
dependant_duMinistere do L'econOmie' nationale"■ et 1'Institut national des arts
archeologiques dependant du Ministere des affaires culturelles et de lUnforma-
tion

. _ll,nous,est agreable de soullgner.que 1'effort que nous deployons dans le
dQinaine.de,l-enseignement, de. la-recherche" et de ■ 1'economie est encourage grS
a^la cooperation ayeo.les organisations Internationales eflee pays ami^o

: C'est ainsi qu'a.cote des .centres de recherche en vue de 1'application de
la science.et de la technique, des realisations industrielles existent : 1'In
dustrie des phosphates, de la cellulose^ le complexe des industries chimicrues
maghrebmes, le complete siderurgique, etco „

, L'University de. Tunis est consciente de-I'inter5t-d'une liaison etroite
^^% aVOlr avec -"l-'economie.dans larecherche du developpement. ' Le Conseil

ity lee ponseil d flt t
T^7^^ economie.dans larecherche du developpement. Le Consei
oe 1 University, lee ponsei.ls des. facultes et-ecole^ superieures, le Conseil de
la recherche scientific*^ groupent avec les -universitaires, des responsables des
seoteurs economiques et sociaux du ,paysd .

_ Notre effort de developpement ne saurait se limiter au domaine economique
et, social. -^11 ne peut y avoir de developpement harmonieux'sans eonsaorer une
large part a 1'etude de notre culture.et ds hotre histoire; 'etude evidemment
ouverte largement sur le monde exterieur, O'est l'un des princip.aux rSles de
notre Universite. ...

Pouv conclure, rappelons les paroles de Monsieur Rene Maheu, prononoees
tievant le Conseil economique et social a Geneve, en 1966 ' s "II faudra bi'en un
jour^que nous partipns culture quand nous traitons de developpement, .L^homme
est..a la fpis 1."agent et la fin du dlveloppeine^t". ■ ' '
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STATUS OF RESEARCH AND APPLICATION
OP SCIEfJCE AMD TECHNOLOGY Iff UGAHDA l/

research^^t^?^011 ****?¥ is °arried out * government departments
research institutions. Most departments of Makerere University, Kampala.

promote Jf^ltTt' 6Se arS Hearlya11 individual and not departmental
projects, and undertaken on a part-time basis. Moreover, choice of the subiect

allfaretf^the ^T^ det™ed ^P-onal choice which reflects Set
ally areas of the. chooser's specialization; or, in the oase^ of post-graduate
students, the interests of their supervisors- and not hecessarily^r naW

„„ lhrTaJaf\tw0 major private research institutions: Hamulonge Cotton He-
search Institute and the Institute of Tropical Animal Ecology at^weya. Ther

' _ Namulonge is to be taken over by Government in 1971 and will continue as B

Wto llCl T"T011" ThS inStitUte at me?a >* also due to bfhanded
Both t^T'r 1O^S in+19Tls bu*its preoise new Btatus is-a- y^ ™-
lf^ Zooi°e»'+DJP"tB»* »* Makerere University, Kampala aad the

DePart«>ent have an interest and wish to take it over. The unit

i^oarry out ifi * r*

t?ree ^esea*oh institutions of the East African Community
; ^ IirUlRfearch ^titute, the Trypanosomiasis Research

the f!cili^ ? Freshwater Fisheries Research Institute; and Uganda utilizes
the facilities of other East African research institutions notably the Affri-

tTT ^f Porest^ Research Institutes at Kuguga in Kenya and the
T fUS ^f ReS!arOh ^S^i^i 1 HiM

y

Wi, fZlT f^f ReS!arOh ^S^i^i^ 1» HaiioM. On an Bast Africa
basis Uganda also utilizes the facilities of the Tea Research Institute at
Kericho, Kenya.

ori^in^tp?in7+fPlannlng for soientifio research and application of results
originate from the various government departments; whilst laws governing the
exploitation of various natural resources are embodied in various Acts of
Parliament. Thus the Mining Act, the Forests Act, the Game Conservation Act,
tl»l Ti0™ 00fltions ^ regulations governing the exploitation and develop
ment of-these natural resources. Powers to perform various functions are
conferred upon the appropriate ministers, bodies and official The basic

?6 ld ^ ^ ^^^ Such as forests' fish» ndneralathe

1/ This Report w$s distributed separately as document S&T/CE/37.
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Within the -framework-of the relevant Acts of Parliament, therefore, the
technical government departments initiate policies for the utilization of the

products of scientific and technological research for the development of the

natural resources for which they are responsible. If, for instance, geological

investigations result in the discovery of an ore body, the Ministry of Mineral

and^Water Resources, through the Geological Survey and Mines Department and the
Ministry.of Commerce and Industry, initiate conditions and finances for the
exploitation of the mine so discovered.

.. . Although the initiation of scientific and technological projects lies with
the technical departments of the respective'Ministriest there is"a central co

ordinating machinery for such projects- Thus, a development project having been

cleared by the parent ministry, is submitted to the Planning Commission, which
is a sub--committee of Cabinet, so as to determine its priority and merit within

the development framework of the country in general and co-ordinate it with
other projects. If it is a research project it has to be cleared by the National
Research Council before it is laid before the Planning Commission and subsequent
ly.

The functions of the National Research Council are laid down as unders

(i) To co-ordinate plans for the establishment of new research
institutions and extension to old ones and generally to advise

Government on such development, . : ■

(ii) To advise.on purchases, of equipment and to co-ordinate requests
for such purchases where feasible-

(iii) To draw up a co-ordinated research programme in the field of
natural resources covering at least a,five-year period? or longer

where the nature of the research requires it. To draw up a co

ordinated research programme annually within the Five-Year Pro

gramme s and to submit such proposed plans to Government,

(iv). To advise Government on the' financing of research, both capital
: and recurrent," including .research, by .government and at Makerere

University, Kampala or other government aided institutions; and

to give particular consideration to the introduction of triennial

budgets for research Institutions* .■.'■'- ■

(v) To advise Government on training and establishment policies for
■ . research staffs . ..'■■.

(vi) -To-provide Government with-a regular appraisal and evaluation of
research.programmes»; ■ . ■ . . .

(vii) To advise Government on utilization of research results,

(viii) To ensure the adequate documentation of research.
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,■ (ix) To promot.e dissemination of research information'from, specialists

to administrators and the general public. .

r'■'.■"'. (x).To advise government, on the establishment'of institutionalized

contacts, between departments !with overlapping interests, , .. ■•

The Council has six committees and the committees.cover.the.following

aspects of the Council's work: capital development; staff training and
establishments/; 'programme planning and co-ordination;, .programme .evaluation;

information and implementation*. They propose priorities'and co-ordinate pro
grammes in their respective fields- of activity. The six committees ares, ■

'.■" ■ (a) Agriculture, including animal husbandry;.;: . . ■.,"■■■

Industry; ... t ■. ■-, ■ . . .-. ■ ■

(c) Ecology, including forests, mineral and water resources, game

and fish;

(d) Social sciences, including economics;

(e) Culture, including arts subjects;- , . ■ .,

(f) Medical research and animal health.

The above responsibilities of the Council may be summarized as follows:

1. 'Capital, development: To co-ordinate and .advise on any additions

,,to existing government or university institutions, and ,to advise

". on capital budgets or .research institutions., particularly in
.relation to standardisation of equipment and co-operation in its

utilisation.^ . .. ■ ■ ■■ .

2. Staff.training and establishments:. To advise Government'on training

. , programmes including lower, middle and high level training for
researGh.staff,'pre-service and in-service, both in and outside

Uganda* :.■■:;,.■■

3O Programme co-ordination; To' co-ordinate research programmes and to
submit co-ordinated proposals. To advise on. individual projects to
be carried out by researchers in Uganda, or by Ugandans studying .
abroad on scholarships or bursaries. To advise on research priorities,

4. Programme evaluation; To provide a full report on progress in-research
annually, oT from time to time for particular projects as needs arise.
Any research worker.would be.required to .submit quarterly report pro

grammes 0
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5« Information: To ensure that all research projecrt^-are written-'—■■

up within reasonable times/ and, if necessary, advise-government-..-.

onLany measures necessary thereto.* . .''■-■-.

6O Implementation; To appraise research results in relation to

implementation, and suggest1suitable extension programmes'or

projects in line with research findings.

Further co-operation: . ■ ,

It is also proposed that in order to further co-operation between

departments having similar interests, specific committees should

be set up to provide a forum for exchange of viewsj to provide

for co-ordinated extension programmes| to advise on allocation of

research responsibility between1 different institutions, and to

provide facilities for routine co-operation between persons engaged

in related research projects.

On the basis of present needs two such committees' -are: suggested:C■ ...

(i) Crop and animal husbandry with members drawn from the
Department of Agriculture,Department of Veterinary-

Services and the Faculty of-Agriculture, Makerere

University and Namulonge*

(ii) Natural Ecology Committee with members drawn.'from:.the . ■-..'■'.„

following organizations: National Parks, Game, Fisheries,...

Forests and Makerere University's Botany and Zoology

Departments- The second of these could have responsibility

for drawing up future programmes for the Tropical Animal

Ecology. Institute.
*> ■ ■ ■ ■ , .'..■■

The following government departments have research programmes in natural

resources) or facilities or professional staffs which could be utilised fox

research:
...■"

!• Ministry of Agriculture: Kawanda Research Station^ Serere' .Research.*-. J

Station,, . . ■

(A Coffee Research Station is already under
construction in Bugisu)V ■■ '■■ :'"

The Ministry also maintains 'various District

';' Variety Trial Centres throughout the'country

and livestock breeding experiments are being

carried out:at Arapai, Ngetta:and'Kigumba.
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6.

Ministry of Animal

Industry» Game and

Fisheries:

Ministry of Mineral

and Water Resources

Ministry of Internal

Affairs: .

Ministry of Health:

.Ministry of. Works 8

Communications and

Housings

(i) Veterinary Departmenti Animal Health

. Research Centre, -Livestock Experimental

Station, Ruhengere Livestock Farm*-Aswa,

Ranch, Nakyesasa Livestock Farm. Kith >

the exception of.the Animal Health'

Research Centre9 most.research is concerned

with cattle breeding and pasture improve—

. ■ ment0

(ii) Fisheries Department:- all research is ,

carried out in the field and the "boats

■ • used are equipped for this; purposes

(iii). Game Departments research in,the field,

imainly on estimation of animal populations

and movementst . .

(i) Geological Survey? this, department has

a fully equipped laboratory and" other

scientific measuring facilities*

(ii) Water Development: all. -research in the

field; mainly recording and-calculation

in respect .of surface water yuppie

Government Chemist'Laboratory which undertakes

research where their other routine duties

■ permit? ■ Routine work includes police work.

food and drugs, water, general analysis of

some other- products * .

National Chemotherapeutics laboratory investigate.:

local medicines for possible clinical use and

industrial exploitation.

-ii

Materials Testing Laboratory Mainly qui

testing of limited range of: iterrs .and initial

surveys for roads and,airport runways* . ■

At Makerere University, Kampala,the following departments are carrying

out research in natural resources: agriculture,■rural economy* geology,

chemistry, physios, zoology, geography and botany..

As far: ...as organization for dealing with and utilising science and technology

in government technological ministries is concernedj the specialized departments

within these ministries are responsible for dealing with all aspects of utilis

ation of science and technology, viz:
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.(a) - Ministry of Health; : Within the Ministry of Health, the various

:. .specialist departments, mainly at lulago Hospital in conjunction

.. with departments in.the Makerere Medical.School, are not only

;. ■ responsible for initiating and carrying :out medical research "but

also in utilizing such research for practical purposes in collabora

tion with other local and international organizations.

(b) Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry: 5?he organisations in charge

... of utilization of science and. .technology, in this Ministry are the

research stations at Namulonge for cotton,:and Kawanda and Bikalasa

, for other crops.. The Namalere Mechanical.Cultivation Research

Centre organises research in this line. The agricultural extension

services are responsible for the.field application of agricultural

•_ .. research .resultso . ■

' Similarly, the Forest Research Station at Nyabyeya and the forestry

extension services take care of fore'st research and practical

application of the results of forest research.

(c) Ministry .of Animal Industry, Game and Fisheries: Within this

ministry, the Institute of Veterinary Research spearheads all

research in animal breeding? husbandry and disease, dairy and

pasture research and the application of results so obtained. The

Fisheries Research Institutes at Entebbe and Jinja serve the same

purposed The National Parks Department and the Huffield Ecological

Research Unit at Mweya, in conjunction with.the Ga^me Department,

' are in charge of research in animal" ecology1and co-ordination of

research results in this field.

(d) ■ Ministry'of Commerce and Industry; $he formulation of the results

of natural resources research into viable commerical or industrial

projects rests with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry- This

it does through the Uganda Development Corporation or one of its

many subsidiaries or through the Uganda Electricity Board-

Industry

(i) tfhere is still lack of facilities In industrial research*

The East African Industrial Research Organization in Nairobi is

both too far to send the more routine testing'needed for industry

'. and can only handle a few projects W a time. The present faoil-
..ities'in Uganda at the Government Chemist laboratories are totally

inadequate since they were originally designed for routine forensic

work in connexion with water purification and food control. Work

at Makerere University, Kampala,so far has been sporadic, part-time

and dependent-on-d-ndi-vidiia-l wfeims. ■ ■ :

(ii) There is also a p'roblem in .using laboratories not nation

ally sited in that the results of"spme!- research, which might be of

valuable commercial use,'may getataken up by'others before we can

utilise it.
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(iii) There is ,a.need to identify research projects. At the
:moment, projects which: might form the basis of new industries

depend, on the limited knowledge of a.few individuals, or on

■ accidental and incidental: information getting to someone-,

, . (iv) There is a need to test some industrial projects on a
pilot basis*

>■ - .- (v) There is a need' to , give more practical direction to
research; carried out at' the university and to integrate their

'■ ■ '; research .efforts^ into, an overall .national-■.programme.

. (vi) There is a need to co*-ord.inate capital development, to
standardize equipment, and to create, a central laboratory which

could provide facilities both for research and for routine testing,

and which might also be used for practical training of laboratory.

■ staff." ' ' . " ■ .■";■■''■'

(yii) There is a need, for co-ordination in training and staff-
policieso -It has been-remarked- that -all'- training so far provided,

. including Makerere University degree level, gives students in

adequate practical experience in laboratory work; that the govern

ment, gradings for professional staff are* not1 attracting high level

people, or keeping themj and that tlie promotional pyramid is not

rational and does not provide for distinctions between School

Certificate and Higher School Certificate graduates.

(viii) There is a need to co-ordinate industrial research with.
agricultural research since so much industrial potential lies in

processing of primary produce* ■■ * - ■ ';,

(ix) It should, howevers be pointed.out that not all research
results, even when they point to potential profitable industrial

use, are taken up. Whilst this problem was not investigated and

is rather out of the present scope, there are. Indications that most

new enterprises are of interest only to -the -Uganda Development

Corporation and they do not have.sufficient finance to develop themo

Whilst there is also, probably a lack of private .companies to exploit

such possibilities, lack of private initiative may also be due to

lack of any organization'to actively promote exploitation of such

opportunities as are indicated by research'. It will be unfortunate

if improvement of research in the' industrial.field is finally not

capable of exploitation,

(e) Ministry of Mineral and Mater Resources: Within the ministry the
Geological Survey and lines Department co-ordinate or carries out

all research for geological mapping, mineral exploitation, under-

. ground water exploration and development'and supervises the

mining industry. Similarly, the Water Development Department is

in charge of all hydrological and surface water development.
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■ ' (f) Kfeteorologioal research and application is the responsibility of
the Directorate of Meteorology of the East African Community.

(g) .Energy and power are the responsibility of the. Uganda Electricity
Board;in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry*

"■' (h) The Ministry of .Works, _ Communications and Housing has overall
■ - " responsibility for co-ordination and implementation of research

in all those fields,, surveying and mapping falls under the .Ministry
'of Mineral and Water Resources. . ■ ■ ' ="'

U) Ministry of Regional Administrations: There is a Town and Country
Planning Department in that ministry responsible for initiating and

implementing programmes in. urban and rural development. '

■ Within some of the non-technical; ministries technical subjects of.a

scientific or technological nature are handled 'by specialist sub-departments,
such as:

(a) The Technical Department.of the Uganda Development Corporation in
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, headed by a chemical engineer,
and the entirely technical Uganda Electricity Board,

(b) The Directorate of National Parks in the Ministry of Information,
Broadcasting and Tourism handles all research, pure and applied,

in animal ecology»

(c) The Factory Inspectorate and Department of Occupational Health in
the Ministry of Labour handles research in these fields* '.

(d) The Government Forensic Laboratories in the Ministry of Health are
responsible for all research in this field, in conjunction with

the Geological Survey Assay Laboratories.

Apart from Makerere University, Kampala, and the Uganda Technical College,
where training is carried1out at professional level in science and technology,

facilities for training of middle grade technicians are available-as under:-

(i) Ministry of Health: laboratory technicians? medical radiographers, ■
medical assistants.

(ii) Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry: Forestry School, Nyabyeya,
Bakalasa and Arapai Agricultural Colleges*

Ministry of Animal Industry, Game and Fisheries: Fisheries Training

Institute* Veterinary Training Institute* Research - training

technicians at Uganda Development Corporation.
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serves as the clearing house Il?n^HT+ 7-
ment .are brought ?o tL attention of till* 1UVOlV
feasiMXity: ^fudies have been co'pleted! °Ommer°lal

Commeroe ^ Industry
resources develop
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IMPLSKESTATIOff OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

IN THH3 UNITES ARAB E3PUBLIC l/

I- INTRODUCTION

It is no coincidence that highly industrialized countries of the world ■

are also outstanding in their spience. Indeed'their eminence arose from the

successful application of science in a climate of understanding of its powers

and potentialities- In reporting the activities of the United Arab Republic .

in the field of the utilisation of science and technology for development,

it is only intended to review two.main areas: (i) Human resources and
(ii) Research organisation.,

The challenge ■ .".", .....

One of today's principal challenges is that in this age of mass and far

reaching invention which, has produced deep space, probes, supersonic flights,

and satellite communications, a large segment of the world population.is still
far beyond the capability of meeting the requirements imposed by scientific

progress and technological change*, This problem cannot be solved overnight,

and it certainly will not be solved without the full co-operation of the

developing countries themselves.

However, it is very encouraging to note that a number of these countries

has come to understand through the clarity of their vision that the problems

they face are. related to their need for science and technology- as the important

element in economic development Increased production cannot possibly be

achieved if the necessary technical knowledge is missing, even if the over

riding problems of finance and labour have been resolved* ' . '

I am sure, that the partioipation of quite a number of us from developing

countries in this meeting is in response 'to' a significant basic principle now ■

growing in our countries and with our people, ioe», interest and endeavour to

take .active part, in reshaping our future, a concept founded.on the conviction

that anything of value can be improved and that research must seek and find

answers, to problems impeding the flow of progress. . . :

Roots of science

These same aims and objectives were also active and persisting on the

Egyptian scene, .where the history of scientific institutions is closely con

nected Vith th'e, history ,of ,/fche.1 nation reaching back into ancient history., The
fact that Egypt experienced evolutionary'development in the past, as attested

by the abundant evidence of scientific thought and discovery in Egypt, is of

primary importance'in considering the application of science and.technology

to its present development. Science and culture were naturally affected.by

the political history of the State. Disparities and retardations must be

mentioned here which lead among other things to the interruption of the

continuity of development processes. The regaining of independence ,in modern

history aroused scientific life, which noticed the establishment of new higher

'education institutions and development of learned societies-

l/ This Report was distributed separately as document S&T/CR/38.



II. THE PEOPLE MB SCIENCE

The Charter , . :

Science and its' applications ■ hav# .since the revolution "become ■ a subject

of vital importance to the highest political and State authorities; of-the

country* The people too .'had the same views which they expressed/ In the _

National Charter, their .basic political document, 'Which categorically.defined

the role of science in building the nation, thus stating: ■ :

"If the revolution were to relinquish science it would become a mere

nervous outburst enabling the nation to let off steam, but, it would not

change its state11.

"Science is the true weapon of revolutionary will. Here emerges the

great role to "be undertaken by the universities and educational centres at

all levels".

"Science alone can guarantee that trial and error in the national

action would lead to a development with guaranteed consequences. Without

science, trial and error become haphazard tendencies that may succeed once

but fail scores of times"..

"Our ability to master the various branches of science is the only way-

left for us to compensate for uhderdevelopment. Moreover^ if the national
struggle depends on advanced science it will provide itself with a greater

opportunity for progress".

"The major economic and social problems .confronting our people, at

present, must be resolved on a scientific "basis". ;

"The scientific research centres are required at this stage of struggle
to develop themselves so that science would be in the service of society. At
this stage science for its own sake, is a responsibility which.• our national

potentiality cannot shoulder-

Therefores science for society should be the motto of the cultural
revolution at the present stage- The achievement of the objectives of the

national struggle will enable us at a further stage of our development,-to
make,, a positive contribution to the world in the domain of science for its

own sake". .

The General National Congress "■■'■■

The resolutions of the General"'National Congress too deal with scientific
research and technical development,'and thus are naturally in line with the^
general objectives and basic philosophy of our socialist society as outlined
above in the Charter/ The following are examples- of: such resolutions at
different years0 ■■ ■ . ■ ■ . ■ .■■.
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"Increasing, efforts, must "be made in scientific research:'in order-to tackle

the difficulties facing production as. part of a short'policy. The long-range

plan.would aim at the adaptation and application of advanced technology for ■

development"* . ..... ' ■•. : .'

"There is need for the establishment of a National Council for Scientific

Research or. National Council for Science and Technology comprising of-executive,

[ scientific and technical leaders on the highest levelsf affiliated to it there

v- should be a number of specialized councils.. The council is responsible for

planning scientific research and co-ordinating the lines of activity of its

* different organs,. Scientific research should be directed towards the require

ments of development, solving difficulties facing production, in addition to

its active role in serving the strategic needs of the war against aggression"*

"Availing the proper conditions for the development of science and technology

by proposing methods of financing and distribution of funds connected with.the

progress of science and the development of technology? training of scientific

workers, research technicians and, in generalt scientific manpower"* . :'

"The central committee should prepare a plan for scientific research on

State level which forms the basis for a national science policy in response

to our main objectives of putting science in the service of development, jfpr.the

benefit of the-people". . ' .. ' ■ .'■ . ■.-.;.-■■!

These resolutions constitute general directives, for the State authorities

in their steering of the growth of the country's scientific research and technic

al development potentialities and of their best utilisation for the economic

development of the society,, """ '"
i

The National Assembly : ' ' ■ ,'. ■ .. . ■

'Not only that, but in preparation for passing the State Budget Act in tlie

National Assembly-the Committee for Services and the Committee for Industry

discusses and reports on the activities of the government in the proceeding

year and submits directives regarding the activities for the following year*1

An overall survey and'assessment: of the.'situation'in the field of scientific .

and technical research and ;th'e"application of science and technology.is .made ..

during 'these "meetings. ' * ' . " ' ' . '.."'- ■ . ■ ;... f[ ■:

Programme of action ' ' ■

The revolutionary consciousness in Egypt since 1952 has proved'its "ability

to bear the great responsibilities laid upon it by changing conditions/ that

were-meant to be a jump across a gulf of economic and "social under-development-

with the :only inijerition1 of making up for what was: lost and of realising, the- .

great aspirations'which form part of what the people ideally want for futura ...

generations* ' ■ ■ .!
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Faced with these.huge tasks, and firmly convinced that they must be
resolved on a scientific basis, it, was necessary to establish, rebuild and :
equip the available, facilities for research, increase'the number of higher .
education establishments to meet the demand for qualified personnel in all
sectors of economy, establish a system of modern research and development
institutions to provide the scientific base for developing the new industries,
co-ordinate the research potentialities and plan scientific research at the
State level, and introduce the results of research into practice and encourage
their wide application., . , : ■- ... ■

III. flOMAN RESOURCES FOR SCIENTIFIC AKD THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The way to start seems obvious and quite uncomplicated., The progress
of a nation depends first and foremost on the progress of its peopleo Hence
the first task.must be to build up the human Capital, and to put forward .a
strategy for the education and development of the human resources. At the '
planning level, this meant integrating educational planning with overall
economic planning, including manpower planning and the creation of job op
portunities »

To .this end, the formation of a wide and solid base of highly qualified
professionals, capable of actively participating in the development of the
national economy, and in the socialist reconstruction, was in itself the only
starting point, and hence the United Arab Republic introduced and developed
free education at all levels,' including higher education,.

The meaning of education

Education is, in fact, the corner-stone of a system which aims at the
realization of the national aspiration for advancement in all fields,1 not; only
because it offers the individual an endless frontier of advancement in career
and status but also because it opens irresistible frontiers for1'the human mind
and cariosity. ■

Education.generates a strong demand for more education* The development
of elementary schools creates a demand for secondary education arid this in "
turn for.higher education of many kinds. Since trained men are the most
important product of higher education institutions, we are going to confine
ourselves to the development of higher education in the United Arab Republic

Higher education

The University of- Al-Ashar has played a unique role in the life of Egypt,
in its culture, in creating and strengthening the national self-awareness, and
in its-history* Ever since the 10th century, Al-Azhar has flourished - not
only for Egypt, but' also for the whole Islamic world - as a great centre for
Islamic culture and the Arabic language. Although it is indeed one'of the
most ancient universities of the world, it was not until the beginning of the

19th century that modern higher education began to find its rightful place in
Egypt. ■ . .
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Following the establishment of the Higher School of Engineering in l82Q?

the1 Schools of Medicine and of Veterinary Medicine were founded in 1827* and

.the Higher School of Agriculture in.1829* Later came Bar.El-Oloum School for

Arabic and Islamic Studies (l97l)j the School of Law and the Higher School

for Teacher Training (l880) and the Higher School of Commerce.(1911).

Modern universities ...

In spite of the fact that the above mentioned schools attained a high

level of performance in their, respective fields, .they fell short of the ideals

and aspirations of the country. They were under the auspices and direction of

the government and were heavily geared to the needs of civil1service. It was

towards the end of the last century that the country witnessed a strong.move

ment for the establishment of a university independent of government control

and modelled1'along the lines'"of modern universities in advanced countries..

This movement, bore a more tangible result in 1908 when the "Egyptian University"

was established with private donations., At the beginning it was rather modest

and limited to certain branches of liberal education* But it did succeed iii; =

promoting the concept of university education.

{Phis private university carried on along with the above mentioned schools

of higher education until 1925 when the State decided to take over by the

establishment, on a bigger scale, of the Egyptian State University (now the
University of Cairo). At its inception it included the faculties of Arts, Law,

Medicine and Science. . The university"now has 21 faculties and institutes,

fifteen of them in Cairo itself, three in Khartoum :(Sudan) and three, in Manscura*

The number of students surpasses' 43?000.

Since then university education has expanded at a rate which has exceeded

all expectations„ This expansion took two distinct, and yet related formsD

The first manifested itself in the establishment of new faculties and universi

ties, and the introduction of new studies and specializations- The second

manifested itself in the tremendous increase in the number of students.

To relieve the.pressure on Cairo university, branch faculties were establish

ed in Alexandria? Arts and Law in 1938 and Engineering in 1940. In 1942
Alexandria University was established with seven faculties, three of which con

sisted in the aforementioned branch faculties- At present, it has 33i4OO stu

dents studying in fifteen faculties and has branch faculties■of Medicine? Science

and Teacher Training at Tanta, in addition to a Faculty of Agriculture at TCafi—

El-Sheikho ■ . .

Cairo's next great centre of learning, the University of Sin Shams, opened

up in 1950, and now boasts of nine faculties with 37s200 students and further

faculties of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine at Zaqaziq and yet another

Faculty .of Agriculture at Shebin El-Kom«
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.. : ;.The: university, of. Assiut followed in 1957, andhas Faculties of Science,

.Engineering, .= .Medicine, Pharmacy, Veterinary Medicine, Agriculture and Commerce
in Assiut^ts-elf, and. Faculties, of Agriculture and:..teacher Training in Minia.
The.. total:-number, of students is 10,500, The following-table shows the number
of.-fa'pUlties ^■students', and. .graduates of the four" universities<■■.". . ■ .. '.' "

■ ■. ... Faculties and ..Students 1968/1969"v ' " '"/"'
University of institutes ' . Male , . Female" "5btai~

Q*±t0 A . - ' ■ ""' ',. 2l ■" 31,143:- :-. ,.11,933 : ■' "■■■.■•■43,076
Alexandria.; ■■ ', '14 ' 26,0.06" . ' 7,398 . 3$J'Q4
Em Shams . , - . 14 2.6,852 . 1O?365 ■ 37,217
Assiut . . -■ -9 .. : :-' 8,468 ' , 2.062 _10_53Q

58 92,469- ■ ■. 31,753 "' 124,227.

Higher institutes and colleges '." .■ " " '. " ■ \ ..

..-.•■, .. Higher, education,., other than in universities 'has grown immensely in its
sco^e .and variety,, The following table gives information regarding the type and
-:the ■ enrolment figures for 1968/196.9/ '. " . . '. .. . . ..-■ ;'- . ,

Type of", institute ■ ■■

Industrial

Agricultural '.;

Commercial' ■*- ■ ■' ' < ,' ■

Art ■ •'.?,..}• ,'" '■
Teacher Training &'

general

Al-Azhar

Number

.9

4'
■8 ■."

,.: 3" ".-■■

9

. 33

Bfele

8984O

6,145
. 4j.78l

2,991

2,931 -

■ .25,688

Students

Female ..

678 ■

■"1,156
.- 2,088 ,

1,768 ■.-.;■

3,052 ,

8,742 ..,.,,

; ■ - 1 ■-- ,

Total-

-■■',.. 9.?-5l8'

. '".7,301
.' r = - 6.^9-

■/■-:.:: .4*76?!

■ "■'"r%3&"

-■"34t43O,

*A1-Azhar thrived solely as the world's greatest centre of Islamic and

Arabic learning from the l.Q.th century right up till. 1961.' In that year its

traditional system was radically changed by a law which aimed at its modern-

ization and expansion. To its original three Faculties of Moslem Theology,

Jurisprudence and Arabic Studies were added..those of Commerce, Medicine,

Engineering and Agriculture,, ■ For the first' time in' its long history, it was

endowed with a faculty for girls* Besides there,.a^e' two' institutes affiliated

to the University of Al-Aahar, one for guidance and/'the other for languages and
interpreting* " ..-*...-

The number of graduates from Al-Azhar during the year 1966/1967 reached

2,059 against 116 in the year 196l/l962.
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7. Relating admission to universities and'higher institutes with actual

- requirements thus adopting a "balanced programme suited.to.the country's

own needs and stage of development with the best -compromise,, among:

(i) quality and."quantity, \ ,(2) science and humanities,;. .(3.). vocational
. .training in school and on the job and (4) the'needs of the ..individual

and the needs of the State., ■ ■ ' ■': .; . ,■ ■,-■-..

■ 80 Training and maintaining numbers of scientists and techmc^-aris, in the
proportions and at the levels of specialization called for by the

national development plan and current science policy*. .. , .. . _ ■. ^

Universities and the implementation of science • ■ fy

.We have been considering higher education, and university education, in

particular, from the. angle of: producing graduates of'high, quality .to. meet .the

manpower -needs of.the economy as a whole in fields such as administrationj

public services, medicine, agriculture, industry .and engineering, fields which -

in a. modem society » require knowledge and background in basic scienceo How

ever, this is only one function-of a university. It is generally accepted that

since a, recognized condition for high quality university- teaching is the parallel
provision of opportunities-for conducting research, then comes research as the
■second function of a university. Research is-an essential condition for the
continuous development of the intellectual standard of teaching staff, and for

a living-education adapted "bo the modern world. The orientation of research in
the United.Arab Republic universities has been decided in relation to needs,
while preserving the universities' freedom in this field. In no case has basic
research been abandoned or decreased, on the contrary,, it is being developed in

harmony with applied, research . - ....

IV „ ' RESEARCH 0RGM1ZATOT

Research is, of course, also widely conducted in government laboratories

and industrial enterprises where successful application of modern.science and
technology to problems of education, health, research,. organization and pro

duction is being achieved, This is the outcome of creating effective organiz

ations -within the government capable of understanding and formulating the
■ necessary strategics for utilizing science and technology.;. However, we do not
attempt here to iive a detailed outline of the main elements of this organization,*
but to give a picture of the main-elements. It -is a picture which is changing
■in detail from year to year to meet the changing requirements_and the ever- ^
increasing importance of science in all aspects of national life..

Before 1952 there was a certain amount of scientific activities. In the
universities, the staff that carried out some research were interested m
science only for its advancement. There was no interaction, between science and
society, and science'had no effect on.our governmental and economic institutions.
Government departments did not show, enough enthusiasm to encourage the young
generation to pursue any scientific activities. However, we cannot overlook

some useful work carried out in some ministries*
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Research .in the privately owned industry was an unknown commodity* The
•industry was not a developing one supported and developed by the results of

'scientific research, but was mainly a producing .industry'aiming at making high

profits. ,

Early attempts

Attempts were made to establish a research council devoted tb applied

research but the" project did not proceed any further than the issuing of a

Decree in 1939.' Lack of appreciation caused the progress .of the project to

be brought to a standstill. It was only"in 1947 that a director for the
council was appointed,, and the Council (then known as the National Research
Council) was affiliated to 'ihe National Production Councilo During this
first stage of development, the main activities of the Council were to stimulate
scientific research, in the.country and to give grants-in-aid to research carried

out in the universities and some governmental departments„ In 1951 it w&s
decided to build special laboratories for'the Council to carry out basic and

applied research.

The National Research Institute , '

From 1953 till 1956, i.e* during the second stage, enough funds were
alloted to the .."National Research Institute", as it was called, to ensure the
completion of its laboratories. The first laboratories were occupied late in
1955 fcy the few research workers who were available'at that time. The

"Institute" widened its scope of activities in a number of ways* It started to
grant scholarships to some new graduates from the universities to give them the
chance of being trained in research. They totalled,52 scholarships by the
middle of 1956» During thisperiod, the Scientific and Technical Documentation
Division was established to be in,the service of research workers in the in

stitute, and outside it. The Scientific Instrument Division was also started.

Hational Research Centre .

" June 1956 witnessed the beginning of the third stage whereby the affiliation
of the institute to .-the National" Production Council was dissolved and the
National Research Centre became an independent body attached directly to the

presidency of the Republic .(Law No„ 243/1956)°

Science Council

During the same year, 1956, the broader outlook at the whole situation-■'■-.
called for the establishment of a scientific advisory body composed of
representatives of the recognized departments and institutions concerned with

pure and applied scientific research. This concern may be by-way of training
personnel! financing., administration or supervision of research; organizing

foreign scientific .contacts; or the immediate application of scientific
knowledge in the productive and social service projects. Consequently Law
No. 5/1956 was issued setting in the. Presidency of the- Council of Ministers,
an autonomous body called "The Science Council". . ,
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"The .functions'of'the .Council shall'"be: ■• "to stimulate, the progressive

advancement of scientific Studies, to encourage research work and to disseminate

its results* to suggest the appropriate policy'for fostering scientific and

cultural progress* : >..'.''■ -'= j" .: ■

In discharging its functions the Council shall: , ;, :;,,

(a) pursue the progress and development1 of scientific activities in',.

governmental departments, universities and'other..institutions ; ■ -. :.

concerned with pure or applied science,■■With a view to realizing

. ■ co-ordination ;and:correlation; among them,and ensuring, their

.progress, which the Council is to support, complies with well

established norms■and standards. ■ ■ . ■

(b) Conduct surveys of the heeds for competent scientific personnel

' and draw up appropriate schemes for meeting such needs in various

branches of specialisation* ; . 1 ■

(c) Pursue the progress of science in the world, and provide scientific

workers in Egypt with the necessary facilities... for.keeping pace with

progress-

(d). Secure the organization which will set on unified criteria the assess-

. ment of grants and awards offered by the State for stimulating

.... scientific research in the country* ' .

The Council will in turn submit its decisions to the Council of Ministers

for approval and for' considering the means of implementation"*

.This was then followed by Decree No. ll6G/l957 concerning, the .establishment
of special research departments in government departments*. "The Science Council

will assist the permanent research committees in the ministries and government

departments in drawing up and co-ordinating their research programmes in accord

ance with.the..requirements of the general national planning," will consider the
budgetary estimates for the research departments and submit recommendations

concerning.them; will examine the interim reports received from the permanent.
research committees containing accounts on the scientific activities in their

departments; and may recommend the direction of research studies towards

problems pertaining to the general planning"0

The Ministry of Scientific Research

Plans for development in agriculture, water conservation, industrializa

tion, . housing, and so forth - all designed, to raise the standard of living -
brought about a conscious "government policy oriented towards the progress and

application,of science and technology*' Distinguished by sustained growth in

scale, diversity, and achievements, the role of science' - as■&■national resource

essential to social and political objectives - became more highly evident*
Perhaps the most single important policy feature showing the emphasis on science

and technology is graphically illustrated' in the creation of a new Ministry of

Scientific Research in 1962*
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The present Ministry of Scientific.Research whose authority.and functions

are laid down by Presidential Decree No» 498/1968, is responsible for preparing
a plan for scientific research in .the.framework of the state development plan,

ensuring the fulfilment of its aims and objectives, following up its execution

and shall aim at fostering progress in scientific .research including the fund

amental problems relating to science policy such as training of scientific
personnel. .

In discharging its functions, the ministry, may call upon competent research

institutions, at all levels all over the country„ The ministry shall in part
icular;.:.. ■, . ' ;'■ ..- .■.-....■■ ■ . .-..--

1- Encourage team work among research workers .with a view to realizing

co-ordination and co-operation among them, especially in projects

motivated by.the .development plan,

2. Promote basic, and applied research aiming at the fulfilment of the

.objectives of the development plan- ' :. ■■

3« Pursue the progress of science through the world and supply

scientific workers with necessary facilities for keeping pace ■

with such progress-

. . 4° Stimulate the-.publication of research results and support, the

publication of a series of journals giving contributions

reporting on original research studies-

5* Secure the organisation on unified criteria, for the. assessment

of grants and awards, offered, by: the State for stimulating

. research-work in the,..country. ■

6O Assist and financially support scientific societies and unions*

7«. Organize scientific conferences, symposia and training seminars,,

: 8« Develop scientific relations with other countries following the ■ >

theme that science is an international endeavour*

Article II of the above-mentioned, decree provides- for the establishment

of three scientific services* -..:■■ ■

< A* National Information and Documentation Centre

B-. Scientific Instruments Centre* .

C* Science Museum* ■ ■
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Article III designates a number of research organizations affiliated to or

under the general jurisdiction of the Ministry.

A.. National -Research Centre (NRC)«

B. Atomic Energy Establishment (ABE).-

_C» Specialized Research Institutes. .

The scope and problems within the competence of the Ministry is very wide. *

As seen before, the law enacting function as well as the control activities of §
the Ministry embrace all aspects of the science policy, the organization of t
research, and the creation of favourable conditions for the development of

science and technology, including the systematic collection and dissemination of

scientific and technical information so as to promote the expeditious and ef

fective transfer of technology.

Thus, to meet the information needs of the scientific and technical

community, the National Information and Documentation Centre was established

to identify* collect, retrieve and analyse information. Not only that, but the
Ministry accepting the view that a patent system under a proper control and an

appropriate legislation:

(a) encourage local research, stimulate technological innovation and

inventive talent3 ; - ■

(b) permits new ideas and inventions to be brought' into application in

the larger national interests leading to economic growth, and

(c) gives a new impetus to a growing economy where the climate is
favourable for investment to create new industries, and stimulates

the growth of old ones, modernizing and expanding them, has also

affiliated to it the Patent Office, as a technological centre for

dissemination and transfer of technology including know-how and one

of the most important factors in promoting industrial development.

The assistance of the State, and the dedication of the people themselves

made it possible'that the material and organizational bases for the development ^
of the higher education system and scientific research were established and

expanded in a remarkably short' time*

■ It is hoped that this report would give the means and ways adopted by

the United Arab Republic in establishing the foundations and availing the

environment for the successful application of modern science and technology to

the different aspects affecting the national development. However, the report

does not cover the whole area, but it is confined to the most important topics»

One is naturally justified in dealing with manpower, the most important re

source of a country. It is not. merely the number that is important, but, the

skilled and trained manpower dedicated to hard work. Hard working manpower is

an asset, but doubly so if it is skilled and trained.,

It goes without saying that the importance of the creation of an effective

organization and the formulation of plans for, technological development warrant
the discussion of this item in detail in this report.
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SGI35HCE,, lECHHOLOGY'.MB.IiEVELOPI/IEM1 IN TANZANIA \

In .(Tanzania we -are moving towards a socialist society in itfhich sustained

national growth is determined by the people through an intricate machinery

directed by the Policy- of "Ujamaa", andi;tSelf-Relianceno ■ The emphasis is

on development in rural areas where social, cultural and economic development

will enhance, gross, national growth. The focus has not shifted fr.om the ■

forces at work in the contemporary world, since we cannot. divorce1 ourselves

from the international environment^ instead the tremendous potential for

change and development is being derestricted from the minority in urban

areas to the majority in the rural areas. In the mainly agricultural country

like. Tanzania, the change; requires a very efficient method of planning at

a. national levelJ while this is left to a small coterie of experts, it has

been-possible to erect safeguards to protect national.priorities by checks

on-the .plans by the.peoples government* The Five Years development plans\1),
(available for perusal) The National Research Plahs(2), The Arusha Declara

tion^), etc. are guides to areas of interest "by the public

Ideologies of Planning and Planning Experience vary with:.£he status

and rate of development of the region in the international environment.

In-Tanzania, and East Africa at large, we have placed Agriculture in the

forefront'and industry second in the "First Priority Dilemma" hypothesis(4),
since our first interest is on rural development. Development planning is

handled mainly l>y Tanzanians who know the problems of, both? Administration

and Organization and who have a firm background knowledge of the country's

policies* T/Jithin this context, therefore, The University of Dar-es-Salaam,, .

inaugurated in July, 19?0j aims at serving the people by- teaching and"

researching on local materials and as far'as possible? geared towards the

country's needs* For, "the full value of University activity can only be

obtained when the University and the Society it serves are organically

linked together(5). The intellectuals from this- University, it is hoped, ,

will lead in development (^revolution), because 'revolutionary intellectuals

play the leading :role in all revolutions.. 0. •"(6) .. ' Development and revolution

in science and technology in developing countries may not necessarily .imply

sci-entific advancement by discoveries or inventions by application of a

certain principle in-science, "but may mean Technology transfer, and applica-

tiori of the scientific principles already experimented upon. Several factors

.are involved in the latter and that is' why the introduction to this expose

reveals that we are discussing the Utilization of Science and Technology

in a developing socialist country, for, in a developing- capitalist country -

the factors affecting certain projects may be different from'those we face.

Bernal (7,8) maintains that' "the span of fifty years which elapsed between

Faraday's discovery of electromagnetism and the building of the first power

station at the Edison Electric Illumination Company of New. York, was determind

mainly by economic factors". On the basis of similar experience one might

argue that in developing countries-there' is always a reservoir of uhused

scientific knowledge waiting to be applied. Perhaps critics may agree with

the suggestion that, Science Policy and Policy on Technology transfer alone

affect most of the projects -essentially, concerned with the use of science and

T/ This Keport was distributed separately as document S&T/OR/39.
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technology as agents/of, economic...gr:Dwthi-aad,s.ocial:-development t more especially
in the developing socialist countries where capital for most projects is
either peoples money (i.e. Government money) or Government supported private

■-interpnaes.- This- problem of Science Policy and Technology transfer was
pointed .out by Dr. W. E. Chagula. the President .of the Bast African Academy,
in his 5th Foundation lecture (9). It is hoped that the Tanzanian.National
Scientific.-Research1'Council will alleviate, this problem as indicated %
Dr."M, Sj Ntamila(iO) in his paper at the Royal Society Conference of
Commonwealth Scientists in: 1967-. . ' .

■Apart1 from the1 Governmentf East African Community and the'pniversity,--
other.organizations engaged in scientific activities and-research in Tanzania
are outlined by Dr8 M. S. Htamila (Ntamila, '^i^idO, namely, United Nations
.Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizatipn(tksSCO); Societies, eog0 '
East'African Academy and Tanzania Society; Private'Industry and "Corporations
etc.. This paper tries to inspect several ways of utilizing scientific and
technical knowledge.for the development of■the country and for the advancement
01 mankind. ■ ' ■

(a) Improvements ■ -

There are many but very simple examples 'of application .of science which
illustrate the use of simple local materials which are available for develop
ment, materials which by themselves are of rather limited usefulness but

which with scientific knowledge result in a new material superbly useful "
and important for development projects - some of them are Concrete,(11>
Sulphuric acid,(11) Sugar and sisal(ii) products, Extractives from wood,
coal and plants,(12) Pood through improved food.technology, water(i3) and'
minerals. The part played by Government institutions need riot be emphasized
because every government in developing countries in Africa has ~by now realized
the importance of the local, materials in projects which are geared to improve
our standards of. living. The Chemistry, and Geography departments of the

University of Dar-es-Salaam are conducting researches into extractives from
Wood, Coal, Plants and on general -aspects of hydrology, respectively. Side-
by side with these researches, the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land
Use Planning (BRALUP)(14) is engaged in building up and initiating research
programmes in matters concerned with natural resources. IBIESCO Experts at

the University of Dar-es~Salaam have'been interested in the Chemistry of some
of.the .mentioned natural resources, for instance silicates, cements and glass(15'
The above few examples out of the so many show how we are set' to improve/
through deliberate planning, the housing situation, food and feeding habits,
fuels and to try and initiatemultir-puirp.ese uses of agricultural, forest and
other natural resources in order to develop the country and people.: ■■

(b) Management . ' ■ ■ ■ ■

Technical development in Tanzania has taken place in several directions
in the past decade. Probably this is taking place in the right direction
but the gap between Tanzania (or developing countries) and industrialised -'
countries is broad. Professor Blacket?(i6) as a natural scientist with ■ ■■
a nume-r&ea-l turn of mind, has indicated in broad terms and simplified figures
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that the industrialized countries with the higher income per capita owe

their development to some historical factors* The scientific-technological

revolution which took place in Northwest Europe towards the. end' of the

eighteenth century led.to an increase of wealth in the industrialized'

countries* Developments in China and India are more recent "but the rates of

development.in the East and West differj faster in the East probably because

of more efficient plans* This allegation is'more obvious if we use Econo

metric, models in favour of the countries* priorities^ and therefore the

measure will "be, not of the technical development only but of gross national

growth in economy, social and cultural. '.In industrialized countries one may

use any of the following Economectric models. Income per Capita; Use of

electricity per head; Use of cars per household^ Ber'c-^nt post-secondary

school literacy; Number of Scientific Journals; Number of patients per medical

doctor; and Number of scientists per country.. Some of these models reveal

scientific and technological'development while some only indicate the quantity

of. individual requirements of that countryf in other words, some Econometric

models., are more, efficient than others in assessing the country's status in

.an international, environment. '

In Tanzania the problems of simplifying operations rate very high among

others which affect the rate of the development., "Vie need'implements, to

simplify Farming,. Building, Communications, Protection and Storage of Food,

Processing of food and other items, Fishings Irrigation and such simple but

highly technical operations iirhich demand technology transfer but not technology

advancement. The Government is playing a major role in all these operations«

The role of the University in this context is to train manpower required in

the various operations,. The newly^born University in a joxing nation like

ours, in Tanzania "which aims to build socialism, the emphasis at the

University will be very different from that applied in highly industrialized

and capitalist nations"*,.„o(5) Planning of teaching and research can there
fore not be left to the academic staff alone* "The.community has tod much

at stake to allow any one group such complete controlo"(5) The National
Research plan! The^Five Year Development Plans, Ministry requirements and

staffing at the University, altogether guide the planning of teaching and

research which affect the.promotion of scientific and technological activities

in Tanzania*. The University has an Economic Research Bureau(i7) which inter
alia, evaluates- some of these activities, Mr. C.YS Hgonja, (18) The-Minister
for National Education, declared? in his speech presenting to the National

Assembly the Bill for an Act to establish the Univ'ersity of Dar—es-Salaam,

that the Faculties of Veterinary Science/ of Commerce and of Engineering-were

not to be established, but as a,result of the partnership with the two other

Universities in East Africa it is possible to meet the country's needs in

terms of graduates for the activities related to these facultieso So far

the Faculties of Science, Medicine and Agriculture train the professional

and science undergraduates. And as far as management- of operations is

concerned planning is based on known technology rather than on new science;

any new and valuable technological developments are not assumed for planning

purposes* ■ ,
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(c) Innovations ' , . ■■ ■

Attention-is now focussed on the application of sophisticated techno- .
logical innovations- Here, the ^iter differs from Professor Blackett s .
indictiment that "In agriculture the problems are- often more concerned with
the task of improving methods of. husbandry than of applying technological
innovation". This allegation may be true but.the writer maintains that
in order to improve husbandry or cultural practices in agriculture one. has .

If Operation^ otters while at the national aevel, it is the^
of any national project towards.development which matters. Let+us for one
moment examine patterns of technical evaluation in Tanzania in the last

(I factory has bee^ built to manufacture hoes and ploughs); all
directed; specifically to the local problems- ,

which are

:*?. z^fp
been established only two years ago. l
and the latest drugs cannot do much till

of ^he, masses is

by

cinemen arl exjning traditional drugs and^edipa pratices
effects, positive-or negative, upon Tanzaman development...

Services offered by Geography, ^"Xw^0*
i Meteorology and Computer »°*X I t? tblish

and their

Services offered by Geography

in Meteorology and Computer ™™*- "
is also interested m Appj-i

with the Mineral

group in Tanzania

t?now estblishing contacts
and the O11 e.pXoitation:

this Symposium on the
in Africa. In this paper the

position, in general terms only,

£nd technology for development^in
been given- precedence-while-that

emphasis. Pew ^S^^^^^
'the programs by means

*» development

fa the ral

0 the utilization of science

tlem of planning has
^ ^^ less

^ in-^ying to review
. putting science and technology

The writer has assumed
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technology because his paper reviews improvements, management and innovations

in a short period of about a decade» If this paper has provoked discussion

he will be glad to admit that he has achieved his goal.
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